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INTROIXJCTION AND MAIN COOCLUSlOOS. 
The present study consists of t:wo main parts: 
1. Processes, deposits and nm:phology in the recent, surge affected 
ice proximal envi.rament of the northernmost Barents Sea (Papers l, 
2,3) . 
2. Seclinelt distributioo. and glacial history of the Barents Sea, with 
main aIphasis 00. the Late Weichselian (Papers 4,5,6,7). 
Background and objectives. 
Glaciations of continental shelves and epicontinental seas are well 
ciocu:ænted in the geological record (Boul tan & Denoux 1981, Anderson 
1983, Eyles et al. 1985). Up to now, studies of IOOdern shallow glacial 
marine enviralments have ma.inly been cazried out along the Antarctic 
continental shelf or in Arctic and sub-Arctic fjord settings (see for 
exanple extensive bibliography by Andrews and Matsch (1983». None of 
these may be fully representative for previous marine ice sheets, 
which covered wide, shallow shelf areas. '!he Antarctic is daninated by 
large, floating ice shelves, the neltwater cæpanent is essentially 
lacking, and the continental shelf is ananalously deep and general ly 
slopes towards the continent . ~st of the Arctic studies, an the other 
hand, are cazried out in teq;>erate glaciers, of ten in fjord 
enviI:cnnents and with a high relief topography in the hinterlands, 
saætines l.D1dergoing rapid tectonic uplift, supplying large aIOOlnltS of 
sed..iIænt to the glacial systan. 
Glacier surges are short-tenn glacier fluctuations in which a 
volune of ice is transported rapidly fran the accurrulatian area to the 
ablation area of a glacier. ~st of ten a surge a1so involves a frontal 
advance. Advances can be up to several kilaæters and occur in less 
than 1 - 2 years. Surge-type glaciers surge repeatedly wi th periods 
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Fig.l. Bathymetry and place names of the study region. 
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væ:ying fran 15 years to greater than 100 years (Meier & Post 1969) . 
Between surges the glaciers are in a quiescent phase. Potential 
effects of glacier surges CD the deposi tianal environrænt, are 
essentially neglected in the glacianarine li terature. Reoent IOOdels 
for glacianarine sediIæntatiCD (Molnia 1983, Powell 1984) do not 
include surges as an inp>rtant mechanism in the tidewater glacier 
envirot:UÆ:fit. 
'!be Barents Sea shelf and the Svalbard area (Fig.1) present unique 
regiCXlS for studying a nurber of glacially influenced sedimentary 
envirot:Uilents and facies distributiCXlS, both at present and in the 
past. '!be Barents Sea, covering an area of 1.2 mill. km2 , presently 
ranges fran ice distal, sea ice and current daninated envirot:unent to 
the ice proximal, of ten surge affected envircnænt along the tidewater 
glaeier peripheries of eastern Svalbard. '!he present-day ice proximal. 
envll::cJlIilent has been extensively studied outside the southern part of 
the Austfarma ice cap, Nordaustlandet (Fig. 1). This ice cap has the 
loogest conti.nuous tidewater ice frCDt CD the northern hemisphere 
(approximately 200 km), and several of the 19 drainage basins of the 
ice cap (Dovæswell 1984) show surging behaviour. Cllaracteristic for 
the two largest drainage basins is surging into an apen marine 
enVll::OI:unent, grounded over marine, glacigenic defonnable sediments. 
'lhis offers a si tuatian Mrlch may have been inportant, or at least 
occuring in the past. 
As the Barents Sea probably has been repeatedly glaciated during 
the Pleistocene (Solheim & Kristoffersen 1984) , the sane range of 
enviranments as found in the present-day Barents sea, may be recorded 
downcare. '!be general stratigraphic successiCD apparently ooosists of 
till, overlain by ice proximal, glacianarine sediment Mrlch again has 
a thin cover of Holocene ice distal 1lI.ld. '!be divisian between the 
latter two units is distinct in the south, based (Xl pebble content, 
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foraminifera fauna, clay mi.neralogy and amcxmt and type of organic 
matter (ElverllØi & Solheim 1983, ElverhØi et al. in press. ). Towards 
the northel:n, presently ice proximal enviroIllænt, however, the 
divisien becaæs less distinct, although sediIænt sectiens resembling 
those found in the southern and central Barents Sea may be found 
locally (Solheim in prep. ) . 
A Late Weichselian Barents Sea glaciatien has been disputed by saæ 
(Baranowski. 1977, Bau! ten 1979), whereas others have argued for a total 
cover of ice over the entire Barents Sea during the Late Weichselian 
(GrosswaId 1980, Andersen 1981, Hughes et al. 1981). Several lines of 
evidence, however, new support the concept of a Late Weichselian 
Barents Sea ice sheet. 'Itley include glacio-isostatic emergenoe and 
shoreline displacement gradients for the Svalbard arclli.pelago, the 
general sediIænt character and distributien in the northel:n Barents 
Sea and nmphological features interpreted to be ice marginal, both in 
the northel:n and southern Barents Sea (JC»11'lSal 1983, Salvigsen 1981, 
Salvigsen & Nyda.l. 1981, Solheim & Kristoffersen 1984, ElverhØi & 
Solheim 1983, Kristoffersen et al. 1983, Vorren & Kristoffersen 
1986 ) • However, the maxinun extent, exact timing and deglaciatioo. 
histæ:y still remain apen for discussioo.. 
'1hi.s work, which is based 00. high resoluticn acoustic data and 
shallow core sanples, aquired during a 1UJIl1ber of cruises in the period 
between 1971 and 1985, adresses the following objectives: 
1. '!be reoent, surge affected ice proximal enviraallent of the northel:n 
Barents Sea. 
- Which processes are active during glacier surges in the marine 
envi.rooment, and bow do these affect 
a) sea floor nmphology, 
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b) sedilænt types and properties and 
c) sedilæntaticn rates 
both proximal and distal to the surging glaeier . 
- Do glaeier surges leave diagnostie features that can be applied 
to other/older sequences to identify surge affected sedilænts. 
- to4li.ch processes are inpartant in the present-day ice proximal 
enviraanents of the northern Barents Sea. What type of 
sed.inents are deposited, where and bow 1IIlCh. 
2. Sediment distributicn and glacial history of the Barents Sea. 
- What are the sed.inent distributicn, seismie stratigraphy, 
acoustic character and sed.inentological characteristics in the 
northen1 Barents Sea in general, and of locally thicker aoc:::uru-
latialS in particul.ar. 
- What are the timing, IlUl'ber and maxim..In extent of the Plio-
Pleistocene glaciatialS of the Barents Sea. 
- What is the tenporal and spatial deglaciaticn pattern of the last 
Barents Sea glaciaticn. 
Glacial proximal depositien and processes are inpartant subjects 
for both main parts. Firstly, DDst of the upper glacianarine unit in 
the Barents Sea was probably deposited during relatively short tine, 
close to the ret:reating late Weichselian ice sheet. Secandly, 
present-day northeastern Svalbard offers ane of the best excisting 
areas for studying the ice proximal, open marine envircnnent. Al though 
the terms ice proximal and distal have been used differently by 
various authors, Powell's (1984) definitien is essentially used here, 
stating that the ice proximal enviraauent is directly affected by 
grounding line processes, wbether an ice shelf or a tidewater glacier. 
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Osci11atory, surging behavior wi11 inc:rease this zone to a width 
depending cm the annmt of frontal advance during surge. Furt:.henoore, 
we include the region wbere the majority of sedilænts in turbid 
meltwater plunes fall out fran suspensicn, which is in the order of 5 
km fran the glacier front. 
Project progress and the individual papers. 
'!be initiaticm of the surge related part of this project is based 
cm the last surge of the Bråsvellbreen glacier, the second largest 
drainage basin of the Austfoona ic:e cap. '!his ocurred between 1936 and 
1938, and is the largest surge doc:unented to date (by aerial 
photography). 'Itle tenninus advanced in the order of 15 km offshore and 
has afterwards stagnated and retreated. 
Recannaissance wmk in 1980 and 1981 revealed overooopacted 
glacigenic sediment inside a ridge roughly paralleling the present ic:e 
front at a distance of up to 5 km fran it. '!his was taken to indicate 
that the glacier bad advanced over sea floor covered by glacianarine 
and glacial sediments. A project tenned "oonsolidaticn of glacial and 
glacianarine sediments by ic:e loading" was then ini tiated. High 
priori ty was given to the geoteclmical and sedimentological aspects of 
the project to reveal the effects of an ic:e load cm the engineering 
characteristics of glacigenic sediments. 'Itle Bråsvellbreen si tuaticm 
could be ccmsidered a small scale analogue to the Norwegian 
ccntinental shelf during past glaciaticms. 
However, due to severe sea ic:e problens during the main coring 
period and difficulties, caused by the high gravel and pebble ccntent, 
in both achieving undistur:bed sanples and to prepare them for 
geotechni.cal tests, the sedimentological and geotechni.cal aspects bad 
to be tuned down. Stralger enphasis was then placed cm the acoustic 
profiling, in particular side sean sonar data. A ccmsiderable annmt 
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of cores were recovered fran the regioo., however, and geotechnical and 
sed:im:!ntological studies were carried out, but at a sanedlat IOOre 
sinple level than original ly planned. '!be data base collected in fralt 
of Bråsvellbreen is calSidered to give a good overvier.-.r of a surge 
affected glacianarine envirament. 
'!'he first paper fran the region (Paper 1.) was based on the data 
acquired during the 1982 and 1983 field seasoo.s, and may be calSidered 
as a prel:imi:naI:y report 00. the IOOrphology found proximal to the 
glaeier . During 1984 and 1985, the Norwegian Hydrographic Survey 
(NSKV) carried out hydrographic mapping along a dense grid of lines 
outside Bråsvellbreen and adjacent areas. By participating in these 
c::ui.ses, we were able to largely increase the data base of side sean 
sonar, sparker and 3.5 kHz data, in additioo. to sane cores and sea 
floor photographs. Furt:hen1r:>re, the new data set was collected with 
greatly inproved navigatioo., as a Decca Sea Fix system was used, with 
an accuracy in the order of 10 m, as opposed to the Transi t satelli te 
system used an the previous c::ui.ses, with accuracy of 2-300 m at the 
best. Al though the main CXXlClusioo.s drawn in Paper 1., for the 
roorphology in the ice proxima1 area at Bråsvellbreen, were not 
radically changed, the new data greatly :i.nproved aur understanding of 
the spatial distribution of sed:im:!nts and JOOrphological patterns , now 
also i.ncluding the adjacent drainage basin, Basin 3 (Fig.1). As the 
general understanding of the area :i.nproved, sane of the 
interpretatians for formatioo. of the IOOrphology have also changed 
slightly. Hence it was calSidered necessæ:y to repeat parts of Paper 
1. in Paper 2., as the latter is a synthesis of all informatioo. fran 
the regian, .including sedimentological and geotechnical analyses, and 
it aiIæs towards developing a sed..ilæntæ::y facies JOOdel for large, 
marine surging glaciers. 
Paper 3. discusses the post surge deposi tional envira.nent. Main 
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emphasis is here plaoed en deposi tien fran suspensien 10ad outside the 
major meltwater outlet draining this part of the Austfama ice cap. 
Previous to and paral1e1 with the studies off Nordaustlandet, work 
has been carried out in the northe:m and central Barents Sea, mainly 
focused en the glacial histm:y of the regial. Papers 4. and 5. are 
based en data oollected up to 1982, and discuss the general 
distributien of unlithified sedUnents, their sedUnentological 
characteristics and seismie stratigraphy, and relates this to Plio -
Pleistocene glaciatiats. Special enphasis is given to the Late 
Weichselian glaciatien (Paper 4.). 
More geological and geophysica1 data were obtained in 1983, now 
also including side sean salar :reoords, fran the northe:m, central 
Barents Sea. Characteristic for this regien is a general1y thin 
«10-15 m) cover of unlithified sed..i:Jænts with locally thicker 
aocuru.laticns of till or glacianarine sed..i:Jænt. MoIphologica1 pattern, 
in particular iceberg plough marks, and sed..i:Jænt distributian in the 
area of a local aocuru.latien al Storbanken (Fig. 1) are discussed in 
relatien to deglaciatial of the northe:m Barents Sea (Paper 6.). 
Paper 7. synthesize all available infm:matial en the resent 
deposi ticnal envirallilent and prooesses in the northe:m Barents Sea. 
This paper draws the link between the p:resent-day change fran ice 
distal to proximal enviI:cunents alCXlg N-S transects and similar 
variaticns recorded downoore (Paper 4.) 
ldeas al the Late Weichselian glaciatial of the Barents Sea have 
evolved saæwhat during the course of this study. In Paper 4. , a 
tentative maxinun ice sheet extent was suggested alCXlg locally thicker 
accmul.aticns fringing the bank areas. However, new infm:matial may 
indicate that these are nm:e likely to represent recessicnal stages of 
a larger ice sheet (Paper 7.). Stralg indicatiats for this are also 
presented fran the southez:n Barents Sea, ~ rooraine ridges probably 
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are formed by ice toovement fran the north (Vorren and Kristoffersen 
1986). F'urt:henoore, the thin cover of glacianarine mud in Bjørnøyrenna 
(about 1 m), is unlikely to represent a significantly langer time 
interval than 10]{y. However strong indications, the final answer to 
the questian of cannectian bet:ween the Late Weichselian Barents Sea 
and Fermoscandian ice sheets ranains open. 
Main canclusians. 
- Marine glacier surges have a major impact an the depositional 
envi.romlent of the basin into which the surges occur. 'Itle strengest 
impact is seen in the sea floor IOOrphology, but also sediIænts, 
sediIæntatian rate and sed.i.Jænt physical properties are affected. 
Important processes involve direct ice push, increased meltwater 
output and deposi tian fran meltwater pluæs, local slunping, sub 
glacial squeeze-up of sed.i.Jænt and increased iceberg productian. 
- '!he total suite of surge effects, taken together, is diagnostie for 
glacier surges. However, parts of the IOOst diagnostie featllres, 
subglacially formed squeeze-up ridges, are anly likely to be 
presexved in the stratigraphie record if subsequent surges do not 
occur over the same area. 
- Present-day sediIæntation in the ice proximal areas of the northern 
Barents Sea is daninated by mud deposi tion fran sediIænt pluæs in 
the vicini ty of large meltwater outlets • The IOOst c:anspicious effect 
of these is the fonnatian of acoustically transparent sed.i.Jænt 
lenses within 1 km off the outlets. '!his cantrasts with the ice 
distal, major parts of the Barents Sea, where current winnowing with 
subsequent redeposi tian, and transport of extra-basinal material 
wi th sea ice and icebergs are the daninant processes. 
- '!be cover of unlithified sed.i.Jænts is general ly less than 25 ms 
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(two-way reflection time) over the major part of the northern 
Barents Sea (north of approximately 74 oN). Bedrock outcrop may 
oocur locally, but IOOst areas have a thin RUd cover. Locally thicker 
sediment aca.m.llations (up to 60 - 70 ms) fringes the main bank 
° areas. In contrast, the Barents Sea south of approximately 74 N has 
an tmli thified sediment rover generally m:>re than 50 ms thick, 
increa.sing to m:>re than 500 ms towards the western continental 
margin. 
- '!he tmlithified sediments generally oansist of acoustically 
transparent DJ.Jd of Holocene age and pebbly nud interpreted to be iæ 
proximal, Late Weichselian glacianarine sediments, covering less 
transparent sediment found to be overoonsolidated pebbly RD.Jd. '!he 
latter is interpreted to represent Late Weichselian till or 
glacianarine sediments subjected to an iæ load. '!he locally thicker 
accuIlll.ations is acoustically interpreted to represent rooraine 
cæplexes or glacianarine acx:urulations. '!he latter is IOOSt likely 
formed in an iæ proximal enviraaænt, by deposition fran turbid 
meltwater plunes, as found off Nordaustlandet at present ( above) • 
- Seismically mapped regiooal unoonformi ties in the outer parts of 
Bjø:møyrenna, indicate at least seven glacial advances of which at 
least four reached the shelf edge. Ifa.æver, no core information 
presentlyexists to verify the sei smie interpretation. 
- '!he Late Weichselian iæ sheet reached at least further south than 
Storbanken, but maxinun extent and exact timing for the deglaeiation 
remain unknown. '!he retreat probably took plaæ in a stepwise 
manner, wi th locally thicker accuIlll.ations fonned in iæ proximal 
posi tions during hal ts in the retreat. 
- 14 C datings of cores fran Erik Eriksenstredet show that this area 
was deglaciated approximately 10.4 kA, at the latest. Extrapolation 
of sedimentation rates of the interpreted glacianarine sediments 
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below the dated levels, indicates that anset of glacianarine 
sed.i.ræntaticm may have ocu:rred as early as 13 kA. 
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ABSTRACT 
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Solheim, A. and Pfirman, S.L., 1985. Sea-f1oor morphology outside a grounded, surging 
glacier; Brasvellbreen, Svalbard. Mar. Geo!., 65: 127-143. 
Acoustical profiling and bottom photography reveal severai different sea-flo or mor-
phological features adjacent to the grounded Bråsvellbreen glaeier on Svalbard, north-
western Barents Sea. Some of the features and their distribution may be closely related to 
a major glacial surge in 1936-1938, and as such are valuable in identifying former surges 
in other locations. A continuous, wide ridge with a characteristic asymmetrical cross-
section, running subparallel to the glaeier, is the end moraine defining the maximum 
extent of the surge. A large part of the material forming this ridge is most likely rapidly 
deposited from meltwater during the surge. A rhombohedral pattern of smaller mounds 
inside the ridge is probably an expression of relief in the glaeier sole during the surge. 
Discontinuous arcuate ridges define local, minor oscillations during retreat of the ice at a 
later stage. Iceberg plough marks are most frequent seaward of the end moraine, their 
orientation is controlled by the combination of a coastal current, offshore katabatic 
winds and topography. Superimposed on plough marks are secondary features such as a 
"washboard pattern" and striae, most likely caused by push-up of overconsolidated 
material during gouging and multi-keel icebergs, respectively. Bottom sediments, observed 
in photographs and cores, are loose, pebbly muds with high variability in clast con tent, 
resting on overconsolidated material, probably basal til!. Mud deposition presently pre-
vails close to the glaeier. 
INTRODUCTION 
Glacial readvanees during a general deglaeiation are usually interpreted as 
expressions of elimatie fluctuations. However, glacial surges are important in 
many areas today, and were probably also eommon in the past. Glaeier 
surges ()ceur independently of elimatie variations, although they do imply 
suffieiently high preeipitation over a period of time to build up an unstable 
mass distribution. Thus attempts to eorrelate iee-marginal features to regional 
or global climatie shifts may have little relevanee. Prest (1969) eonsidered, 
for example, the possibility that severai of the Laurentide readvanees were 
due to surging on a loeal seale with no elimatologieal signifieanee. Similarly, 
0025.-3227/85/$03.30 © 1985 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. 
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Holdsworth (1977), suggests that surge activity on Baffin Island may have 
been important during the decay of the last ice sheet. Glacier thinning 
through surges, according to Holdsworth (1977), may also help to explain 
the apparent difficulties of accounting for the rapid decay rates of large ice 
sheets in terms of the energy requirements for melting ice (Hare, 1976). 
Bråsvellbreen glacier (Fig.1a, b) is situated in the Svalbard archipelago, 
northwestern Barents Sea, adjacent to the Arctic Ocean in the north and the 
Norwegian Greenland Sea in the west. The Barents Sea is the large st recent 
epicontinental sea (Bjcf>rlykke et al., 1978). The glacier (1110 km2 ) is part of 
an ice cap (8130 krn 2 ) which covers most of Nordaustlandet, the second 
largest island in the archipelago. The glacier front is grounded in water 
depths ranging from 30 to 100 m, and forms a vertical wall 25-35 m above 
sea leve l. The terminus appears stable, and fracturing is present ly limited to 
a few p aralIe l fractures (Fig.2a). According to satellite images, large-scale 
features of the ice front, like embayments and protrusions, have persisted 
at least since 1976. 
Glacial surges tend to occur sporadically at intervals of 30-100 years 
(Meier and Post, 1969). A surge usually lasts 1-2 years (Paterson, 1981), 
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Fig.l. a. Distribution of glaciated areas and exposed land on the island of Nordaustlandet. 
Map area is shown by hatching in the location map. Outline of Br~svellbreen (heavy line) 
after O. Liestøi, pers. commun., 1984. b. The survey area outside Br~svellbreen glaeier. 
Numbers on heavy lines and crosses refer to later figures. 
during which time the glacier front advances rapidly. Surges constitute a 
common form ofglacier advanee on Svalbard (Leistøl, 1969). On Spitsbergen, 
the large st island in the archipelago, advances of up to 12 km in less than one 
year have been measured (Liestøi, 1969). The foreward movement of the 
glaeier ceases at the end of the surge, and, in the case of tidewater glaeiers, 
calving causes retreat of the ice front. 
Between 1936 and 1938, Bdisvellbreen surged up to 20 km (Schytt, 1969), 
and has retreated severai kilometers since that time. Extensive crevassing 
during the surge is documented from aerial photography (Fig.2b, c). Surge 
boundaries probably were controlled by underlying bedrock topography in 
central parts of the Nordaustlandet ice cap (Schytt, 1964; O. Liestøi, pers. 
commun., 1983). 
This situation presents a unique opportunity to study the effects of 
glaeier advances on different sea-floor parameters, such as morphology, 
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Fig.2. Aerial photos. a . Photo taken from helicopter in 1982, showing the present-day 
Brlisvellbreen. Exact location and flight height is unknown, camera lens 28 mm. b. Photo 
taken in 1938 of the eastern part of Brlisvellbreen. Note how the extensively crevassed 
glacier surface contrasts with the present-day situation as shown in a. Also note the "old" 
ice-front in the right-hand part of the photo, and the boundary between crevassed and urt-
crevassed glader towards central parts of the ice cap. Flight height is approximately 
2200 m, camera lens 210 mm (Norsk Polarinstitutt photo 8-38,1958). c. Photo taken in 
1938, showing pattern of crevassing on the eastern flank of Brlisvellbreen. Also note the 
boundary to the "old" glacier front and surface. Flight height is approximately 1800 m, 
camera lens 210 mm (Norsk Polarinstitutt photo 8-38, 1921). 
sediment distribution and composition and geotechnical properties. A pro-
gram of acoustical profiling, core sampling and bottom photography has 
been carried out proximal to the glacier front. In this paper, emphasis will be 
placed on the morphological features mapped seaward of the glacier. 
DATA ACQUI8ITION 
The main data base was collected during two cruises in August 1982 and 
August 1983 (Fig.1b) aboard the RIV "Lance". Acoustic instrumentation 
consisted of a hull-mounted 3.5 kHz echo-sounder (O.R.E. tranceiver with 
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an EPC 3200 analogue graphie reeorder), a Klein side-sean sonar system, 
operating with 50 kHz transdueers and an E.G. & G. sparker system (only in 
1983) with analogue reeording via a single-channel streamer in the pass band 
100-600 Hz. Bottom photographs were taken with a Benthos deep-sea 
camera, and eores with 110 mm diameter gravity-eorer and 90 mm diameter 
vibro-eorer. 
Due to severe sea-iee eonditions, the side-sean survey of 1982 was limited 
to a narrow region of open water along the western part of the glaeier front. 
Extensive coverage was, however, obtained with the 3.5 kHz eeho-sounder, 
which has been run eontinuously while being in the area. In 1983, the area 
was almost iee-free, and additional profiling was done to obtain better cover-
age with side-sean sonar and sparker. Altogether, the data include 150 km of 
sparker and side-sean sonar profiles, 400 km of 3.5 kHz eeho-sounder pro-
files, 14 bottom photograph stations and 27 eore sampling loeations. 
·MORPHOLOGICAL FEATURES 
Bråsvellbreen glacier thins to the west, exposing bare land and forming the 
southwestern boundary of the Nordaustlandet iee cap (Fig.1a). The front of 
the iee cap eontinues northeastward from the study area for another 120 km. 
Water depth inereases to the east in the study area from less than 30 to 
100 m, with the steepest bathymetrie slope being midway along the front, 
where a broad depression runs perpendieular to the glacier (Fig.1b). 
Several distinet bottom morphologieal patterns are present in the survey 
area. The most prominent feature is a eontinuous ridge, subparallel to the 
glacier front. The distanee from the ridge erest to the glacier front varies 
from 500 m in the western sector to > 5 km in the eastern, deeper regions. 
Ridge relief varies from 8 to 20 m, and width ranges from 500 to 1700 m; 
the highest and widest region (Fig.3a) is loeated in the central depression. 
True slopes are 2-30 on the side faeing away from the glaeier , distal side, 
and 4-60 (loeally steeper) on the proximal side. Slumps are observed on the 
distal flank (Fig.3e), with loeally rougher surface morphology and lobate 
margins. The distal flank is aeoustieally more transparent than central and 
proximal portions of the ridge, and a distinct eontaet with the underlying 
surface is visible on 3.5 kHz reeords, although this may be somewhat 
obseured under the erest and inner slope (Fig.3a). On sparker reeords, a 
seismic refleetor can be followed under the deposit (Fig.3b). 
Sea-flo or morphology inside the eontinuous ridge is quite different from 
that outside, with respeet to both relief and type of features. In general, the 
sea floor has a more disturbed appearanee inside than the more regular, ice-
ploughed surface outside the ridge (Figs.3a and 4). Distinguishable features 
proximal to the glacier are: (1) rhombohedral pattern, formed by linear, 
Fig.3. a. 3.5 kHz echo-sounding across the continuous outer ridge. For location, see Fig.l. 
b. l kJ sparker record across the ridge. For location, see Fig.l. c. Side·sean sonograph 
show ing slumps on the distal flank of the ridge. For location see Fig.l. 
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Fig.4. Side-sean sonograph and 3.5 kHz eeho-sounding trending obliquely across the con-
tinuous outer ridge. For location see Fig. l. 
discontinuous ridges with a relief of about 5 m and spaeing in the order of 
20-50 In (Fig.5a); (2) irregularly distributed mounds up to 10 m high 
(Fig.5a); and (3) discontinuous, arcuate ridges, subparalleling the glacier over 
short distances (Fig.5b). The scale of the ridges varies considerably, but they 
tend to be within 25 m wide and 2-5 m high. 
In general, the rhombohedral pattern and irregular mounds cover most of 
the area while arcuate ridges are found in a narrow belt along the present-
day glacier front (Fig.6). In the westernmost and shallowest part of the 
area, however, the rhombohedral pattern is observed at the glacier front 
(Fig.5a). 
Iceberg gouges are most prominent and frequent on the smoother sea 
floor on the distal side of the major ridge, with only a few occurrences closer 
to the glacier. The furrow widths range from 10 to 30 m, and vertical relief 
is 2-5 m. These dimensions have also been found in relict plough marks on 
. the North Sea shelf (Belderson and Wilson, 1973), although most relict 
plough marks along the Norwegian coast are larger (Rokoengen, 1980; Lien, 
1983). Most of the gouges show distinet levees. Plough directions are pre-
dominantly sub-parallel to the glacier front, but some at high angles are also 
observed, especially inside the ridge. 
Secondary features are included within some of the ice gouges proximal 
to the glacier. A distinet "washboard pattern" (Lien, 1982) is observed at 
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ridges outside the Brru,vellbreen glacier. 
the outer edges of a wide plough mark proxirnal to the glaeier (Fig.7a), 
while other plough marks are striated parallei to the gouge direction (Fig. 7b). 
SEDIMENT DISTRIBUTION 
The surface sediments have high lateral variability in the study area. They 
are generally pebbly muds, but the pebble content shows eonsiderable range 
both in eores and bottom photographs (Fig.8). Photographs from four sta-
tions taken within 200 m of the glaeier front have turbid water obseuring 
most of the picture; however the bottom in this area appears muddy with 
few eobbles. Turbid bottom water was not observed at greater distanees 
from the glaeier. Bands of c1ean eobble pavement (Fig.8e) are observed out-
side the eontinuous ridge. Exeept for this pavement, no signs of eurrent 
aetivity (i.e. ripples or seour marks) are seen at any of the bottom photo-
graphie stations. 
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Fig. 7. Side-sean sonographs showing ieeberg plough marks with seeondary features. 
a. "Washboard pattern" along edge of plough mark. b. Striated plough mark. For loea-
tion see Fig.1. 
Apart from variable pebble content, the main downcore change is in 
degree of consolidation. The top layer is usually a loose (su less than 10 kPa, 
measured with pocket penetrometer and falling cone apparatus), pebbly mud 
and is seen from the 3.5 kHz records to form a major part of the local topog-
rap hy. A thin and patchy layer of somewhat overconsolidated material 
(su = 30-50 kPa) exists below the top layer inside the continuous ridge. In a 
few cores, very stiff material (su in excess of 100 kPa) was recovered. This 
lowermost layer forms an even reflector on 3.5 kHz records and is inter-
preted to represent older basal till, probably of Late Weichselian (Late 
Wisconsin) age as is also inferred for similar material further out in the 
Barents Sea (Elverhl/>i and Solheim, 1983). The intermediate material could, 
on the other hand, owe its overconsolidation to the surge (Solheim, in 
prep.). This material is probably too patchy and has too small an acoustic 
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Fig.8 . Bottom photos. a. Inside the continuous ridge, showing muddy surface with drop-
stones. b. On the ridge, showing mud with high content of cobbles. c. Outside the ridge, 
showing rapid variation between mud-daminated surface and clean cobble pavement. For 
location see Fig.l. 
impedanee contrast to be resolved with the seismie equipment used. The 
reflector followed underneath the continuous outer ridge (Fig.3b) represents 
the assumed Late Weichselian till. 
FORMATION OF THE MORPHOLOGICAL FEATURES 
The continuous ridge is interpreted, from several lines of evidence, as 
being the end moraine expressing the maximum extent of the glacier during 
the surge in 1936-1938, although effects from former surges cannot be 
exduded: (1) the ridge is continuous and subparallel to the recent glacier 
front; (2) thecross-sectional shape (Fig.3a, b) is characteristic of formation in 
dose contact with an ice front, with the steepest slope toward the glacier 
(Elverhfj>i et al., 1983); (3) a marked change in bottom morphology occurs 
across the ridge, as shown by all acoustic profiles; and (4) frequency of 
plough marks dramatically decreases inside the ridge, indicating a shorter 
period of exposure to gouging. 
Two mechanisms may be important for formation of the end moraine; ice 
push and rapid deposition from meltwater. A portion of the material may 
have been pushed up in front of the advancing glacier; "bulldozer effect" 
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(Sugden and John, 1976). Severai features, however, indicate that the ridge 
is not entirely an ice-push feature. The gentle slopes contrast with submarine 
push-up ridges in Arctic Canada, where slopes of up to 45° occur on both 
proximal and distal sides (Lewis et al., 1977). Upper and distal parts of the 
ridge have draped acoustically semitransparent sediments, sugge sting deposi-
tion from meltwater during the period of maximum glacier extension. Melt-
water discharge thus seems to have occurred along the entire surging ice 
front. This contrasts with the present situation, in which only two major 
meltwater outlets, one of which is situated just east of Bråsvellbreen (Fig.1b), 
drain the entire Nordaustlandet ice cap. Both theory and field evidence of 
h:gh ,'ates of meltwater output during surges, indicate high material transport 
capacity during a surge (Weertman, 1969; Robin and Weertman, 1973; 
Thorarinson, 1976; Sugden and John, 1976). The observed slum ps on the 
distal side (Fig.3c) also indicate rapid deposition, causing an unstable sedi-
ment configuration. The slump ing proeess has probably als o modified parts 
of the original shape of the end moraine, causing the abrupt termination on 
the distal side (Fig.3a). The ridge contains approximately 0.5 km 3 of sedi-
ment. Since aerial photos taken during the surge (Fig.2b) show highly turbid 
water outside the glaeier front, it appears likely that large amounts of fine 
material (silt, clay) have been transported further out. Under the assumption 
that all material in the ridge is derived from erosion by Bråsvellbreen proper, 
this corresponds to an average lowering of about 45 cm of the substratum. 
The rhombohedral ridge pattern and the irregularly distributed mounds 
are interpreted to be an expression of relief in the glacier sole during the 
surge. Similar features observed on land are inferred to be crevasse fins, 
formed by squeeze-u p of underlying material (Gravenor and Kupsch, 1959; 
Flint, 1971). To preserve features caused by such a process, the glacier, at 
least the snout, must have become stagnant. This is consistent with experi-
ence from other surging glaeiers (Meier and Post, 1969). In this particular 
case, the retreat after stagnation has taken place through calving. 
The small arcuate, discontinuous ridges (Fig.5b) paralleling the glacier are 
probably caused by minor movements (Andrews and Matsch, 1983, pp.15), 
possibly annual oscillations, of the modern Bråsvellbreen glacier. The pattern 
indicates that at least part of the glacier regained its normal mode of move-
ment at some stage between 1938 and the present. This is consistent with 
the crevassing indicating slight movement in the present-day Bråsvellbreen. 
Icebergs may disturb the sea floor in the calving process, even if they are 
too small to touch the bottom after they have come to rest. Thus it cannot 
be excluded that some features may arise from redistribution of sediment 
through calving activity. 
The two dominant directions for iceberg gouging are parallel and normal 
to the ice front. These directions are probably determined by currents, wind 
and bathymetry. A strong westerly surface coastal current is observed along 
the ice front (Novitskiy, 1961; Pfirman, in prep.), while katabatic winds 
from the ice cap dominate the local wind field. The bathymetric slope in 
the western part of the study area also modifies the local iceberg movement. 
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The most prominent aspect of iceberg gouging, however, is the marked 
decrease in frequency inside the end moraine. Since the ridge crest has vari-
able water depth, it cannot represent a barrier to icebergs in general. There-
fore the most likely explanation for the decrease in gouge frequency is a 
shorler period of exposure to drifting icebergs inside the moraine, the surge 
zone. AIso, the abundance of icebergs was probably higher during and 
shorlly after the surge. 
The striated gouge patterns (Fig.7b) are most likely caused by multi-keel 
icebEirgs. Similar features are described from Arctic Canada by Lewis et al. 
(1968). Figure 7a shows a "washboard pattem" along one side of a 30 m 
wide plough mark. Washboard patterns, described from the Antarctic con-
tinental shelf by Lien (1982), are attributed to wobbling movement of 
grounded icebergs. The features described from Antarctica, however, are an 
order of magnitude larger, and are caused by tabu lar icebergs. Wobbling 
movements of icebergs (in this case due to swell, as tides are only 0.5 m) 
may be a possible cause of the wash bo ard pattem outside Bråsvellbreen. 
Another possibility is that the pattern results from blocks of overconsoli-
dated material that are pushed up during gouging (Lien, 1983). The latter 
cause is considered the most likely. Since the pattern is not observed outside 
the surge zone, it is pro bably formed by material from the thin, intermediate 
layer, interpreted to owe its overconsolidation from surge activity. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The different sea-floor morphological features mapped outside the 
Bråsvellbreen glacier may be summarized as follows: 
- A continuous ridge, su bparalleling the glacier front at a distance of 
500 m to >5 km, is considered to be the end moraine defining the maximum 
extent of the major glacier surge in 1936-1938. A part of the moraine may 
have been push ed up as the glacier advanced. However, the cross-sectional 
shape seen on 3.5 kHz echosoundings, as well as results from sediment 
coring, imply that a large part was deposited from meltwater at the time of 
maximum extension. Deposition took place all along the surging ice front. 
This contrasts with the present configuration, which exhibits two major 
meltwater outlets for the entire Nordaustlandet ice cap. The original end 
moraine shape is partly modified by slumping on the distal flank. The 
0.5 km3 of sediment in the end moraine alone is approximately equivalent 
to the annual sediment discharge of the Amazon River, which has the third 
largest sediment discharge of all the world rivers (Milliman and Meade, 1983). 
Although this sediment represents material eroded beneath the glacier during 
many years prior to the surge, it was deposited during only a few years. 
Judging from the amount of material moved during this late st Bråsvellbreen 
surge, glacier surges may prove to be important mechanisms in the long-term 
transport history of glacial sediments. 
- A rhombohedral pattem of linear discontinuous ridges between the end 
moraine and the glacier may represent relief in the glacier sole during the 
surge, which has been preserved through stagnntion of the glacier. 
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- Small, discontinuous arcuate ridges, subparallel to the glacier front, are 
most likely caused by min or, local readvances of the glacier, possibly annual 
oscillations. 
- The relative distribution of rhombohedral pattern and discontinuous, 
arcuate ridges (Fig.6) indicates that the eastem, thicker part of the glacier 
disintegrated more than 3 km through calving before again becoming active. 
In the westernmost part, however, the glacier is probably still stagnant. 
- Iceberg plough marks show two prevailing directions, most likely con-
trolled by a combination of a westerly coastal current, offshore katabatic 
winds and sea floor topography. Plough mark frequency decreases markedly 
inside of the end moraine, indicating shorter time of exposure to drifting 
icebergs. 
- Striated plough marks are caused by multi-keel icebergs. 
- Washboard pattern along plough marks is most likely caused by push-up 
of blocks of overconsolidated material during ploughing. 
The end moraine and the general distribution of sea floor morphological 
features are related to surge activity. The scale of these features may seem 
small when discussing larger ice sheets, but structures like these may be 
important aids in interpreting former glacier surges. Orientation and distri-
bution of such structures yield information on the direction and distance of 
movement, and retreat history of the glacier. 
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ABSTRACr. 
'!be present study adresses the iJrportance of glacier surges in the 
marine enviI:a.nent. G1acier surges are caullon in SValbard, as we11 as 
in other Arctic and sub-Arctic regiCDS , and surging of tidewater 
glaciers may have been an iIoortant process during past glaciatiCDS, 
when extensive continental she1f areas were oovered by grounded ice. 
An area outside 1\ustfama ice cap, Nordaustlandet, SValbard, has 
been extensive1y studied by means of shallow seisnic profi1in.g, side 
sean scmar and oore sanpUng over a period of several years. 1\ustfama 
has several we11 defined drainage basins, sane of which are known to 
surge. Bråsve11breen, the seoood 1argest drainage basin, bad the 
1argest surge ever docu:ænted when it advanced 12-15 km alang a 30 km 
wide front, between 1936 and 1938. '!he glacier has, since then, 
retreated by up to 5 km. Most of the data base is located outside 
Bråsve11breen, but resul ts fran this glacier is also app1ied to show 
that an adjacent drainage basin also has experienced a surge of 
oarparab1e size. Using present-day c1imatic pararæters and vo1l.111etric 
estimates fran the study area, the surge inte:rval of Bråsve11breen may 
be as nuch as 500 years, whereas the adjacent, 1arger basin has at 
1east three tilæs shorter period, due to differenoe in the ratio of 
ClCClm.llaticm area to ab1aticm area, which is greater for the latter 
basin. 
Inportant aspects of the shal10w geo1ogy discussed inc1ude; sea 
f10ar morpho1ogy, sediment distributicm and sediment types, sediment 
physical properties and sedimentaticm processes and rates. One 
objective is to find whether surges 1eave diagnostic features that can 
be used to identify surges in other areas or in older sequences. A 
suite of sea f10ar nmpho1ogical patterns, inc1uding a te:rmi.nal 
rooraine (here termed surge IOOraine) and patterns of sub-g1acia1 
squeeze-up ridges in the Za1e previous1y oovered by surging ice (here 
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tenned the surge zcme), is the IOOst characteristic fea.ture. '!his zone 
oantrasts s1:ralgly to the area. outside the surge moraine (here tenned 
the surge-distal zane) , which is characterized by normal marine 
processes and ioeberg ploughing. Sediments are mainly gravel -and 
pebble-rich diamictoos, but patches of pre-surge, IOOre fine grained 
glacianarine llI.ld are preserved, embedded in the diamicton, and 
cæpacted by loading of the surging glacier. Sediment physical 
properties vary grea.tly as a function of variable li thology and 
differences in cæpactiCXl. Although. the grea.test annmt of directly 
surge-related deposi tion takes place wi thin few kilaæters fran the 
ioe frent, wi th enplacement of the surge moraine being the IOOst 
inportant event, surges apparently affect depositiCXlal rates also saæ 
tens of kilaæters out into the surge-distal zone through increased 
output of suspended material. Cbrooostratigraphic CCXltrol is sparse, 
but . there seem to be large variatians in deposi tiCXlal rates, 
reflecting surges or periods of increased surge frequency. 
Surging glaciers are not fOlmd to produce sedinents that are unique 
to this erwiraxllent, but, taken together, the canbination and 
variatialS in sediment types, physical proper: ties, sedmentation rates 
and roorphology can be diagnostie and used in the inteI:pretatiCXl of 
older sequences and areas ~ surges are not docuIænted. 
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Glacier surges are an inportant aspect of the dynamics of many 
Svalbard glaciers (LiestøI 1969), and are relatively <X1lllUl in other 
Arctic and sub-Arctic regialS, for exanple Alaska, lceland and the 
Soviet Unien (Horvath & Field 1969, 'IhorarinsSCXl 1969, Dolgushin & 
Osipova 1974, Clarlæ et al. 1986). Surges have been qui te extensively 
studied fran a glaciological viewpoint (e. g. can. J. Earth Sei., vol. 6, 
1969: various refs., Hagen 1987) and surge mechan:i.sms have been nuch 
debated (Rabin & Weertman 1973, Budd 1975, Clarlæ 1976) • Recent 
glaciological work en surging glaciers has greatly inproved the 
understanding of the surge process (Clarlæ et al. 1984, Kamb et al. 
1985, Kamb 1987, RayrrDld 1987) • However, the majori ty of studied 
surges are fran en-shore areas, t.-i'lereas surges of marine based 
glaciers have been nuch ignored. F\Jrthenoore, reports en possible 
effec:ts of surges en sediments and sedimentatien are essentially 
lacking, in particu1ar fran the marine enviraanent. 
Surges have been proposed as a mechan:i.sm for thinn.i.ng and 
disintegratien of large ice sheets. Henoe, ice marginal features may 
resul t fran past surges, as, for exanple, is suggested for 
several readvances during the retreat of the Laurentide ice sheet 
(Prest 1969, Dyke & Prest 1987), rather than being of climatic 
significanoe. Major surges of ice streams have l:i.kewise been 
suggested as a probable mechan:i.sm for disintegratien of particularly 
marine ice danes (Budd 1975, Stuiver et al. 1981, Denten & Hughes 
1981) • '!bese surges are saæwhat different fran presently observed 
surges. '!be disappearance of buttressing ice shel ves leads to 
surging of marine based ice s1::reams. '!be ice stream surges proceed 
fran the margin to the centre of marine ice danes (Hughes 1974), 
~ "traditi<Xlal" ice sheet surges proceed fran central parts 
towards the margin (Budd 1975, weertman 1976). Large ice stream surges 
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would lead to downdraw and finally collapse of marine ice daæs. 
Dental & Hughes (1981) elaim that disintegration of large parts of 
the northern hemisphere Late WeichselianjWisconsin ice sheets can be 
aooa.mted for by this machanism. Paleantological and stable 
isotope data which indicate an early phase of rapid deglaciation fran 
16 to 13 kA give further support to the marine downdraw mechanism 
(Ruddiman & r-k:Intyre 1981, Ruddiman & Duplessy 1985). Likewise it is 
also proposed as a possible machanism for the West Antarctie ice sheet 
(Stuiver et al. 1981). Downdraw through ice st:ream surges would also 
partly:resolve the problem of derivation of suffieient energy to waste 
major ice sheets, as put fcnward by Andrews (1973) and Hare (1976). 
Although the above theories may be disputed and involve different 
mechanisns and scales, the discussion shows that glacier surge is 
inpartant and may have bad imnense geologie and elimatie consequences. 
In 1936-38 Bråsvellbreen, a well defined drainage basin of 
the Austfoona ice cap, Nordaustlandet, Svalbard (Fig.1) bad the 
!argest surge c'foa.Del.ted in historical times on the northern 
hemisphere, when an approx.imately 30 km wide front advanced possibly 
as nuc:::h as 15-20 km into the Barents Sea in less than two years 
(Schytt 1969). '!he glacier has :retreated up to 4-5 km since the surge 
and the present situation is that of a groLmded, apparently quite 
staticnaJ:y ice front wi th a subaerial eli ff of around 20 m height and 
a subnarine draft var:ying fran 20 to 110 m. 'Ibis si tuation 
offers an unique opportunity to study the effects of a glacier surge 
on the ice proximal glacianarine envil:au:rent. Inp>rtant aspects 
of this type of event are: 
1. ~t happens to the substratun over which the surging glacier 
advances, in tenns of IOOrphology, erosionjdeposi tion and changes 
in the physical properties of the sed:iJænts? 
2. How does a surge affect sedimentation and sedimentary processes at 
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various distances fran the surging glaeier? 
3. Are fonner glacier surges identifiable and, if 80, what are the 
diagnostie features? 
4. Can the sedinEntary features give any indicaticns of surge 
mechanisms and JOOde of advance and retrea.t? 
5. Can surge frequency and timing be predicted? 
'1he Antarctic is widely used as a JOOdel for descripticn of 
glacianarine sedimentatien and interpretatian of ancient 
glacianarine deposi ts (r-t>lnia 1983) • Howeve:r, the Antarctic is 
atypical c:xmpa:red wi th nort:heJ:n hemisphere glaciated areas, both 
present and past, for several reasalS: the apparent lack of meltwater 
outflows; the general ly very deep ccntinental shelf wi th a gradient 
towards the ccntinent; the ioportance of extensive ice shelves. 
Studies of glacianarine sedinEnts and sedimentatien in the northern 
hemisphere have, en the other hand, IlDstly been carried out off 
1:aIperate glaciers in fjord settings . '!his may likewise be an 
inadequa.te JOOdel for past glaciaticns, as extensive marine based ice 
sheets probably covered several ccntinental shelf areas. 
A lIDre applicable IOOdel for northern hemisphere glacianari.ne 
sedimentatien is probably presented by the IOOdez:n Austfama ice cap 
with its dynamically distinctive drainage basins, several of which are 
known to surge (LiestØl 1969, Schytt 1969, Dowdeswell 1984), and 
the adjacent parts of the Barents Sea. Austfonna has the IIDst 
extensive marine, grounded ice fralt (approximately 200 km lang) 
in the present day nort:heJ:n hemisphere, and the entire front is 
situated in apen, marine coodi ticns. F\.Jrthenoore, the regiooal 
glaciology of the ice cap has reoently been mapped using radio-echo 
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Fig .1. Locatial of Svalbard, Nordaustlandet and the study area, wi th 
place names used in the text. S: Svartknausflya, K: 
KiepertØya. Glacial coverage of Nordaustlandet is indicated. 
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sounding me'thods ( e.g. Dowdeswell 1984, Dowdeswell et al. 1986) 
providing necessary background infonnatial. for studies of the 
sedimentary enviraaoent outside the glacier. 
In this pape:r, questialS 1-5 (above) are addressed through a 
study of the regial. off the southern particn of the Austfoona ice cap, 
Erik Eriksenstredet (Fig. 1) • Answers are sought through the 
interpretatial. of high frequency acoustic data (side sean sooar, 3.5 
kHz echo sounder and sparlær) and sedimentologicaljgeotechnical 
analyses of sediment cores. The data were collected to cover the 
entire regial., fran the present ice front of Austfoona to the roore 
distal regialS , in order to establish a roodel for sedimentaticn and 
sedimentary processes in a surge affected, open marine 
enviraaoent. A preliminary paper (Solheim & Pfinnan 1985) reported on 
the roorphological features in the northel:n, roost glaeier proximal 
part of the study area using sane of the acoustic data. '!his paper 
presents a synthesis of all the acoustic and 
sedimentologicaljgeotechnical data. 
PHYSlCAL SETTING 
Quaternary geology 
Generally, the Quaternary sediments found an land next to the 
study area oonsist of a relatively thin (less than 5 m) cover of till, 
reworlæd by wave actial. below the upper marine limit (Blake 1962). 
In the outer part of Hinlopenstredet (Salvigsen 1978), Holoc:ene raised 
beaches indicate, through isostatie depressian by ice loading, a 
oonsiderably wider extensian of the ice cover during the Late 
Weichselian maxinun (approximately 18kA) , and strirte and ez:ratics 
point towards ice flow fran southeast to nort hwest through 
Hinlopenstredet (Blake 1962). However, while the Eall Y Weichselian 
glaciatial. probably reached Sjuøyane to the north (Fig. 1 \. the Late 
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Weichselian glaciaticm lOOst l:i.kely did not reach nuch beyand the 
northeJ:n coast of Nordaustlandet (Salvigsen & Nydal 1981) . '!he 
pattet:n of ice m:>vesæ.nt fran the southeast is in acc:ordance wi th data 
which show Kong Karls Land to have the highest raised beaches, 
with a maxinun of 110 m, in the Svalbard arch.ipelago 
(Salvigsen 1981). '.Ibis again supports the idea of an extensive 
glaciation of the Barents Sea shelf, toilich also is strangly indicated 
by the sediment distributicm and seismie stratigraphy of the Barents 
Sea (ElverhØi & Solheim 1983, Solheim & Kristoffersen 1984, Vorren 
& Kristoffersen 1986). Hence, the entire study area was covered by 
grounded ice that probably flowed fran southeast towards the 
northwest during lOOst of the Late Weichselian. It should be Deltianed, 
however, that various views have been presented cm the existence and 
size of a Barents Sea ice sheet. El verhøi and Solheim (1983) gi ve a 
review of this discussion. 
Deglaciation of Nordaustlandet began sanetilæ before 10 kA 
(Blake 1962, Østerholm 1978). '!he aærgence Cl.1l:VeS fran 
Svartlmausflya and Kong Karls Land (Fig. 1) (Salvigsen 1978,1981), 
Indicate that the water depth was between 80 and 110 m deeper 
than at present for the first 1000 years after deglaciaticm, 
toilile the shallowing during the last 5000 years has been 
appraximately 20-30 m. 
'!be general Quaternary succession of the northex:n Barents Sea 
(ElverhØi & Solheim 1983) ccmsists of an overcansolidated basal till 
(less than 10 m thick) with a cover of soft, Late Weichselian 
glacianarine sediments (usually 1-5 m thick) . Mainly in water 
depths in exoess of 300 m and in local depressicms this sequence is 
oovered by a thin « 1 m) layer of Holocene, fine grained nul, toilich 
lOOStly resul ts fran ra-JOrldng in shallcxver regicms (Forsberg 
1983) and sediment transport by sea ice (ElverhØi et al. in 
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press) . However, the distincticn between the Late Weichselian 
glacianarine sed..iJænts and the tap Holocene nud becaæs less 
apparent northwards in the Barents Sea (Wensaas 1986) towards the 
heavily glaciated regiens of eastern Svalbard. At present, 
sed.i.Iæntaticn in the study area is daninated by deposi tien fran 
turbid meltwater pluæs (Pfinnan 1984). 
Bedrock geology 
Li thology of the glacigenie sed..iJænts may be used to trace 
different source areas and their relative inportance, provided 
suffieient lateral bedrock variaticn ex.ists. Based on relatively few 
exposures, a rough division can be made along an east-west 
line through Wahlenbergfjorden (Fig. 1), between post caledarlan rocks 
to the south and older rocks mainly of the Hecla Hoek cæplex (Late 
Riphean to early Paleozoie sediments (partly metanm:phosed), 
grani tes, gneisses and gabbroie intrusives) to the north (Lauritzen & 
Chta 1984). 
'Ihe Hecla Hoek cæplex differ ma:dædly fran the overlying younger, 
sedimentæ:y rocks found in the southenl part of the island. 'Ihe 
latter rocks range fran middle Carbcni.ferous to L<:xrær Jurassic in 
age. 'Ihe main part of the area, including the southwestern 
periphery of Austfoona, consists of carboniferous and Pennian 
rocks. Al though a few sandstone exposures are found, the majori ty of 
these rocks are limestc:mes and dolani tie limestones , characterized by 
a high chert exmtent and silieified sediments, which renders the 
fontBticn highly resistant to wea.thering. A few exposures show 
Triassie to Lower Jurassie siltstales and shales to overly the 
limestales , and are cut by Late Jurassie to Early Cretaceous 
dolerites. 
To the south of Erik Eriksenstredet, the islands of Kalg Karls Land 
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oansist of late Triassic to early Cretaceous sed..iIænts (IOOstly 
elasties , wi th sane limestooes and coal beds) wi th :interbedded 
lavas. '!he locatial of the boundary between these rocks and the 
upper Paleozoic carbalates al souther:n Nordaustlandet is tentatively 
placed aloog the central part of Erik Eri.ksenstredet and cannot be 
mapped lIDre accurately fran the present shallow sei smie data. 
Southwest of the study area, Triassic and Lower Jurassic elastie 
rocks outcrop :in Olav V Land and al WilhelmØya (Fig.1). Mesozoic 
doleri tie :intrusicms form snall islands and skerries, for example 
KiepertØya :in the southern part of Hinlopenstredet (Fig. 1,). 
Bathymet:I:y and hydrography 
'!he study area covers the southwestern, shallowest part of Erik 
Eri.ksenstredet, a trough which CXlntinues north-northeastwards 
between Nordaustlandet and Kvi tøya (Fig. 1), and forms ane of the three 
deep passages fran the Barents Sea to the Arctic Ocean. Trough 
depths:in the study area range fran 260 m :in the eastern part to 
180 m :in the central part (Fig. 2) . A sill at 120 m waterdepth 
separates Erik Eri.ksenstredet fran the Olgastredet trough between Kong 
Karls Land and BarentSØya. 
Below approximately 100 m depth :in the north and 150 m :in the 
south, Erik Eri.ksenstredet has agentle, rather SIOOOth topography. '!be 
north slepe is slightly steeper than the south slepe and in the 
northeastern part the upper 30 m is steeper than the lower part of the 
slepe. While the CXlntours of the souther:n slope appear straight, 
the north slepe forms a major en'bayrænt with its apex towards 
Bråsvellbreen. '!he rather gentle deep trough CXlntrasts 
distinctly wi th both shoulders, where the topography is highly 
irregular al a 10 m scale, with Ill.IærOUS snaller shoals and 
troughs. To the west, the sea floor rises to depths less than 50 m al 
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the sill in the southel:n part of Hinlopenstredet. 
'lbe current pattern in this part of Erik Eriksenstredet is 
daninated by the approximately 20 km wide Nordaustlandet coastal 
current flowing in a southwesterly directial. calculated 
geostrophic current veloci ties vary fran 4 an/sin the east to 
IOOre than 16 an/ sec nær the western border of Bråsvellbreen 
(Pfixman 1985). 'lbe water mass is vertically stratified into a 25-30 
m thick layer of fresher surface water, a core of cold Arctic water 
down to 125 m and a bottan layer of wanær Atlantic water 
(Pfixman 1985). No loog-term current neasurements exist fran this part 
of Erik Eriksenstredet. F\Jrther northeast, between Nordaustlandet and 
Kvitøya, ale-year meast.Ir'eIIe1ts at 75 and 220 m levels (Aagaard et al. 
1983) reveal a dcminant tida! conpouent wi th veloci ties up to 15an/ s 
and 5an/ s in the upper and lower levels respectively (tida! range in 
the area is in the order of 0.5 - 1. O m (T. Eiken pers. COOIII.D'l. 1987». 
Net velocity, however, is less than 2an/ s in a northward 
directial. 
Due to the shallow sill ( <60 m) in the southern part of 
Hinlopenstredet, there is no deep water exchange through this 
strait. However, a relatively stra'lg tida! current carpanent can be 
expected in this area and tlU1s also in the western part of Erik 
Eriksenstredet. 
Glaciology 
Glaciers are usually classified as IX>lar, tenperate or sub-IX>lar 
(Lagally 1932, Ahlmarm 1933). Polar glaciers are entirely below the 
pressure mel ting IX>int. Tellperate glaciers are at the pressure mel ting 
IX>int below the penetratian depth of the winter cold wave. 
Sub-IX>lar glaciers form an intennediate category between the two 
extremes. 'lbe overall glacier coverage of Svalbard is approximately 
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60%, wi th a general increase towards north and east (Dowdeswell 1984). 
~ than 75% of Nordaustlandet and 99% of Kvi tøya are 
glacierized. Despi te the high latitude, IOOst Svalbard glaciers are 
of sub-polar type (Baranowski 1977). In general, the glaciers have 
been slowly retreating for approximately the last 100 years 
(Baranowski 1977), after a period of advance mainly between the 17th 
to the late 19th century, known as the Little lee Age (Lamb 1977). 
A nunber of Svalbard glaeiers have short-term fluctuatioos due 
to surging behaviour (Fig. 3 ) . Glaeier surges in general have 
been extensively discussed, and a detailed discussion of surge 
thearies is beyood the scope of this paper, but it is J.ntx>rtant to 
note that IOOst of than involve build-up and activatian of large 
aroounts of pressurized water at the bed or in penæable 
sediments below the glacier (Clarke et al. 1984). Field observatioos 
also verify that increased aroounts of meltwater are involved in surges 
('Iborarinssoo 1969, Kamb et al. 1985). 
Most of Nordaustlandet is covered by the ~ iee caps Vestfanna 
(251Ikm2 ) and Austfanna (8120Jmt). '!be geography and glaciology of 
Austfanna has been investigated by several expedi tians during 
the last 115 years (Nordenskiold 1873, Ahlmann 1933, Glen 
1937, 1941, Dege 1948, 1949, Hartog 1950, Harland & Hollin 1953, 
'1ha1pson 1953, Hollin 1956, Palosuo & Schytt 1960, Schytt 1964, E3mlan 
1971) . However, a detailed picture of the entire iee cap was not 
obtained until the Scott Polar Research Institute (SPRI) and the 
Norwegian Polar Research Institute (NP) carried out extensive 
airborne radio-echo soundi.ng operatioos over Nordaustlandet in 1983 
(Dowdeswell 1984, Dowdeswell 1986a, b, Dowdeswell et al. 1984a, b, 
Dowdeswell & Drewr:y 1985, Drewr:y & LiestØI 1985). 'lbe iee 
distributian and glaciology is thoroughly described by 
Dowdeswell (1984), and anly a brief review will be given here, with 
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enphasis al. the southeastenl part of the ice cap, including 
Bråsvellbreen. 
Based en surface topography, the ice cap is divided into 19 
drainage basins (Fig. 4a) the largest of which are also 
reflected in the mapped subglacial bedrock topography (Fig. 4b) . 
'Itle "t:I'No !argest drainage basins are Bråsvellbreen and Basin 3 (1109 
Jan2 and 1251 Jan2 respectively). 'Itle max:inun surface elevati<Xl of the 
ice cap is 790 m (Fig. 4a), and the ice thickness reaches a..lroost 600 m 
(Fig. 4c) • 'Itle sout:he.t:n and eastenl lind ts of Austfonna oansti tutes 
the l<mgest tidewater ice fremt al. the northenl hemisphere, wi th i ts 
ca. 200 Jan of grounded glacier tenninus. 28 % of the total ice 
cap is based below sea level, and the major part of this is in the 
southeastenl regi<Xl, including 57 % of Bråsvellbreen. Depths 
below the sea floor reach 157 m, but no part of the glacier is afloat. 
Informatial. al. the thermal regime in the ice cap is presently 
sparse, but a few shallow tenperature ræasurements have indicated it 
is frozen to the bed in i ts outer parts and at the pressure melting 
point under its central parts, and hence can be classified as a 
sub-polar glacier (Schytt 1969). 
'lbere are presently two major meltwater outlets draining Austfarma 
(and nunerous smaller ales); ale is just to the east of Bråsvellbreen, 
and the other is in Hartogbukta, just to the east of Basin 3. '!he 
forner of these has a sea floor valley outside the outlet, while 
li ttle detail is known <Xl the bathyrætry of Hartogbukta. 80th 
these areas, however, have bedrock depreSSialS continuing 
undeJ:neath the ice (Fig. 4b). 'lhis may indicate that meltwater outlets 
are at the base of the glaeier , wi th a locatien IOOSt liJæly determined 
by the bedrock topography. 'Itle fact that there appears to be ally 
sparse meltwater activity during the winter, indicates that IIDst of 
the water resul ts fran surface sumer mel ting. 
Fig. 3. Major Svalbard glaeiers that have been observed to 
surge. A total of JOOre than 80 glaciers are known to show 
surging behaviour. Map fran Dowdeswell (1984), based al data 
fran LiestøI (1985). 
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Fig.4. Regiooal characteristics of Austfama ice cap (F'ran 
DcxNdeswe11 et al. 1986). A) SUrface elevaticn (m) and 
drainage basins. B) Bedrock topography (m) Main ræl twater 
outlets are marked wi th arrows. C) lee thickness (m). 
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Fig.5. A)Map showing the CX>astline of Bråsvellbreen hefore 1936 (very 
approximate, IOOdified after Glen (1937), in 1938 (taken fran 
the na:phologically def:ined maxinun surge extent described by 
Solheim and Pfirman (1985) and later in this paper) and at 
present. B) 'lID aerial photographs taken during the surge in 
1938 (Norsk Polarinsti tutt archive photo) • Note high 
CCI1CE!Iltrations of icebergs outside the surging glaeier • 
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Bråsvellbreen surge 
'!he Bråsvellbreen surge occurred saætiIæ after 1936 tIben an 
undisturbed glacier surface was reported (Glen 1937) and before 1938, 
tIben aerial photography revealed a heavily crevassed glaeier tongue 
protruding fran the pre-surge coastline (Fig. 5 ) . The surging 
glacier probably advanced up to 15 km alang a 30 km lang front. 15 
km is a sare.-ilat tentative figure as the pre-surge coastline was not 
precisely mapped. Previous articles have reported up to 20 
km advance (e. g. Schytt 1969), but this is IOOSt likely based an 
published maps that suffer fran inadequate navigatian. A cantinuous 
subnarine ridge was cansidered by Solheim and Pfinnan (1985) to 
define the maxinun surge extent, but its positian differs by 
several km fran the 1938 coast an the published map (Norsk 
Polarinsti tutt Olart 507, 1957 edi tian) . 
After an advance, the terminal regions of the surging glaeier will 
tend to stagnate (Meier & Post 1969). In the case of a marine ice 
mass, relatively rapid retreat of the glacier through calving 
fran the heavily crevassed glaeier ice IOOst likely takes place 
(Solheim & Pfinnan 1985). Sealers reported the nunber of icebergs in 
1938 to be an order of magnitude higher than during the nan-surge 
situatian (Vinje 1985). Solheim and Pfinnan (1985) estimated a retreat 
of up to 5 km fran the maxinum 1938 posi tian of the Bråsvellbreen 
front as defined by the terminal ridge. Dege (1948, 1949) reported 
ID.JCb. calving fran the Bråsvellbreen tenninus during 1944, ~le 
Hartog and 'lha1psan (1959) reported little calving and few apen 
crevasses during 1948. Thus, crevasses an the fractured glacier 
surface may have closed during the period between 1944 and 1948, and 
a large part of the retreat fran the maxinun posi tian may have 
ocu:rred before 1948. Satellite images since 1976 indicate little 
ice front IOOValleI1t and IOOdificatian during the last decade, and 
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studies of aerial photographs tak.en between 1969 and 1977 show a 
retreat of 180 m for the western 5 km of Bråsve11breen during this 
period (Dowdeswe11 1986b). 
lee surface profiles based on the 1983 radio echo soundings 
(Dowdeswell 1984) clearly fall below the theoretica1ly calculated 
surface profile, and calculated basal shear stress is low. This is 
typica1 for glaciers in the quiesoent phase between surges. 
Basin 3 
Basin 3 (Fig. 4a) is the largest drainage basin an Austfonna . 
Glaciologica11y, it shows several similari ties wi th Bråsvellbreen. 'Ihe 
ooastline between Kapp Mohn and Hartogbukta (Fig. 1) prot:nJdes fran the 
rest of the iee cap margin, the basin is well defined by the 
subglacial bedrock topography and here the surface profile also 
falls below the theoretica1 profile and basal shear stress is 
low (Dowdeswell 1984, 1986a). Furt:hel:nDre, a SWedish sledge 
expedi tim that crossed the iee cap in 1873 reported badly crevassed 
iee (Nordenskiold 1875) in a location that matches with the inner 
parts of Basin 3. Taken together , there are both historical and 
glaciologica1 indicatioos that Basin 3 also is a surging glaeier . 
DATA I\qJUISITlOO AND PROCESSING 
Reooonaisanoe work in 1980 and 1981 revealed that a thin layer of 
soft surface sediments covered overccnsolidated material in front of 
Bråsvellbreen. Furth.enoore, the asSt..Ued surge tenninal ridge separated 
this setting fran that beyand it, t-.bere a thicker soft glacianarine 
cover wi th no overccnsolidated sediments were found wi thin reach of 
3 m coring equipnent. A roore detailed program of acoustic profiling 
and core sanpling was then designed to verify if the 1936-38 surge 
was the cause of the roorphology and sediJænt distribution. If 
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verified, this presented a si tuaticn where the direct effects of a 
surging glacier and a subsequent ice load on a marine, glacigenic 
sediment could be studied. For sediment distribution and sea floor 
IOOrphology studies, 3.5 kHz PDR and side sean sonar, respectively, 
were ccnsidered particularly in'portant. The laboratory analysis 
program were designed to investigate sedimentological and 
geotechnical differences between different sediment types, affected 
and unaffected by the surge, and to obtain infonna.tian about 
sedimentaticn rates and their variabili ty in the Erik Eriksenstredet 
basin. AcaJstic profiles and sanple locatians are shown in Figs. 6a,b 
& c. 
Sea ice and streng surfaoe currents caused problems for work in 
the area. '!he ioe si tuation was particularly problematic during the 
1982 survey, when the major part of the saIIl'ling program was 
planned. Current velocities in exess of 1 knot were observed, and 
ahmdant large drifting ioe floes made statian work difficult. ane 
aspect of the saIIl'ling program during the 1982 and 1983 surveys was 
to obtain lcng cores with penetratian into the underlying 
overcalSOlidated unit. However, the over<::cI'lSOlidation, canbined wi th a 
high boulder content made coring difficult at a nunber of 
locali ties. '!he total nunber of core statians appear high (Fig. 6c) , 
but several of the cores were ally partly suocessful. The total 
rn.mber of 3.5 kHz profile kilanetres similarily appears high (Fig. 6a) . 
'lhis resul ts fran the fact that the 3.5 kHz echo sounder was nmning 
continuously, also during periods of searching for :mutes through the 
ice or sui table saIIl'le locatians. 
Satellite navigatian with a Magnavox MXl105 single cha:nnel receiver 
integrated wi th shlp -s log and gyro was used during the 1980-83 
surveys. '!he accuracy of the systan (approximately 300-500 m) is 
nm:mally insufficient for detailed work. However, accuracy an a 
A) 
79"06' 
I 
I 
78"54' I 
I 
I 
---- Sparker, 1980 I 
\_--- ______ 1 
__ Sparl<er & side sean, 1983 
78" 48' ".o .......... Side sean, 1982 
22" 23" 
- --
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Fig.6. A) Aooustic profi1es nm by Norsk Polarinstitutt (NP) in 
1980-83. Sparker was used in 1980 and 1983. Side sean SCXlar 
was used in a snall part of the 1982 lines, and aloog all 1983 
sparlær lines. All lines after 1980 have 3.5 kHz informaticn. 
B) Aooustic profiles nm by The Hydrographic Survey of Nol:way 
(NSKV) in 1984 and 1985. Lines 464500 - 486500 were nm in 
1984 and the rest in 1985. All lines have 3.5 kHz 
information. Sparker lines are marked wi th arrows. Lines 
with side sean sonar data in 1984 are marked by 
asterisks • In 1985, essentially all lines were nm wi th side 
sean. C) Sanpling localities fran all cruises. In 1984 and 
1985, gravity cores were taken at 7 locations, the rest 
were surface grab samples. 
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relative scale was inproved using observed radar distances to the 
ice fralt. (kle or two gocxi satellite fixes pr. hour were usually 
obtained and all core stations are posi tialed by at least ane 
satellite fix with an accuracy of 100-150 m. 
In addi tien to the NP cruises of 1980-83, the Norwegian 
Hydrographic Survey (NSKV) carried out hydrographic mapping in this 
part of Erik Eriksenstredet during the aurum of 1984 and 1985 
and included spa.rlær, 3.5 kHz PDR and side sean sonar in the 
program (Fig. 6b) . '!hese sw:veys were nID wi th lines in a N-S 
di.rectien and nani.nal line spaeing of 500 m in the eastern part and 
1O<nn in the western part wi th infill lines of 250 and 500 
m spacing, respectively. Part of the spa.rlær data were of general ly 
poor quali ty due to severe noise problems. In addi tien to the 
acxxJStic profili.ng, 7 gravity cores and 50 surface grab sanples were 
recovered. 
NSKV surveys were nID using a local Decx:a Sea Fix 
navigatien system, wi th slave stations posi tiCXled en the surrounding 
islands. Accuracy of the system is en the order of 10 m. 
en board analyses of a selectien of the sediment cores included: 
- Descriptien of core sectien ends and cutter/catcher material (lang 
cores were cut in 1 m sections). 
- Munsell soil color. 
- Pocket penetraæter shear strength en core sectian ends. 
- Measurements of ca:upressional wave velocity, by ræans of a PUNDIT 
(Portable Ultrasanic Non-destJ:uctive Digital Ind.i.cating Tester, 
trade mark of C.N.S. Instr. Ltd., England, AS'IM 1983). '!his 
instrunent measures travel time through the sed..iIænt wi th 1 ms 
accuracy. Measurements were taken both along and nonna! to the 
cores. '!his was done imnecliately after retrieval of the plastic 
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liner to ensure cantact between liner and sample. Travel time delay 
caused by rooasuring through the plastic liner was corrected for. 
- water cantent al sanples fran core sectian ends (cnly dale an-board 
in 1982). 
Subsequent laboratory work included: 
- A selectian of the cores were x-radiographed prior to splitting. A 
few of the 1983 cores were also run through a CCIIpUter taoograph. 
- Core splitting and visual description including Munsell soil color 
and photography of split cores. Cores with relatively stiff material 
were split by breaking in two halves, liIhile softer material was cut 
wi th knife or wire saw. 
- Shea.r strength an split core halves by pocket penetraneter or fall-
CXXle apparatus. Shea.r strength values given are usually averaged 
fran several measurements in the same inte%val where this was 
possible. 
- Calpressiooal wave velocity measurements wi th the PUNDIT, IOOstly an 
smaller sectioos of the cores, giving interval veloci ties. '!be main 
source of error is exact detel:mi.natian of the distance between the 
transmitter and receiver transducers, in particular ~ used in 
soft material. Veloci ties were measured both alalg and perpendicular 
to the cores, but no significant difference was recorded. To 
minimize the distanoe error, long intervals were preferred. 
- Ccxlsolidatian tests (oedaæter) were done on two sanples to 
measure pre-coosolidatian stress of the material. 
'!be intervals chosen for coosolidatial testing were cut 
fran the cores before splitting, after inspectian of x-radiographs. 
A majori ty of the sanpled material was too gravelly to be tested 
in standard sized equipnent. 
- water cantent and bulk densi ty were detennined an subsamples of 
100-200 9 wet weight. Volune was measured by sul:rærging the sanple 
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in kerosene. As the material generally bad a high but varying 
OCXltent of gravel and pebbles, a correction was applied to obtain 
water OCXltent values that coul.d be cæpared within the study area. 
Hence, a set of values is included that are corrected for material 
greater than 0.5 om. 
- Grain size distribution have been measured on a nunber of 
subsanples. Size fractions greater than 0.063 om were separated by 
dry sieving, \\bile clay and silt fractions were deterrnined by 
Falling Drap Analysis (trade mark Geanor A/S, Norway, ~ 1966). 
'Ibis apparatus utilizes the falling t:.iJæ of a drap of sedinent 
suspension through an organic liquid. It is largely tenperature 
dependent, and as this apparatus did not have autanatic tenperature 
OCXltrol, it was calibrated for ever:y 0.5 o c. Sane sanples were 
analyzed both with the falling drap method, and in a sedigraph. 
Wi thin small limi ts «5 "), the resul ts were c::mparable. This was 
also the case for sane sanples where all the material was size-
fractiooed, in addi tion to fall ing-drap analyzed. We therefore 
OCXlSider the falling drap method reliable for the present 
purposes. 'Ibe majori ty of the sanples analyzed for grain size 
distribution were greater than 100 g wet sediment. 
- XRD on oriented sanples of clay and silt fractions. 
- Atterbe:rg limi ts were detennined after wet sieving through a 
a 0.063 om sieve. 
SEA FLOOR MJRPfI)L()GY. 
'lhe sea floor lOOrphology outside Bråsvellbreen was ini tially 
described by Solheim and Pfinnan (1985), ba.sed on acoustic data 
mainly fran the 1982 and 1983 cruises. However, the NSKV cruises of 
1984 and 1985 have given a IOOre detailed and carplete data set, 
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and also cover a wider area. 'Ibe total data base is used in this 
paper. 
A range of different IOOrphologic patterns in defined provinces have 
been ma.pped (Fig. 7). '!he IOOst daninant IOOrphological patteDl is 
cxnsidered to define the signature of each provinoe. However, there 
may be large variatiens within a provinoe and changes between patteDlS 
may be gradatiooal. '1herefore, the location of the boundaries is a 
matter of interpretation in sane areas. 
'!he IOOst striking nmphological feature in the study area is 
the system of ridges that roughly parallels the ice front at a 
distanoe of a few kilanetres. Solheim and Pfinnan (1985) mapped the 
ridge in front of Bråsvellbreen and argued that it was the end IOOraine 
resulting fran the 1936-38 surge. '!he dense grid of new lines CXXlfinns 
the cxntimrl ty of the feature , and :furthenoore shows that there is a 
system of three ridges. A secand ridge, similar to the 
Bråsvellbreen ridge, :runs subparallel to the Basin 3 ice front, while 
a third ridge has an intennediate position. 'lbe latter rærge with 
the Bråsvellbreen ridge, but not wi th the Basin 3 ridge (Fig. 7) . '!he 
following description and discussion will show that the ridges 
are tenninal. features . I therefore propose to tenn them surge moraines. 
and this tenn will be used below, even before indicatiens have 
been presented for the Basin 3 and intennediate ridges to be 
surge-related features . 
'!he study area is divided into 3 zones, each wi th several 
characteristic features : 
- '!he surge moraines. 
- Inside the surge moraines, the surge zone (Solheim & Pfinnan 
1985) . 
- Outside the surge moraines, the surge-distal zone. 
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The surge rooraines. 
The lOOSt typical cross sectialal. shape of the Bråsvellbreen surge 
rooraine is that of an asymnetrical ridge wi th a smooth outer (distal ) 
slepe of 1-3 o o and a steeper (3-6 , locally steeper) .inner 
(proximal.) slope (Fig. Ba, e, d). However, in places the rooraine has ally 
a miner topographie expressial (Fig. 8b) • '!be distal part of the 
rooraine appears al the 3.5 kHz records as a smooth, aooustically 
transparent sediment lense trbich is draped over pre- existing 
topography and with an abrupt tenn:i.natial (Fig.8b) Its relief varies 
between 5 m and 20 m 4md the distance fran the base of the proximal 
slope to the present-day glacier frent ranges fran 500 m to 3.5 Jan, 
the widest and lOOSt distinct part being in the area where it splits 
into two ridges. East of this, it is generally narrower and less 
distinct than further west. '!be eastenm:>st two kilanetres shcM 
little relief and are outlined ally fran its side sean sonar 
character. 
The inteJ:med.iate surge rooraine changes character fran being a 
narrow, low-relief feature in i ts western part (Fig. 8d) to a wide, 
well expressed feature further east (Fig. Be, ) • Towards i ts 
eas1:ernoost extensial, it loses its ba:t:hymetric expressial again. '!he 
central part of this ridge is wider (up to 3 Jan) and has a larger 
max.iDun relief (35m) than the Bråsvellbreen ridge, but the overall 
shape is qui te similar. 
'!be Basin 3 surge rooraine (Fig. 8f , g, h) has a character SO'IE'V.bat 
different fran that outside Bråsvellbreen. The western part is narrow 
and poorly expressed bathynetrically (Fig.8f), although locally it 
reSEll'bles the Bråsvellbreen ridge (Fig. Sg). In i ts central and widest 
(up to 4.5 Jan) part, the rooraine has the shape of a wide, low-relief 
sed:i.ment lense, (Fig.Bh) and the proximal boundary is difficult to 
define. The distal part, however, is easily recognized by its draped, 
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Fig. 9. Side sean sonar IOOsaic across the Bråsvellbreen surge rooraine. 
Notioe the marked IOOrphological change across the ridge. Far 
loc:atioo., see Fig .10. 
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Fig .10. Side sean sooographs showing slunq:> lobes an the distal part of 
the surge rooraines. Note that the slunq:>s cover pre-ex.isting 
relief. Note also the small disturbances in the sm:>oth slmp 
lobe surface, and the possible detachIrent scars (arrow) in a). 
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acoustically transparent character. 
CarIlal for the three surge lOOraines is that they mark a distinct 
change .in the sea floor IOOrphology between the area towards the 
glacier and the deeper parts of the bas.in. 'Ibis is so both on the 10 m 
scale, as seen fran the bathymetric map (Fig. 2 ) , and at a smaller 
scale, as seen fran the side sean sooograms (Fig. 9) • 
Al though patterns mapped on ei ther side of the ridge may contirrue 
on to the ridge proper, the Bråsvellbreen IOOraine ridge has a 
generally s:oooth surface, dissected by occasianal iceberg plough 
marlts. 'Ihe distal part of the IOOraine ridge shows an abrupt 
teI:m.i:nation (e. g. Fig. Be). Side sean sooograms clearly show this to be 
the tennination of slmp lobes oovering the pre-excisting 
JOOrphology (Fig.lO). Furthenoore, the s:ooothness is disturbed 
by small irregulari ties forming a small scale swell and swale 
JOOrphology (Fig.lO). 'Ihe disturbed areas usually terminate along the 
slmp edge. Most likely these represent creep features in the 
soft, acoustically transparent sed.:iJænts. In the northeasteI:n part of 
Fig. lOa, sale vague, larger features can be seen that may represent 
det:a.clm:nt scars caused. by the slmping. 
Side sean sooographs fran the lOOraineS proper show that their small 
scale surface IOOrphology .in general differs between the Bråsvellbreen 
IOOraine and the two other IOOraines (Fig. 7 ). Outside the eastern part 
of Bråsvellbreen, ~ the lOOraine ridge splits, the irmer ridge 
is characterized by a s:oooth surface, obscured by the small 
disturbances and occasicmal iceberg plough marks. The outer, 
intermediate IOOraine and i ts contimJation eastwards, however, is 
daninated by iceberg plough marks. 'Ibis is also the si tuation on the 
IOOraine outside Basin 3, but here the plough marlts are associated 
wi th small ridges, lOOUIlds and depressions , in both linear and randan 
arrange.nents (Fig.ll). 'Ibis is defined as a seperate IOOrphological 
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prov~ (Fig. 7) . At the distal part there is again an area of 
SIOOOth, slightly disturbed sea floor. 
'!be surge zcne. 
'!be area inside the Bråsvellbreen ridge was tenned the surge zooe 
by Solheim and Pfinnan (1985) because this area. was di.rectly affected 
by grounded surging ioe in 1936-38. Two different IOOrphological 
pattenls predaninate. 'Ihe 1I1ili.n part of the area, 0.5 - 1 km south of 
the ic:e frent, has a system of smaller , linear ridges orientated in 
different directialS that together form a xhc.Irixlhedral 
cross-patteI:n (Figs. 7,12) • 'Itle ridges have .reliefs en the order of 5 
m and spacing of 20-70 m and are larger and roore pranounoed elose 
to the surge moraine. Ridge di.recticns vary, and 2-3 different 
directialS may be present wi thin a region (Fig .13) • ftt>st of ten, 
however, there are directicns sub-parallel and 
sub-pe:perxiicular to the present-day ic:e frent. In general the distal 
lind t of the rl:larbohedral pa:tteJ:n follows the proximal edge of 
the moraine, rut in sane locations it may extend on to the 
topographica1ly defined ridge. In the eastern part, where the 
marai.ne ridge sp1i ts into an outer and an inner ridge, a c1ear 
rl:larbohedral patteI:n exists between the two moraine ridges (Figs. 
7,12b). 
Al though the side sean data ooverage is roore sparse outside Basin 
3, a rl:larbohedral ridge patteI:n can also be mapped here. It is 
best expressed in the eastex:n part, but is generally not as elear 
as that outside Bråsvellbreen. '1be distal limit roughly follows the 
proximal side of the end moraine, but the latter is roore difficult to 
define, due to its lesser topographie expression. '!he inner limit 
of the xhc.Irixlhedral pattern is generally 3-5 km off 
Fig.ll. Side sean sonograph showing the mixed roorphology of Fig. 7. For 
location, see Fig.lO. 
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Fig .12. Side sean sooograms and 3.5 kHz echogram fran the rllanbohedral. 
ridge pa:tteJ:n of the surge zone. 
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Fig .13. Rose diagrams of directions of ridges in the surge zooe. 'Ihe 
analyses were done inside a sliding window of 100 x 200ft 
across each area. N is nunber of counts. 
w 
o 1000 ro 
E 
Fig .14. Side sean sonograph of the discontiIIuous, arcuate ridges 
subparalleling the ice front. Sclæ possible iceberg calving 
in1?act features are marlæd with arrows. For locatian, see 
Fig.12. 
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the present-day ioe fremt, except close to Kapp ~. 
Between the two drainage basins, a rllanbohedral ridge pattern 
disturbed by smaller roounds and depreSSialS prevails. '!he disturbances 
seem to overprint the rllanbohedral pattern in this area. 
In the western part of Bråsvellbreen the rllanbohedral ridge pattern 
can be traoed to the ioe front (Fig .12a), while further east, in a 500 
m to 1 km wide zooe adjacent to the ioe fremt, a system of 
disocntinous arcuate ridges trending subparallel to the fremt, 
prevails (Figs. 7&14). Relief and width of individual ridges are of the 
same order as the linear ridges forming the rhanbohedral pattern. '!he 
zooe of arcuate ridges widens marlredly to the east of 
Bråsvellbreen, fran approximately 1 km to general ly 3-5 km in the rest 
of the area. 80th adjacent to Basin 3 and Bråsvellbreen, the 
ridges are relatively distinct, and the glacier-parallel trend 
predaninates even though other directions do occur. 
Also wi thin this IOOrphological province the pattern is IOOSt varied 
and least distinct in the regioo. between Bråsvellbreen and Basin 3. 
'!he above mentioned pattern of roounds and depressions obscures the 
ridges, and directions vary fran parallel to subperpendicular to the 
ioe fralt. In the shallowest region, :intædiately SW of Kapp Mohn, the 
ridge system is overprinted by recent ioeberg plough marks, which are 
the daninant IOOrphological features of the regioo. (Fig. 7) • 
'!he surge=distal zoo.e. 
Two broad elasses of sea floor IOOrphologic provinces prevail south 
of the surge JOOraine system, in the surge-distal zone; 
1. Areas where iceberg plough marks predaninate. 
2. Areas where szoooth sea floor predaninates, but where a 
nmi:ler of other features also exist. 
Two elasses of iceberg plough marks are defined in the study 
area: 
a. "Recent" plough marks, fonæd under the present-day water depth 
and glacier ocnfiguratial. 
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b. "Fossil" plough marks, IOOstly found in water depths below the 
probable reach of present-day icebergs. 
'ttle distinctial between a. and b. is made ally fran their appearance 
al the side sean records. '!he recent plough marks have a shal:p, 
fresh apparence which oc:ntrasts markedly wi th the weakly 
pronounoed, probably degraded fossil aleS (Fig.15). However, the 
differentiatial is not always straightfor:ward, as a range of plough 
marks inte:rmedi.ate between the two end Il1E!IliJers exist. 
'!he IOOSt reoent ploughing is found in the shallower areas al ei ther 
side of Erik Eriksenstredet, wi th the exceptialS of the intenædi.ate 
surge nm:a.ine, the area southwest of Kapp Mohn and occasianal plough 
marks el~ in the regialS inside the surge lOOraineS. Typical 
widths of these plough marks are 10 to 50 m, averaging around 25 m 
(Fig 1Sa). Relief (tap of benn to bottan of trough) is al the order of 
2-5 m. 'ttle lower limit for the recent iceberg ploughing varies 
between 120 and 130 m water depth, corresponding well wi th a maxinun 
subnarine ice cliff height of 125 m for Austfanna (Dowdeswell in 
prep. ). 'Ihis is well expressed, both al<mg the north slope and in the 
southwesteJ:n and southeasteJ:n parts of the survey area (Fig. 7). In 
the l'lOrtbræstern part, the intense ploughing grades into a 
transi tiooal zooe of less intense ploughing at 50 - 100 m 
water depth which tenninates at approxinately 120 m water depth. Most 
of ten, however, the zooe of intense, reoent ploughing 
tenninates abl:uptly and changes into SIOOOther sea floor with older 
plough marks (Fig.16). Locally this occurs at depths shallower 
than 120 m (Fig. 16b) . 
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Fig .15. Side sean sonographs of a) recent and b) fossil iceberg p10ugh 
mar:Ks. 
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Fig .16. 3.5 kHz record (upper) and side sean sooograph (lower) showing 
te:rminaticn of the recent iceberg ploughing. Note that the 
profiles are fran different locations. For location, see 
Fig.15. 
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Fig. 17 • Side sean sooographs showing roorphological features fOlmd in 
the "sroooth" (Fig.7) deeper region: a) Fossil ioeberg plough 
marlæ wi th interna.l cross-ridges fonning a ladder-like 
patteJ:n. Note pockmark (arrow). b) Dark spots in an area 
of weakly defined sed.inent waves. Note cluster of dark spots 
in southet:n part of upper charmel (arrow) • c) Well 
defined sediment waves (rægaripples). For locaticm, see 
Fig.1S. 
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Daninating directions of the recent plough marks in the northern 
regien generally varies fran NW-SE in the westel:n part, through a 
region of mixed directions in central parts, to roore NE-SW'ly 
directions in the east. In the southern regions, the ploughing 
directions are generally IOOre variable (Fig. 7) . 
Fossil plough marks are found over the entire basin below 120 -
130 m water depth, including the large region of soooth sea floor. 
'!bese gouges are degraded to various degrees. They may range fran 
being ba:rely visible on side sean records and having no topographic 
expression wi thin the resolution of the 3.5 kHz echo sounder, to being 
well enough pralOUI'lCed that a recent origin can not be excluded. In 
general they have less well defined benns than the recent plough 
marks. Widths range fran 20 to 100 m, averaging approximately 50 m. 
Relief is qui te similar to that found for recent plough marks, but 
Sllk)()ther. Directianal trends are IOOstly similar to those of the recent 
plough marks, except for the southeastez:n region, where the fossil 
plough marks have a strang NE-SW ccrnpanent, and the small area in the 
deep, central part of the study area where there is a distinct NE-SW, 
NW-SE cross-pattel:n. In the eastermost region, smaller, transverse 
ridges in the plough marks give a washboa.rd or a ladder- like 
apperance (Fig.17a). 
Wi th the exception of the small areas of IOOre cancen.trated old 
ploughing, the areas outside the limit of recent iceberg ploughing are 
defined as ale JOOrphological province. In general this province 
is defined by a Sllk)()th sea floor of low reflectivity to the side 
sean signals. However, several IOOrphologic features are observed: 
- "Old" iceberg plough marks, as described above. 
- Poc:kmal:ks. '!bese are snall (5-15 m diaræter) circular depressions in 
the sea floor (Fig.17a). They are sparse in nunber, but distributed 
over the entire area .. 
- Patches of IIDre reflective sea floor, appearing as dark spots al 
the side sean scnar records (Fig.l7b). '!hese are of similar dia-
neter, but more CClIIliU1 than the pockma.rks. 'lhey may be found in 
groups covering areas of 100-200 m diameter. Dark spots and pock-
marlæ may also be found grouped together • Nane of the two can be 
distinguished in echograms, inplying they have reliefs of <1m. 
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- SediJænt waves (megaripples) (Fig .17b, c) . In particular in the 
western half of the regial, disturbances resembling megaripples are 
found. Of ten they are indistinct (Fig.l7b) and only rarely can 
dimensialS and directialS be measured. Wavelengths are on the order 
of 15-20 m and directialS roostly vary between NW-SE and NE-SW, 
al though E-W also oc.x:urs (Fig .17c ) . 
DIS'l'RIBl1l'ION AND ACDJSTIC STRATIGRAPHY OF UNLITHIFIED SEDIMENTS • 
'Itle sediment cover above bedrock in the major part of the study 
area is generally less than 10 ms (two-way travel time) (Fig .18) . 
Unc:ertainties in aocurately determining the sed.inent thickness resul t 
fran the following factors: 
- Underlying bedrock is essentially confcmna.ble wi th the sea floor. 
- Total sediment thickness is less than the resolution of the sparker 
system used, over large areas. 
- 'Itle 3.5 kHz penetratial is poor due to overcansolidatian and scat-
tering of energy in sediments wi th high boulder cantent • 
An. internally CalSistent, detailed acoustic stratigraphy is therefore 
difficul t to map. 
In the surge zcne, the sediment thickness is roostly 2-5 ms, with 
sane areas of 5-10 ms. The latter is roost CCIiIID1 ala:l9 the surge 
IOOraine outside Basin 3. 'Ibis is also the regial where the proximal 
boundary of the IOOraine is difficult to define, and mere sediment 
seems to be "smeared" out over a larger area than the ridge proper. 
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Due to the irregular topography, thickness variations are large, and 
the map (Fig .18) represents average values . ~st irregulari ties are 
too local. to be included in a map of this scale. DeviatiexlS fran 
2-1<lns thickness inside the surge nr:>rames include: a small area of 
10-15 ms in the western part of Bråsvellbreen (found in the sane local. 
ba:thymetric depression that was also shown to have escaped recent 
iceberg ploughing outside the surge moraine); two small acam..U.ations 
mich are associated wi th the meltwater outlet , ane of mich reaches 
30 ms thic1mess; a local. ridge close to the ice front in the 
intennedi.ate :region; an area of 10-15 ms just inside the easteJ:n part 
of the intennediate surge nr:>raine. 
'!he surge nr:>raine system consti tutes the IlDst distinctive sediment 
a.cctIlUlation in the :region, al though i ts relief and thus sediment 
thic1mess vary considerably. 'Ihe intenned.i.ate nr:>raine reaches the 
largest thic1mess, of up to 50 ms (Figs .18, Be, f) . In the :region 
mere this nr:>raine merges with the Bråsvellbreen ale, the latter 
reaches i ts ma.xinun thic1mess of 30 ms. 
'!he large :region in the western part of the study area, wi th 2-5 ms 
sediment, is part of the shallow sill at the IOOUth of Hinlopenstredet. 
water depths in this area are generally less than 50 m. '!he major part 
of the deeper basin has 5-10 ms sediment thickness, but locally 
thicker lenses occu:r in the deeper part of the straitand thinner 
aleS on the north slepe. The trend of the thicker acam..U.ations 
follows the bathymetric NE-SW trend, wi th a transi tien into 
the JOOre N-S'ly Olgastredet trend in the southwestern part of the map 
area. 
A seismie stratigraphic framework for the Barents Sea glacigenic 
sediments was established by Solheim and Kristoffersen (1984) fran the 
thick wedge of glacigenic sediments on the western Barents Sea margin. 
Lower resolutien in the upper 15-20 ms in this area and lack of tie 
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lines to the present study area prac::lude direct om:relatial, but roost 
li.kely the entire sectial above the bedrock in the present study area 
beloogs to the upper of the four seismie sequerx::es defined fran the 
margin, sequence I of Solheim and Kristoffersen (1984). Within this, 
in the present study area, 5 acoustic stratigraphie uni ts are 
defiIwd (Fig.19), ba.sed cm their character in 3.5 kHz records: 
{hit 1. SeBi transparent tap unit in the surge zooe. 
{hit 2. '!be surge roorai.ne ridge system. 
{hit 3. Transparent tap unit in the surge-distal regial. 
{hit 4. Intenladiate, sani. transparent unit. 
{hit 5. Opaque unit, underlying the transparent sediments over the 
entire study area. 
SaIIe of these uni ts, in particular 1,2 and 3, may be isoc:hranJous or 
at least overlapping in age, but their character and geanetry are 
different a:lOUgh to justify a separatial. 'Ihe roost diagnostie featllres 
are acoustic transparerlCy, character of internal. reflectialS and 
surface roughness. 'Ihere are no systanatic differenoes between the 
areas outside the different glacial drainage basins. 
{hit 1. is the acoustic unit that forms roost of the small scale 
topography in the surge zone. Due to squeeze-up, ice push and 
occasiooal iceberg ploughing, the character of this unit is dcminated 
by i ts rough surface structure \\iU.ch causes abundant diffractian 
patte:ms. '!he unit rests cm a relatively SIOOOth reflector, opaque to 
the 3.5 kHz signal. Its thickness varies frequently fran zero between 
ridges to several meters in the ridges and other local aOClm..J.latialS. 
'lbe ridges may be na.J:"r(M enough to be repreSE!llted ally by a single 
diffractial hyperbola, and this may cxntribute to the aooustically 
transparent character of the sediment. Where Unit 1. is found as a 
note cxnti.mJous acx.urulatian, it has a roore semi -transparent 
character, with abundant internal diffracticn. Internal. reflectors can 
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be seen, but are local due to the patchyness of the unit. 
As the surge rooraine ridges are depositianal features clearly 
different fran the other stratigraphie uni ts in the regiCXl, they have 
been classified as a seperate unit, unit 2. '111e Bråsvellbreen ridge 
has the best coverage of good quali ty data. f.t:>st of the ridge, in 
particular the inner and central (proximal) part, have a 
relatively hooogeneous, semi-transparent character. On gane of the 
1982 lines, nm with high sweep rate under favourable weather 
CXXldi.ticns, diffraction and discontinuous reflectors can be seen. In 
distal parts of the ridge, however, dipping layers downlap CXl a 
reflectar that is continuous wi th the sea floor outside the ridge 
(Fig.19). In the profile of Fig. 19, the ridge terminates on the 
beI:m of a plough mark and gane of the ridge material has spilled over 
and covers the plough mark floor wi th a 1 ms thick drape. No ridge 
sediment, resolvable by the 3.5 kHz echo sounder, can be followed 
further out. 'Itle same stnJcture is also seen in other profiles 
across the Bråsvellbreen ridge. '111e surge rooraine ridges outside Basin 
3 and the inter:mediate area have a rrore unifonn acoustic 
appearance, but the data in these areas are of lower quali ty and 
vertical resolutiCXl. 
Unit 3. is fOtmd as a thin, acoustically transparent layer in 
central parts of the basin at depths exceeding 140 m. 'Ibis limit is 
rrost distinct along the north slope. Unit 3. reaches i ts largest 
thickness of 7 ms in the southwest, between 23° and 240 E, while the 
thickness generally varies fran 1-3ng over rrost of the region. 'Itle 
existenc:::e of a thin drape, below the resolution of the 3.5 kHz systan 
(approx. 1 ms) , also in waters shallower than 140 m carmot be 
excluded. 
Unit 4. ccnsti tutes rrost of the sediment thickness in the 
surge-distal ZCXle. It varies in thicJ.mess fran zero up to nearly 30 
Fig. 19. Cross 
that 
scale. 
sectian 
the line 
showing the 
drawing is 
different 
anly 
acoustic tmi ts. Note 
schema.tic, not drawn to 
50 
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msec. Its distributioo. follows the general sediment distributien trend 
in the basin, wi th the thickest deposi ts in the deepest areas. '!he top 
surface has a gently \.D'ldul.ating character, roost liJæly resul ting fran 
old ioeberg plough marks. In the central parts of the basin, this 
undulating surface is draped by Unit 3. sediments (Fig.19). Its lower 
bounda:r:y is a sroooth reflector that can be followed regiooally over 
the area, also under the end rooraines and :in the surge zooe. 
Intemally, Unit 4. is roostly haoogeneous and slightly less 
transparent than Unit 3. Occasiooally, an undulating, discantinuous 
reflector can be seen in the lower part of the unit. Fran i ts less 
transparent character the material below this reflector may lcx::ally 
represent thicker till aoc:unul.ations. Parallel layering, roost distinct 
in the upper half of Unit 4. is observed en the slope towards 
BarentSØya (Fig .16b). Internal acoustic layering can cnl.y be seen 
below the lower limit of recent iceberg ploughing. Above 120 m 
waterdepth, Unit 4. sediments are intensively disturbed by recent 
ploughing in fralt of the surge roorames. However, in the lcx::al deep 
in fralt of central Bråsvellbreen (Fig. 2) the top surface of Unit 4. 
is srooothly undulating fran old, degraded ploughing, and can be 
followed under the outer part of the rooraine ridge (Fig .19) . 
Unit 5. is used here as a collective tenn for all sediments below 
the SIOOOth, lowermost reflector. It may represent :in part the upper 
bedrock or a highly overcansolidated till, opaque to the 3.5 kHz 
signal. '!he sparker resolutian is too poor to resol ve a thin layer of 
till. '!be reflector can be followed under the surge rooraine 
(Fig.19) and see.IÆ; to outcrop between ridges in the surge zooe, ~ 
coring has revealed highly overcoosolidated, pebble-rich til!. '!hus, 
roost of unit 5. roost liJæly represents an unresolvably thin and patchy 
cover of overoæpa.cted till over the sedimentary bedrock. 
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SEDIMENl' CD1POSITICfi AND PHYSlCAL PR)PERTIES. 
'!he distributioo. of cores (Fig.6c::) may seem s1:ralgly biased towards 
the surge zooe. '!his results partly fran the sea ice CXXlditioo.s during 
sanpling, but also fran the fact that many of the statioo.s in the 
surge ZCXle were OCIlSidered unsuccessful. because the corer failed to 
pE!Iletrate down into the lower, overc::oosolidated layer (Unit 5). Fig. 20 
shows the li thostratigraphy of a selectioo. of the cores, arranged 
aloog profiles fran the present-day ice frent and out towards the Erik 
Eriksenstredet basin. Grain size distributiCXl and physical properties 
are indicated aloog the sectioo.s to reveal any systematie changes in 
these parameters ei ther downcore or lateral. Tables l and 2 show 
li thology and physical properties, respectively. 
Lithology 
In the surge zooe, three different lithologies are found. '1he 
dcmi.nant sediment type, fOlmd in lOOSt of the cores, is a diamictoo. 
wi th a generally high, but væ:ying c:xntent of gravel and 1arger 
clasts (Fig. 21 ). '1here are large and frequent variatioo.s in the grain 
size distributioo. both downcore and lateral ly , wi thout any 
apparent systematie treod. 
'!he second disti.nct li thology is a clean sand, as seen in the top 
parts of cores 83-30, 83-31 and 83-26 (Fig. 2Od, e) . '!hese are all well 
sorted, fining upward sands, with miner c:xntent of gravel and nud-
sized material. '!be typical sequence is well exenplified in the 
uppenoost 0.3 m of oore 83-26 (Fig. 20e) where the silt ccntent 
dec:reases while the gravel cantent increases downcore. As there are 
oo.ly three cores with this lithology, little can be said about the 
distributioo.. However, fran the generally high nunber of cores, it is 
justified to state that the clean sands are relatively restricted in 
areal extent . Possible mechanisms for fonnatiCXl of the sands i.nclude 
83-32 
i i i I 
19 360m 
I 
35 
83-37 
I i 
420m 
Fig.21. Cæputer taoographs of two core samp1es fran the surge zcne. 
Note that the highest dens i ty have the lightest colour. For 
locatial, see Fig. 6c. 
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wave actial, currents, iceberg calving -and soouring and glacial 
Iæltwater activity. pfinnan (1984) showed that severe stonrLs can 
distuI:b and rework sediment down to 150 m water depth in the 
Barents Sea. However, wave actial, as well as currents, would be 
expected to resul t in a wide:r distribution of the sandy sediments 
(Johnsal 1981). Also, during IOOst of the stonny seasan, the area is 
covered by sea ice, danping wave action and reducing wind-water 
c::::aJpling. ~ial of icebergs may stir up sediment and resuspend fines. 
'Ibis may occur during iceberg ploughing, but also fran inpact of 
icebergs on the sea floor during the calving process (Powell 1985). 
'!be latter would indeed have a local effect. However, it is cansidered 
mUikely that such an event coul.d cause 30 an of well sorted sand 
wi thin the very short tiDE interval of i ts duration. 'Ibis leaves 
glacial Iæltwater activity as the IOOst likely IæChanism, probably in 
the fonn of small, local streams, as also are seen in the area to-day. 
'!be third distinct li thology of the surge zane is even m:>re 
aereally restricted than the clean sand. A greenish fine grained RUd 
is found ally in two cores; 83-31 in the interval 0.48 m to 0.85 m, 
and core 83-32 in the interval 0.58 m to 0.7 m (Fig. 2Od). '!be nud is 
si tuated between sectians of gravel-rich diamictans and is 
characterized by an olive-gray color (Mlmsell color 5Y 4/1), only 
miner anDUIlts of sand-sized and coarser material, abundant 
foraminifera and a high shear strength. Analyses of the 
foraminiferal fauna indicates a m:>re ice-distal envil:a.uent than its 
present locatial anly 1.5 km fran the glacier front ( J. Nagy pers. 
camun. 1985). Based on color, lithology and foraminifera, this 
material resarbles the Holocene IlJ.lds usually found further out in 
the Barents Sea (Elverl1t,t>i & Solheim 1983 ), and hence indicates a 
pre-surge, ice distal origin. 
'!be li thology of the surge IOOraine (there are ally cores fran the 
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Bråsvellbreen IOOraine) cansists essentially of the same relatively 
harogeDeous, gravel-rich diamictan \'bi.ch daninates the surge zane 
(Fig.21). Although no distinct boundaries exist, there is a tendency 
for JOOre fine-grained, less gravelly deposi ts to occur towards the 
distal parts of the ridge (e.g. oores 82-234 and 82-235 Fig.2Od). 
However, the variaticn is large, and oore 83-29 fran the distal 
part of the outer ridge in the eastern part of the study area, has 
a gravel content reaching 25-30 % • Intervals of finer grained 
lIIJd are also fOtmd in these deposits (Le. 82-235, 0.8 m - 0.9 m), but 
wi th no oo:rrespalding change in other parameters. 
In the surge-distal za1e, the sediments ( acoustic Unit 3) reach a 
thic1mess of several meters and cansist of a sequence of olive gray 
lIIJd above darlær nud wi th higher content of dropsta1es. '!hese 
sediments most likely represent Holoce.ne lIIJd and Late Weichselian 
glacianarine sediment, respectively (El ve:rbøi & Solheim 1983). '!he 
content of coarser material in the Holcx::ene part is relatively high 
oc::upared to further out in the Barents Sea, as a result of closer 
proximi ty to a source area for icebergs throughout the Holocene . '!he 
material just outside the Bråsvellbreen surge moraine is clearly more 
fine gra.ined than the directly surge-affected sediJænts in the surge 
zane and the IOOraine ridge (Fig. 20). However, here also the variatians 
are large and frequent. A high cantent of coarser material is fOlIDd in 
the tap of gane cores (e.g. 82-229, Fig.2Oc) as well as further 
downcore (e.g.82-237, Fig.2Od). One core (83-39, Fig.20b) 0.5 km 
outside the end IOOraine, shows a well sorted, upwards fining sand with 
luaps of clay in its lower part. Acx:::ording to Powell (1984), this may 
represent basal debris, most likely released fran icebergs. 
In sunnary, the grain size distributicns for sanples obtained 
outside the end IOOraineS have strooger tendencies towards the lII.ld 
fracticns than the material in the surge zane and surge xooraines 
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MUD 
6. SURGE ZONE 
O SURGE MORAlNE 
• 
• SURGE-DIST AL ZONE 
/ 
t 
o 
to.. 
GRAVEL 
• •• 
.. -. 
• to. .. 
• • 
,.3-32 
SAND 
Fig.22. Ternary diagram ~ing relative arnotmts of RUd, sand and 
gravel in sanples fran the surge zane, surge IOOrai.ne and 
surge-distal zane off Bråsvellbreen. 
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Table 1. Grain size distributions. 
STATION WATER LEVEL CLAY SILT SAND GRAVEL >16mm 
DEPTH(m) (cm) ----------- % ------------- (g) 
81-136.1 109 0-5 21 40 10 27 136.7 
47-50 26 67 7 1 0.0 
90-93 52 48 1 O 0.0 
81-137.1 112 59-62 37 45 13 5 0.0 
70-75 18 22 28 30 5.25 
81-137.3 112 42-47 34 62 4 1 0.0 
50-55 10 14 31 45 38.0 
81-138.1 107 20-23 22 36 22 19 0.0 
54-57 18 33 26 23 4.4 
82-85 19 34 22 22 0.0 
81-138.3 107 95-97 18 35 26 21 0.0 
81-140.1 86 16-19 21 34 22 23 12.0 
81-186 320 45-50 57 43 1 O 0.0 
107-110 2 6 90 O 0.0 
120-125 24 31 42 3 0.0 
135-140 13 25 60 1 0.0 
150-153 24 26 48 3 0.0 
81-216.1 81 0-3 10 24 36 30 18.1 
3-6 11 25 37 27 13.0 
30-33 9 35 35 22 42.5 
37-40 16 35 25 24 24.85 
82-224 26 0-20 15 28 34 22 0.0 
82-225.2 36 0-5 22 43 12 22 150.35 
68-72 25 53 16 6 0.0 
82-226 36 0-20 17 21 33 29 0.0 
82-229.1 56 0-5 13 20 22 45 7.2 
18-22 16 33 22 28 12.9 
40-50 14 36 23 28 29.45 
82-230.2 71 0-5 18 34 28 20 0.0 
30-35 22 42 21 16 0.0 
50-55 30 53 11 5 0.0 
82-231 83 8-13 22 32 24 22 32.0 
23-28 20 29 32 19 30.44 
30-35 28 43 15 15 0.0 
82-232.2 82 0-5 14 25 32 28 0.0 
35-40 20 34 27 20 0.0 
82-233.1 97 0-3 12 17 29 42 0.0 
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Table 1. contd. 
STATION WATER LEVEL CLAY SILT SAND GRAVEL >16mm 
DEPTH(m) (cm) ----------- % ------------- (g) 
82-234,1 83 0-3 23 28 16 34 35,43 
125-130 22 32 26 20 15,57 
160-168 20 29 27 24 0,0 
82-234,2 83 0-5 22 36 16 24 3,29 
100-103 21 31 25 24 9,95 
82-235,1 106 0-5 15 17 9 59 68,0 
57-61 40 53 6 1 0,0 
87-90 34 59 6 
° 
0,0 
103-107 27 32 15 26 38,09 
82-237 106 0-3 26 37 10 27 0,0 
43-47 32 63 4 1 0,0 
95-100 17 30 19 36 28,5 
82-239,1 81 0-5 27 32 21 20 0,0 
30-35 22 36 22 19 5,0 
82-239,2 81 25-30 14 20 35 32 15,32 
82-241.1 56 0-5 29 29 21 19 25,0 
18-23 28 35 21 16 0,0 
82-321 99 0-5 31 41 14 14 0,0 
20-23 45 27 13 13 0,0 
55-58 28 44 11 18 0,0 
105-108 42 28 16 12 0,0 
150-153 22 50 19 8 40,18 
173-176 25 44 19 12 35,73 
82-323,1 39 0-4 14 18 28 40 8,32 
22-26 15 22 28 35 21.04 
63-68 20 26 31 22 18,22 
86-94 20 25 24 31 0,0 
95-100 20 23 29 28 17,3 
82-323,2 39 0-5 29 40 29 2 0,0 
58-62 20 25 32 23 0,0 
90-95 21 24 29 26 0,0 
98-103 20 30 27 24 0,0 
82-324,1 43 0-4 23 32 21 24 0,0 
50-53 22 25 27 26 6,73 
58-63 21 24 27 28 19,1 
82-326,1 45 0-3 16 21 29 34 0,0 
15-18 11 12 28 48 12,28 
30-33 22 26 38 14 5,65 
55-58 6 10 38 47 9,8 
83-86 23 24 41 13 0,0 
105-109 20 24 42 14 6,3 
124-128 12 18 42 28 0,0 
167-172 14 15 44 28 0,0 
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Table 1. contd. 
STAT ION WATER LEVEL CLAY SILT SAND GRAVEL >16mm 
DEPTH(m) (cm) ----------- % ------------- (g) 
82-327.1 44 0-5 22 27 28 22 2.9 
31-36 18 21 28 33 47.3 
39-42 17 26 26 31 0.0 
45-48 14 19 28 39 8.5 
83-26 70 0-3 3 24 72 1 0.0 
15-17 l 3 90 5 0.0 
30-33 1 3 46 48 0.0 
60-65 19 24 25 33 35.68 
83-27 75 0-5 2 11 66 22 0.0 
83-28 73 0-5 34 41 19 7 29.29 
100-105 23 27 23 26 0.0 
250-255 24 31 26 19 5.67 
83-29 91 0-6 28 29 11 33 0.0 
40-45 32 56 12 1 0.0 
60-65 22 28 22 28 0.0 
100-105 23 29 19 28 42.45 
83-30 76 10-15 2 5 86 8 0.0 
83-31 92 0-5 2 3 88 7 0.0 
30-35 24 33 24 19 11.49 
50-80 20 72 5 3 0.0 
83-32 54 65-70 27 41 23 9 0.0 
83-34 78 0-5 34 42 21 3 0.0 
50-55 19 32 26 22 10.54 
250-255 17 30 29 24 0.0 
83-35 96 0-5 43 47 6 4 0.0 
22-27 48 44 7 2 0.0 
85-90 34 46 7 13 9.26 
83-38 42 0-5 17 30 22 32 82.92 
100-105 16 25 23 35 0.0 
217-222 26 40 22 11 5.24 
240-245 19 22 23 37 0.0 
83-39 43 0-5 4 9 86 2 0.0 
60-65 t-- 1--1 16 84 14.67 
84-11 225 0-5 57 31 8 4 0.0 
20-25 51 34 14 1 0.0 
33-36 36 39 19 6 0.0 
84-13 248 0-4 59 40 1 O 0.0 
10-13 63 34 2 1 0.0 
30-33 32 42 18 8 0.0 
45-48 60 35 4 1 0.0 
51-54 42 31 18 8 0.0 
61-64 30 41 22 7 0.0 
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Table 1. contd. 
STATION WATER LEVEL CLAY SILT SAND GRAVEL >16mm 
DEPTH(m) (cm) ----------- % ------------- (g) 
85-26 153 0-4 49 47 3 1 0.0 
10-13 55 41 3 1 0.0 
20-25 54 36 6 4 0.0 
33-36 66 24 3 6 0.0 
46-50 54 30 12 5 0.0 
60-63 27 40 24 9 0.0 
80-85 23 29 32 16 0.0 
120-123 29 35 29 7 0.0 
85-28 218 0-4 61 35 4 O 0.0 
15-18 51 42 5 2 0.0 
40-44 36 34 20 10 0.0 
85-29 157 0-3 51 32 11 6 0.0 
18-22 54 41 4 O 0.0 
33-37 52 46 1 O 0.0 
60-64 53 40 6 1 0.0 
80-85 21 34 23 22 0.0 
100-105 26 31 16 28 0.0 
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(Fig. 21), but the variatien is uso larger :in the fonner zane. 'Ibis 
IOOst likely resul ts fran the wider range of deposi tional 
envirolAuents spanned by this za1e, which include the shallow 
Hinlopenstredet threshold, where probably no or very little 
sedimentation toak plaoe during the Holoc:8'le, and the Erik 
Eriksenstredet bas:in wi th depths of IOOre than 200 m and apparently 
oc:ntimJous I1I.ld deposi tien. Furthermore, as the side sean SCKlBr records 
indicate sedi.rænt waves and pockmaI:ks, the Erik Eriksenstredet bas:in 
sediments are affected by both bottan currents and gas seepage, 
both of which may cause depletien of fines. However, li thologies 
that can be related to these processes were not sanpled during this 
study. 
Physical properties 
Al though large amounts of geotechnical :informatien ex.ist fran many 
high latitude continental shelf areas, relatively little has been done 
to synthesize the :infonnatien and to relate variatiens to different 
envi.ranents. r.t>st work carried out en high latitude surficial 
sediments covers relatively soft I1I.ld and sand (Clukey et al. 1978, 
Richards et al. 1975, Schwab & Lee 1983). Marine diamictens are still 
poorly understood geotechnically (Bennett & Nelsen 1983). To the 
author' s knowledge, nothing has been published en geotechnical 
parameters :in roodern surge-affected bas:ins. In the falIowing , the 
different physical characteristics of Erik Eriksenstredet sed.iments 
and their variatiens are discussed, both as a contributien to 
the general knowledge of di.amictcns, but also, and IOOre i.nportant, to 
investigate whether any of the measured values or their variatiens 
can be related to glacier oscillatiens • 
Undrained shear strength shows large variatiens :in the surge zane 
diarnictcns, both laterally and cJa.mcore. 'Ihe soft, acoustically 
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Table 2. Physical properties . (Legend at the end) 
a. The surge zone. 
STA LE Dw Su BO Vp Te Toe GR SA SI eL MED W1 W2 W1 Wp PI 
81-140.1 17 86 23 22 34 21 4.6 
81-141.1 10 94 33.0 40 41 
81-216 2 81 30 36 24 10 1.3 
81-216 5 81 27 37 25 11 1.9 
81-216 
81-216 
81-216 
81-216 
82-230.2 
20 81 
32 81 
38 81 
50 81 160.0 
3 69 12.0 
82-230.2 32 69 60.0 
82-230.2 53 69 
82-231.3 3 82 20.0 
1660 
16 
22 35 35 9 2.7 
24 25 35 16 4.1 18 
12 14 
6.2 0.69 19 28 34 18 4.3 27 29 
16 21 42 22 5.4 23 
1840 6.3 0.65 6 11 54 30 6.8 27 29 
1940 27 
82-231.3 
82-231.3 
82-232.1 
82-232.2 
17 82 80.0 2130 6.6 0.61 19 32 29 20 3.8 13 19 28.8 18.7 10.1 
6.6 13 19 37 82 100.0 2600 6.5 0.57 14 14 43 28 
10 84 77.0 1.99 
5 84 
82-232.2 40 84 42.0 
82-232.2 50 84 52.0 
82-233.1 3 97 
82-233.1 27 97 
82-239.1 2 83 
82-239.1 20 83 12.0 
82-239.1 35 83 35.0 
82-323.1 3 35 
82-323.1 24 35 
82-323.1 60 35 
82-323.1 95 35 
82-323.2 3 35 10.0 
82-323.2 15 35 20.0 
82-323.2 60 35 
82-323.2 90 35 63.0 
82-323.2 105 35 
82-324.1 10 39 
82-324.1 55 39 145.0 
82-326.1 2 42 
82-326.1 17 42 
82-326.1 
82-326.1 
30 42 
60 42 
82-326.1 80 42 
82-326.1 105 42 
82-326.1 128 42 
170 42 
27 
6.3 0.39 28 33 25 14 22 
15 19 26.9 17.8 9.1 
1900 5.6 0.67 20 27 34 20 4.4 20 
5.9 0.52 42 29 17 12 0.4 
18 24 
5.6 0.56 20 21 32 27 6.4 28 
20 26 
6.1 0.43 19 22 36 22 1.5 21 28.0 17.6 10.4 
6.0 0.62 40 28 18 14 0.8 
2100 3.1 0.55 35 28 22 15 1.8 
2190 6.8 0.27 22 31 26 20 3.3 
1780 5.3 0.99 28 29 23 20 3.0 16 26 
2 29 40 29 6.5 
1690 
1890 23 32 25 20 3.0 
19 28 
2010 26 29 24 21 3.3 16 28 30.6 19.5 11.1 
24 27 30 20 4.0 
1780 6.2 0.55 24 21 32 23 5.1 17 25 
2000 6.2 0.60 26 27 25 22 3.4 14 21 
34 29 21 16 2.2 
2100 
2100 
2050 
48 28 12 11 -0.9 
14 38 26 22 
47 38 10 6 
3.7 
-0.6 
14 23 
12 23 
13 41 24 23 3.5 15 21 
14 42 24 20 3.1 15 21 
28 42 18 12 1.5 
2150 28 44 15 14 1.3 
3.9 
1.6 
2.6 
0.3 
6.3 0.62 22 28 27 22 
6.2 0.74 33 28 21 18 
6.0 0.75 31 26 26 17 
5.2 0.96 39 28 19 14 
20 26 
14 24 
IMP 
82-326.1 
82-327.1 
82-327.1 
82-327.1 
82-327.1 
83-27.1 
83-27.1 
83-31 
83-31 
83-31 
83-31 
83-31 
83-32 
83-32 
3 40 
30 40 
45 40 
52 40 
15 75 
30 75 
33 97 
45 97 
55 97 
75 97 
81 97 
2.47 2400 
2200 
12 16 27.7 16.1 11.6 5.93 
5.0 
100.0 
2.12 
93.0 1.94 
80.0 1. 76 
15 54 40.0 
26 54 60.0 
1573 
1570 4.0 1. 74 
1570 
19 24 33 24 
3 5 72 20 
5.3 17 24 
6.9 30 30 54.1 22.2 31.9 
32 32 45.8 21.3 24.5 
3.05 
2.76 
STA 
83-32 
83-32 
83-32 
83-32 
83-36 
83-36 
83-36 
83-36 
83-37.1 
83-37.1 
83-37.1 
83-37.1 
83-37.2 
83-38 
83-38 
83-38 
83-38 
LE Dw Su BO 
57 54 40.0 
67 54 70.0 1.75 
50 54 
65 54 
50.0 
78.0 
10 78 5.6 2.46 
Vp 
35 78 83.0 2.19 1890 
48 78 90.0 2.03 1890 
75 78 56.0 
5 57 5.0 
25 57 23.0 2.09 
38 57 45.0 
65 57 100.0 2.38 
43 57 
33 42 
2.26 
2.31 
90 42 50.0 2.21 1592 
120 42 2.16 
218 42 125.0 1.82 1690 
b. On the surge moraine . 
STA 
81-138.1 
81-138.1 
81-138.1 
81-138.1 
81-138.3 
LE Dw Su 
2 107 25.0 
20 107 6.0 
53 107 6.0 
82 107 13.0 
34 107 
81-138.3 62 107 
81-138.3 97 107 
81-138.3 122 107 
81-138.3 153 107 
82-224 10 17 65.0 
BO Vp 
æ 
Te Toe Gft SA SI eL MED W1 W2 W1 Wp PI IMP 
4.8 1.53 9 23 41 27 6.4 34 65.2 25.4 39.8 
19 27 38.9 20.0 18.9 
15 21 4.14 
14 21 40.4 19.5 20.9 3.84 
17 28 
8 17 
12 25 40.5 18.9 21.6 
14 28 64.3 19.6 44.7 
35 23 25 16 
11 22 40 26 
14 31 47.0 21.3 25.7 3.52 
5.8 15 29 44.9 22.1 22.8 
19 21 
Te Toe GR SA SI eL MED W1 W2 W1 Wp PI 
19 22 36 22 5.1 23 32 
23 26 33 18 4.1 14 24 
22 22 34 19 4.6 17 23 
20 
22 
21 26 35 18 4.5 17 
22 
19 
32 31 29 9 1.9 16 
3.08 
IMP 
82-234.1 5 75 
82-234.1 70 75 
82-234.1 100 75 
9.0 
3.0 
17.0 
22.0 
32.0 
1430 5.7 0.45 34 16 28 23 
1540 
4.1 18 26 25.2 16.7 8.5 
22 
82-234.1 
82-234.1 
82-234.2 
130 75 
165 75 
3 75 
82-234.2 18 75 
82-234.2 100 75 
82-235.1 10 102 26.0 
82-235.1 55 102 24.0 
82-235.1 90 102 19.0 
48 73 
63 73 
95 73 6.0 
25.0 
1540 
1510 6.2 0.48 20 26 32 22 
1800 6.3 0.49 24 27 29 20 
18 25 
4.7 22 
3.8 18 
5.7 32 5.1 0.27 24 16 36 22 
1950 19 27 
2020 5.8 0.50 24 25 31 21 4.4 19 25 
1520 4.0 43 44 
1490 1 6 53 40 8.4 53 55 
2.07 1770 
2.17 1590 
2.16 1616 
2.9 1.29 O 6 59 34 7.5 
26 23 27 23 4.4 18 26 29.5 16.7 12.8 3.66 
19 26 
19 26 31 24 5.2 14 24 30.4 16.2 14.2 3.45 
22 26 32 19 4.6 17 28 39.5 19.7 19.8 3.49 
83-28 
83-28 
83-28 
83-28 
83-34 
83-34 
83-34 
83-34 
83-34 
81-136.1 
81-136.1 
81-136.1 
273 73 
53 78 
95 78 
143 78 
240 78 
250 78 
25.0 2.12 1680 
30.0 
14 21 34.0 18.7 15.3 3.56 
3 109 
18 109 
45 109 
25.0 
23.0 
15.0 
81-136.1 60 109 9.0 
81-136.1 90 109 
81-137.1 3 112 
5.0 
4.0 
1708 24 29 30 17 
27 10 40 21 
1 7 67 26 
3.5 
5.8 
6.5 47 48 
1 48 52 9.1 72 72 
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c. In the surge-distal zone. 
STA LE Dw Su 
81-137.1 8 112 4.0 
81-137.1 30 112 15.0 
81-137.1 60 112 
81-137.1 72 112 
81-137.1 117 112 
81-137.3 10 112 8.0 
14.0 
19.0 
81-137.3 30 112 
81-137.3 45 112 
81-137.3 52 112 
81-137.3 65 112 
82-225.2 20 34 30.0 
82-225.2 60 34 
82-225.2 70 34 31.0 
82-226 10 27 110.0 
82-229.1 20 51 5.0 
82-229.1 30 51 25.0 
82-229.1 45 51 38.0 
82-237 2 101 
82-237 
82-237 
82-237 
12 101 
45 101 
95 101 
7.0 
7.0 
82.241.1 3 53 12.0 
82-241.1 20 53 15.0 
82-241.1 45 53 12.0 
82-317.1 14 142 
82-317.1 33 142 
3.9 
2.0 
82-317.1 55 142 2.3 
82-217.1 63 142 
82-317.1 98 142 
2.2 
4.7 
82-317.1 103 142 3.2 
82-317.2 10 142 
82-317.2 27 142 
82-317.2 63 142 
82-317.2 100 142 
82-319.2 12 215 
6.7 
2.5 
4.0 
3.4 
4.9 
82-319.2 40 215 3.5 
82-319.2 
82-319.2 
82-319.2 
82-319.2 
50 215 
60 215 
76 215 
100 215 
82-319.2 133 215 
82-319.2 158 215 
82-321.1 16 100 
82-321.1 30 100 
82-321.1 45 100 
82-321.1 
82-321.1 
82-321.1 
82-321.1 
85 100 
115 100 
140 100 
170 100 
82-321.2 15 100 
3.8 
3.1 
0.9 
1.4 
2.0 
3.1 
0.9 
1.6 
5.1 
3.8 
5.5 
4.7 
4.7 
6.3 
BD Vp Te Toe GR SA SI eL MED W1 W2 W1 Wp PI 
1500 
1506 4.7 1. 70 
46 
5 13 45 37 7.3 
30 28 22 18 3.0 63 
17 
50 52 
1 4 62 34 7.1 
45 31 14 10 -0.6 
15 28 
46 
42 
5 17 53 25 7.0 45 
2600 6.4 0.54 28 34 21 17 1.8 16 26.0 17.7 8.3 
1500 3.3 1.01 28 22 33 16 3.8 27 
2290 23 29 
3.1 0.99 28 23 36 12 
4.6 0.89 27 10 37 26 
4.0 2.00 1 4 63 32 
3.7 24 25 
6.3 53 
47 49 
7.2 62 62 
1830 2.5 0.80 36 19 30 17 2.0 21 34 
19 21 29 29 5.5 35 
16 21 35 28 6.0 26 34 37.4 20.7 16.7 
32 
13 13 27 45 
65 65 
36 39 
33 33 
57 57 
31 32 
30 30 
70 70 
74 74 
43 50 
30 35 
30 35 
7.9 34 39 
18 11 44 28 6.6 
12 16 28 42 
8 19 50 22 
12 19 44 25 
8.3 
6.2 
6.3 
25 30 
6.9 1481 
24 30 
50 52 
24 30 
6.9 
IMP 
7.2 1. 96 1470 
7.8 
49 51 57.7 22.8 34.9 2.88 
1 12 56 32 7.1 
82-321.2 
83-29 
83-29 
83-29 
83-29 
35 100 
10 91 
25 91 
40 91 
60 91 4.4 2.14 2000 28 22 28 22 3.8 16 26 32.0 15.1 16.9 4.28 
STA LE Dw 
83-29 110 91 
83-29 90 91 
83-29 110 91 
83-35 10 96 
83-35 20 96 
83-35 30 96 
83-35 73 96 
Legend. 
STA Station nr. 
LE Level in eore 
Dw Water depth (m) 
Su BD Vp 
1504 
1750 
2160 
10.0 1. 74 
12.5 
8.0 
9.0 1504 
Su Undrained shear strength (kPa) 
3 
BD Bulk density (g/em ) 
Te Total carbon (%) 
TOe Total organic carbon (%) 
GR Gravel (%) 
SA Sand (%) 
SI Silt (%) 
CL Clay (%) 
MED Median diameter (phi) 
Wl Water content. uncorrected 
Te Toe GR SA SI eL 
28 U 29 23 
2 7 44 48 
W2 Water content. corrected for fractions >0.5 mm 
Wl Liquid limit (%) 
Wp Plastic limit (%) 
PI Plasticity index (%) 
6 2 
IMP Acoustic impedance (10 kg/m sl 
MED Wl W2 Wl Wp PI IMP 
4.5 12 17 27.2 15.3 11.9 
53 55 63.3 23.9 39.4 2.62 
8.7 
73 77.0 28.2 48.8 2.41 
A) 
B) 
C) 
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Fig. 23. Frequency histograms of undrained shear strength off 
Bråsvellbreen (pocket penetrcmeter and fal1-ca1e) a) in the 
surge zooe, b) on the surge IOOraine and c) outside the surge 
IOOraine. 
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transparent top material usually has an undrained shear strength of 
less than 30 kPa, but values less than 5 kPa have also been 
measured. Values are IOOst likelyoverestimated. because of 
a generally high sand content, but nevertheless, they give an 
indication of degree of consolidatian. In general there is a 
downcore increase, frau the soft top material, through an 
intennediate zane, and in sane cores to a stiff material with 
values in excess of 100 kPa. The bulk of the material, however plots 
in the intennediate range, wi th values between 30 and 100 kPa. A 
frequency histogram plot (Fig. 23a) shows the soft surface material 
below 20 kPa, the intennediately carpacted material between 20 and 
100 kPa and the lower, hard till between 120 and 160 kPa. 
Variations wi thin each level follows no systematie trend, and changes 
are usually not cannected. to li thological changes. Exceptions to this 
are the interval.s of fine grained l1I.ld in cores 83-31 and 83-32 
(Fig.2Od and Table 2). In particular 83-31, 50-85 an, shows a distinct 
increase in shear strength, frau less than 10 kPa in the diamictan 
above the carpacted II1.ld, to 100 kPa at the 55 an level. The values 
dec:rease to 80 kPa near the bottan of the lIllddy sectian. The 
difference is not as distinct in 83-32, where the values increase frau 
40-60 kPa in the diamictons above, to 80 kPa wi thin the mud (Table 2). 
The surge IOOraine diamictons show less varied and generally lower 
shear strengths than in the surge zane. All IOOasurelllents except ane 
fall below 40 kPa (Fig.23b and Table 2), and the majority is below 25 
kPa. In ane core (82-234,1) (Fig.2Od), there is a marked increase 
downcore, but generally no such trend can be identified. However, due 
to poor sample quali ty and the relatively few cores frau the surge 
rooraine proper, the lU.II1ber of shear strength IOOasureuents frau this 
region is sparse, and carmot be CXlllSidered statistically significant. 
Shear strengths below 10 kPa (Fig. 23c & Table 2) reflect the 
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generally soft, lII.lddy character of the Erik Eriksenstredet sediments 
outside the surge nmaines. One sanple (82-226) wa.s strangly 
overcoosolidated, wi th a shear strength of 110 kPa. 'Ibis is in the 
westerIm>st part of the study area, trilere the cover of soft sediments 
above the asSlDed Late Weichselian til1 is thin or noo.-existent. 
Material was anly obtained in the core cutter and catcher and IOOst 
likely represents the til!. 
Bulk density wa.s measured anly en 1983 sanples. The values vary 
between 1. 74 g/an3 and 2.47 g/an3 (Fig.24 & Table 2). Most of the 
measurE!I1elts were dale en surge zane sanp1es, with anly four and 
three values for each of the other two zanes. However, the values 
reflect to a grea.t extent the li thology and water content . Much of the 
variatien resul ts fran the unsorted character of the diamicta"ls. The 
highest values obtained in the canpacted surge zooe 
diamictals, whi1e the lowest are found in the soft surge-distal llI.lds. 
The four values fran the surge nnraine ridge are relatively high, 2.07 
- 2.17 g/an3 , which result fran the generally gravelly lithology of 
the ridge sediment. Within the surge Zale, the lowest bulk densities 
are found in the canpacted fine grained RIld sectians of cores 83-31 
and 83-32, despi te the overoansolidated character of these sanples. 
The water content of the surge zooe material generally falls be10w 
30 % (Fig.25). Correcting for fractians >0.5 nm shifts the peak by 
5-10 %, but values are still low (Tab1e 2). The uncæ:rected values 
are used in the subsequent discussians. The low values, also for the 
soft surge zane diamictans, indicate that carpactien rarely 
reduces water content wi th DDre than 10 %. Again, the canpacted nu:l 
sectians of cores 83-31 and 83-32 appear slightlyananalous. The three 
values measured en this material are the highest in the surge zooe 
(Fig.2Od & Table 2), while the sediment obviously is overcæpacted. 
With the exceptien of core 82-235 (Fig.2Od), the water content of 
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Fig. 25. Frequency histograms of water cantent in sediments off 
Bråsvellbreen; a) surge zone, b) an the surge llDraine, c) 
outside the surge llDraine. 
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the surge rooraine sediments fall in the same range of values as the 
surge zane diamictals. '!he surge-distal area sed:iIænts, an the other 
hand, have a larger range of values. GeIlerally they are higher, with a 
maxiIIun of 73 %, reflecting the IOOre fine grained character of the 
surge-distal zane sediments. 
Cæpressiooal wave velocity varies fran 1470 m/s to 2600 m/s 
(Fig. 26 ) . Wi thin the surge zane, tfilere there are also IOOSt 
measureIÆ!!llts, the bulk of the sanples fall between 1800 and 2200 ml s. 
'!be velocity distributian generally follows no distinct trend as to 
what sediment type the different velocities can be ascribed to, but 
the lowest value in the surge zooe, 1573 m/s, is fOlUld in the 
ove.roalSOlidated fine grained nui in core 83-31, henc:e indicating 
the inport:ance of lithology. On the surge IOOraine, the majority 
of the velocity measureIÆ!!llts are below 1800 m/s, with anly 2 
sanples of oore 82-234 around 2000 mls. '!he surge-distal area again 
shows sane variatian, but the bulk of the values fall below 1600 
mls. '!be highest values are IOOStly fOlUld in the IOOre gravelly parts of 
the surge-distal cores, and in particular in the western part. The 
highest value of 2600 ml s is nwæsured in ove:rooosolidated, asSlmled 
Late Weichselian till (acoustic unit 5) at station 82-226. 
~ nwæsured, the Atterberg limi ts generally errbrace the natural 
water cxntent of the sanple, hence showing the weakl.y to 
ncn-overcansolidated character of the bulk of the sediments. In a plot 
of the plasticity index versus liquid limit (Fig.27) the Erik 
Eriksenstredet sanples fall above the A-line (Casagrande, 1948) as 
also has been observed an the shelf off mid-Norway (Rokoengen. et al. 
1980). '!be Atterberg limi ts are essentially a functian of the type and 
aroount of clay minerals of a sediment. Boulton and Paul (1976) defined. 
a "T-line" (Fig.27), along ~ch lodgement tills fran lceland and 
Spitsbergen plot. In general, an increase in clay cantent will lOOVe 
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Fig. 26. Frequency histograms of oæpressiooal. wave velocity in 
Bråsvellbreen sed.iments; a) surge zooe, b) 00. the surge 
nm:aine, c) outside the surge lOOraine. 
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the sediment towards the right alang the T-line, while winnowing of 
the finest fractialS will tend to roove the sediment below the line and 
towards the left. '!he same effect is found for sediments where the 
clay fractioo. to a large degree CCXlSists of rock flour (Boultan 1976). 
'!he positioo. of the bulk of the sanples of this study in the left part 
of the diagram, IOOst likely reflects a oæiJinaticn of these two 
causes. '!he sanples are generally characterized by a high proporticn 
of silt relative to clay sized material and the entire llJ.ld fracticn 
has a large coo.tent of non-clay mi.nerals. However, as the same gram 
size distributialS are found in the soft material of aooustic un.i. ts 3 
and 4, as in un.i. t 5, interpreted to be the Late Weichselian basal 
till, winnowing is an unlikely cause for the grain size distributicns. 
Relatioo. to the acoustic stratigraphy. 
Most li thologic variaticns in the surge Z<Xle sediments are too 
local to be resolved by ac:oustic profiling systems with near surface 
source and reoeiver. Furt:heJ:trore, the divisioo. between soft, nonnally 
CCXlSOlidated sediments and sediments in the intemediate shear 
strength range (20- 100 kPa) is gradatiooal and highly irregular. 
'1herefore, both the soft and the intermediatelyoatpacted diamictcns, 
sands and llJ.lds are included in ac:oustic Unit 1. '!he IOOst distinctive 
subbottan reflector observed in the 3.5 kHz reoords is the relatively 
even, opaque reflector that can be followed lU'lder the entire study 
area. 'Ibis reflector seems to be exposed locally in troughs in the 
surge zooe, where stiff, highly overooosolidated material has been 
oored. Aooustic Unit 5 is therefore ascribed to this material, and it 
is suggested that the tap reflector of Unit 5 is the tap of the Late 
Weichselian till. Where the till is absent locally, 
represents tap bedrock. 
the reflector 
'!he soft llJ.ld oored in the deeper parts of the basin belangs to 
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acoustic Unit 3 (e.g. cores 85-26, 28, 84-11 and 13). Nane of these 
cores were lcmg enough to identify a sedimentological change that 
oould correspand to the divisian between acoustic lUli ts 3 and 4, which. 
is usually found at a depth of 2-3 ms in these areas. However, 
cores fran areas where lUlit 3 is apparently ncn-existant (e.g. 82-237 
and 82-321) should represent Unit 4 material. Al though the IU.'IIi:ler of 
sanples is strc:mgly biased towards lUlit 3, Table 1 shows that both 
82-237 and 82-321 generally have a higher gravel cantent than the lUlit 
3 cores. 'lhls, fran the relatively sparse nunber of sanples, we 
tentatively relate the difference in acoustic characte:r between lUlit 3 
and 4 to a difference in gravel cantent • Similar relaticmships for 
acoustic character and grain size distributicn were reported by 
ElverlY,t>i et al (1983) fran the Kalgsfjorden area in Spitsbergen. 
Parameter correlatian. 
By far the majority of published correlatians between different 
acoustic and geoteclmical parameters are fran deep sea sed.i.Iænts (e.g. 
Aka! 1972, Buchan et al. 1972, Horn et al. 1968, Taylor Smith 1975, 
Hamiltcn 1974, 1980 and IU.DerOUS othe:r papers). '!his probably results 
fran the IOOre haoogeneous oand.i tians found in the deep sea than in the 
glacially influenced, shallow regime, where large and frequent 
changes, both laterally and down-core are typical. The 
establisbnent of enpirical correlaticns between different parameters 
is of interest in arder to reduce the nunber of analyses necessary 
in a geoteclmical recannaissanoe survey. In particular , 
relatiooships between acoustic and 
geoteclmicaljsedimentological parameters would be useful, as acoustic 
neasurements of ten are quick and sinple to can:y out, and also may be 
mea.sured in-situ and during aooustic profiling (e.g. Li & Taylor Smith 
1969, Taylor-Smith 1975, Bryan 1980). 
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PI = 56.5 - 9.2IMP 
Corr. eoeff.: -0.73 
w = 75.9 - 14.2IMP 
Corr. eoeff.: -0.67 
SD = 1. 32 + 0.21IMP 
Corr. eoeff.: 0.86 
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The ilrp>rtance of grain size distributioo. for physical properties 
is shown by plots of different properties against median dianeter 
(Fig.28). All plots have considerable scatter, clearly showing the 
inhaoogeneous character of the ice proximal enviroIJment. 
The water oontent (Fig.28a) is essentially coo.stant for median 
dianeters above O.Olarm (cp6), and then increases markedly. 'Ibis 
deIoonstrates the greater importance of the fine silt - clay fractioo. 
in creating large porosi ty and hence large water cantents . Shear 
strength (Fig.28b) has a large scatter, and the only trend seen is the 
tendency of high values for coarse grained sizes in the diagram. 'Ibis 
reflects firstly the predaninance of general ly coarser material in 
the surge zone, where also the bulk of overconsolidated sanples were 
collected, but the plot in general also reflects the source of er:ror 
that may be involved in shear strength measu:reuents 00. relative1y 
sandy material. Plastici ty (Fig. 28c) should be lOOre or less 
independant of grain size distributioo., as the sanples picked for 
Atterberg limi ts were sieved through O. 063mt and the Atterberg limi ts 
are main1y a function of the types of minerals present in the 
clay fractioo.. 'Ibis again reflects the daninance of rock flour in the 
medium silt and larger fractions, giving rise to a less plastic 
sediment. The linear increase in acoustic impedance wi th increasing 
median dianeter (Fig.2Sd) (only based 00. 4 datapoints) is a ftmetion 
of the velocity increase wi th increasing grain sizes (Fig. 28e) . 
In the velocity plot, the two ananalous1y high values of 2600 m/s 
lOOSt 1ike1y resul t fran 1arger stones in the measured interval. 
Average values for the above paraneters are not significant1y 
different fran those found in other polar and subpo1ar she1f area.s 
( e. g. Josenhans et al. 1986, Bugge 1980, Paul & Jobson 1987, LØken 
1976, Rokoengen et al. 1980, Eide 1974) , for textura11y simi1ar 
sediments, but the values obtained in this study may show a 1arger 
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scatter. 'Ibis resul ts fran the nature of the sed.i.nent, both the large 
variabili ty, and also the fact that this type of material is 
difficult to analyse due to the high cantent of gravel and larger 
sta1es. 
Aooustic velocityand impedance show, despi te the variabili ty, a 
relatively good. co:n-elatioo. wi th other physical properties (Fig. 29) . 
The two acoustic properties themselves COJ:relate with a coefficient of 
0.95 (Fig. 29a) , while the co:n-elatioo. between velocityand bulk 
density is poorer. Hence, obtaining velocity infonnatioo. fran this or 
a similar area gives a relatively good. estimate of impedance. 'Ibis 
infonnatioo. again would give an indicatioo. of the sediment bulk 
densi ty. Other parameters that COJ:relate reasonably well wi th the 
acoustic parameters are the plastici ty index and the water cantent 
(Fig.29a,c,d,e). Shear strength, cm the other hand, shows very poor 
COJ:relatioo. wi th the acoustic parameters (Fig .30). 'Ibis was also noted 
by Buchan et al. (1972), who, however, found better COJ:relatioo. wi th 
acoustic impedance when other parameters (e. g. liquid limit, velocity 
and grain size parameters) also were included, in a nultivariate 
analysis , showing the lOOre OCIIplex nature of shear strength as a 
property. '!be present data set is not coo.sidered adequate for this 
type of analysis. 
SEDIMENl'ATION, SEIlIMEl'n' DYNAMICS AND FORMATION OF THE SEA FLOOR 
M)RPHOLOGY • 
'!be Bråsvellbreen region. 
Several lines of evidence support the surge lOOraine origin for the 
cant.inuous ridge outside the Bråsvellbreen glacier; 1) the cantinui ty, 
tr.'Ihich is canfinned by the new, dense grid of acoustic profiles, 2) the 
A) 
Fig. 31. 
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cross-secti<Xlal shape, characteristic of formatial in close CCXltact 
with an ice front, 3) the marked change in sea floor nm:phology ac:ross 
the ridge, and 4) the decreased frequency of iceberg plough marks 
inside the ridge, relative to the distal side. However , it now also 
seems likely that the major part of the ridge is formed through at 
least two surges. In the easte:rn part of Bråsvellbreen, the last 
(1936-38) surge did not reach as far out as the previous ane ( s) , ttrus 
giving rise to two surge rooraines. Two evolutionary stages in the 
fcn:matial of the m:>rphology in the three zanes are shown schematically 
in Fig.31. 
Two mechani.sms may be iIrportant for fcn:mation of the ridge; 
depositial fran meltwater and ice push. Solheim and Pfinnan (1985) 
argued that both mechanisms were inportant, and that its final shape 
was partly IOOdified by slUlping, mich is obvious several places alang 
the distal parts (Fig .10) • Before adressing the ridge fcn:mati<Xlal 
mechanism, the availability of pre-surge sediments and bow sediments 
are supplied to the surge zane during surge should be discussed. Two 
IOOdes are inportant; transport of debris embedded in glacier ice 
(subglacial debris) and transport by meltwater . 
SUbglacial debris. 
As the patte:rn of surge IOOra.ine ridges bear evidence of at least 
ane previous Bråsvellbreen surge, the sediment distributial and 
characteristics in the surge zane prior to the 1936-38 surge was 
probably similar to those of to-day. 'Itle si tuatial before CXlset of 
Holooene surge activity was JOOst likely similar to that of the 
sur.rounding areas at the present; a thin veneer of till above the 
sedimentary bedrock, and with a cover of soft, Late Weichselian 
ice-proximal sediments and Holoc:ene lIl.ld wi th a thickness depending al 
the time of CXlset of Holoc:ene surge activi ty, which is unknown. 
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Previous surges reworked the sea floor sediment, brought in sediment 
carried in the glacier sole and sediment transported by læl twater • '!be 
glacier oscillaticms fCl:Ilæd a pattenl of soft and inte:r:mediately 
cmpacted, topographica1ly irregular sediments si.milar to that 
observed in the area to-day, and what was encotm.tered by the 1936-38 
surge. As supraglacial input of debris is insignificant an 
Austfama, the only source of englacial debris is subglacial 
sediments, which fonn a debris-rich zane of basal iee, and may, 
aocording to Boul tal (1970) be brought up through shearing and 
thrusting, or by repeated folding (M. Hambrey, pers. coom.m. 1988). 
'Ihe IOOst inportant factor in supplying allochthonous material to the 
surge zooe is probably transport of subglacial material along and 
close to the glacier base. 'Ihickness and concentratians of subglacial 
debris layers may vary cansiderably (Drew.r:y 1986). Inportant 
factars are tel'lperature regilæ and character of the substratun, both 
of which are largely unknown for Austfama. Boultan (1972) stated 
that the debris layer of tenperate glaciers usually was thinner than 
0.1 m and only exoeptiooally reached 1 m. Hagen et al. (1986) 
observed sediment to 4 m above the bed in the tenperate Baldhusbreen 
in Norway, but concentraticms in exess of 10 % were found only in 
the lowernr:>st læter. Cold glaeiers, an the other hand, have thicker 
debris zooes, and 17 m thickness was observed at canp Century in 
Greenland (He:rral & Langway 1979) , while the cold based Foxfama 
(Liestøi 1974) in Svalbard bad up to 20 m of debris-rich basal iee 
over large parts (O.Liestøl, pers. COO1Il. 1987). '!he debris 
concentraticms also show large variatians. Based an literature 
studies, Pessl and Frederick (1981) suggest an average value of 25 % 
for basal debris hands in tenperate glaciers, reaching as high as 
30-90 % in marginal zones. Clapperten (1975) found that the debris 
centent in . surging glaeiers an Ieeland and Svalbard was higher than 
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in nen-surging glaciers, and explained this by enhanced regelatioo. 
because of increased aroounts of subglacial water in ~ch increased 
heat transfer took. place. Glaciers that surge over outwash and/or 
fjord bottan sediments becane particularly rich in debris 
(Clappertxn 1975). 
'!be consideratiens above show that the aroount of subglacial debris 
may vary considerably between glaciers. '1bere is also a marked lack of 
infox:matioo. in the li terature 00. sub-polar glaciers. Any estimate of 
the aroount of subglacial debris brought to the surge zooe will be 
speculative, but asSlmi.ng· a 1m thick layer of 25 % debris 
oancentratioo. may be reasonable. How llI..lCh of this sediment 
oontributes to the total sediment voluræ of the surge zcme -and 
DDraine is unoertain. '!be ano.mt deposited in the surge zane depends 
en the rate of basal mel ting. Fricticmal. heating during the surge 
and the fact that the surge c::overed unfrozen sea floor will enhanoe 
the rate of basal melting. Lodgement processes (Boultan 1975) are here 
considered to be of miner inportance, given the short time active 
ioe c::overed the surge zooe. Lodgement till would also tend to be JOOre 
dense and cæpacted (Lawsoo. 1979) than IOOst of the sediments seen in 
the area. On the other hand, calving is the IOOst important lOOde of 
retreat in this enviraJ:ilent, and a significant aroount of the 
subglacial material may also be carried away wi th icebergs, and hence 
not deposi ted in the surge zooe. 
Meltwater. 
Both. 1:hecxy and field obser:vatiens indicate high rates of meltwater 
output during surges (Weertman 1969, 'lhorarinssan 1969, ~ 
et al. 1986 ). A significant difference fran non-surging glaciers is 
that in the case of a surge, large aroounts of meltwater will also be 
generated during winters (Kamb et al. 1985). Meltwater has been shavn 
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to be a rrore efficient agent for transport of subglacial material 
than englacial transport. In a tatperate glaeier in Norway, a 
nine-to-ale ratio between the two JOOdes of transport was fOlmd (Hagen 
et al. 1986). Any pre-surge subglacial drainage system or newly fonned 
caldu.i ts will canstantly be disrupted and changed during a surge (in 
fact, KanD ( 1987) proposes such changes to be a cause of su:rges). 
Meltwater will probably be discharged alcng the entire fraltal zooe, 
as opposed to the present-da y si tuatioo. of Bråsvellbreen, 
where there is enly ale large meltwater outlet, which is located 
at the very ea.stern margin of the basin. Disruptioo. and frequent shift 
of channels lead to i.ncreased relea.se of material fran the 
glacier, as well as erosian of the substratun. '!he sed..i.Iænts in the 
surge zane -and IOOraine show no widespread sorting indicative of 
meltwater actioo., with the exceptioo. of three cores (83-26, 83-30 and 
83-31, Fig. 2Od, e) that bad well sorted sand in the uppe.r part. 
Henoe, fran the sed..i.Iænt cores, the enly effect of meltwater activity 
in the surge Zale p:rqler during the surge may be to enhanoe 
subglacial mel tout and to redistribute bulk sed..i.Iænt voluæs wi thout 
leading to sorting effects significant enough to be detected by the 
level of sediment sampling during this study. '!be significance of 
increased subglacial meltwater activi ty for the total sed..i.Iænt 
voluæ in the surge zone, is difficult to evaluate given no 
diagnostie criteria. 
'lborarinssen (1969) noted an i.ncrease in meltwater discharge fran a 
surging glacier 00. Ieeland before the fnntal advance proper. '!he most 
significant i.ncrease, however, occurred when the surge bad propagated 
to the snaut and the advance of the iee fralt started. Syn-surge 
meltwater activity most likely will transport and deposit relatively 
high. loads of soft, unstable sed..i.Iænts at the fnnt, making more 
material available for reworldng, mi.xing wi th the pre-existing soft 
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sediments and push by the advancing glacier. Pushed material 
probably fOl:IlS the major part of the surge rooraines. When the advance 
of the glacier frent stops, however, high discharge of neltwater and 
thus sediment probably still cantimJe for sane tine. A pulse of very 
tm:bid nel twater appears to coincide wi th the end of surge (Kamb et 
al. 1985) • '!he acoustically transparent sediment drape of the distal 
slope of the surge rooraine ridge resul t fran this material in 
add.i tioo. to parts of the pushed sediment, which also may be soft, 
unstable and easily IOOdified by slUlping. '!his gives rise to 
the characteristic appearance of the distal part of the surge rooraine 
ridge system (Fig. 8) • Al though the rumber of cores fran the 
ridge proper is inadequate for a detailed textural picture of the 
ridge sediments, the inportance of slmping is shown by the 
unsart:ed character of all parts of the ridge. '!he roost distal parts 
may have a sanewhat finer grain size distributioo., but the 
material still encx:opass a coo.siderable annmt of gravel and 
larger clasts. Sane of this may be dropped fran floating icebergs, but 
this is tmli.kely to be the main source coo.sidering the relatively 
large thicknesses involved. 
Slmp lobes are oo.ly observed on the distal side of the surge 
rooraines. As the proxiJna1 side is steeper, this indicates that the 
major part of the mass movement took place during a relatively short 
period of tine, when the glacier front was in i ts max:inun posi tioo. and 
stabilized the proximal slope. '!he relatively 10lN slope of the 
proxiJna1 side, cæpared to slopes of up to 45 degrees of marine 
push-up ridges in Canada (Lewis et al. 1977), may point toward sane 
slope roodification after ice retreat, but direct evidence for this is 
not observed. Locally steeper slopes may represent true ice cantact 
slopes. 
'!he whole systan of sea floor nmphologies, including a cantinuous, 
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tenninal ridge, in fralt of Basin 3 clearly resarbles that found in 
fralt of Bråsvellbreen. As there are several indicatiens of a Basin 3 
surge, it is therefare CXXlSidered lOOst li.kely that the patterns found 
also here results directly fran surge and post-surge activity. '!bis 
was also arguecl by Solheim (1986), but a:lly fran the few 1984 side 
sean lines. '!he IOOre expa.nded data set strcngly supports this. 
'!he main diffe:rence between the surge DDraines in the two regioos 
is the relatively less marked bathymetric expressien of the Basin 
3 moraine. 'lbe proximal boundary is difficult to define, ~le the 
distal part shows the same type of acoustically transparent lense 
character. As it was argued that the Bråsvellbreen moraine lOOStly 
resulted fran push, but with Iæltwater supplying sed.iments to the 
fralt, the difference in character may be explained by less 
efficient push in the Basin 3 regien. '!bis explanatien is supported. by 
diffe:rences in water depths between the two regiens. While the 
Bråsvellbreen moraine is lOOstly situated shallower than 90 m, the 
major part of the Basin 3 DDraine is between 100 and 110 m 
waterdepth. As the size of the drainage basills and annmt of advance 
are cæparable in the two regiens, buoyancy would have 
decreased the bulldozing capaci ty of the Basin 3 surge fralt to a 
larger degree than for Bråsvellbreen. Pushed material in shallower 
water closer to the present-day ice fralt may have been oven-idden 
and partly redistributed by the surging glacier when water depth 
came below a cri tical value. '!he low relief character of parts of the 
Basin 3 surge DDraine can be explained this way. 
'!he rl1anbohedral pattenl. 
Several lines of evidence point towards the rl1anbohedral ridge 
pattern being fonned through squeeze-up of sed.iment into subglacial 
fractures during and imnediatelyafter the surge, as also suggested by 
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Solheim and Pfinnan (1985): 
- '!he ridges show directiooal trends that match wi thin 10-20 o wi th 
the crevasse patteJ:n seen fran aerial photos of the surfaoe of the 
surging glacie:r (Fig. 5b). '!be surfaoe crevasses show three distinct 
directions, roe roughly parallel to the glacie:r flowlines and 
two directions wi th an angle to the flow lines. All these dir-
ec:tions are recognized in the present-day sea floor topography 
(Fig.13) • 
- '!he patteJ:n is ooly fOLmd p:roximal to surge morai.nes. 
- As the ridges fonning the patteJ:n have directions at various angles, 
up to perpendicular, wi th the ioe front, they can not have been 
f<mned by push fran the grounded glacie:r. For the same reascn, 
the ridges are not likely to have been f<mned by depositial fran 
meltwater ar direct melt-out aloog the ioe front during its retreat. 
- '!he material fonning the ridges is soft and hence not likely to 
represent a pre-existing till topography. 
Terrestrial landfor:ms, also interpreted to resul t fran crevasse 
fillings, have been described fran several regioos. BjØrldtmd (1985) 
ascribed parallel ridges in Sweden to a process of infill fran supra 
-and englacial debris during a phase of glacie:r stagnatial. '!his 
ablatial type crevasse filling was also discussed by Gravenor and 
Kupsch (1959) and by Johnson (1975). However, infill fran above seems 
unlikely in the case of Bråsvellbreen, due to reasons discussed in the 
introductial. Both the glacie:r surfaoe and the exposed part of the 
front appear clean at present. 
Gravenor and Kupsch (1959) also discuss Hoppe' s (1952) JOOdeI of 
sub-glacial sqeeze-up. Ridge systems in Canada show similar diIænsions 
and patteJ:ns as those of Bråsvellbreen. l\ocording to Hoppe (1952), 
squeeze-up requires that rost of the debris is under the ioe (little 
englacial material) , and that the subglacial debris is tmfrozen, 
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susceptible to plastic defonnatian. 80th these requirements seem to 
hold for Bråsvellbreen, as the surge moved over Quatemary glacial and 
glacial marine sea floor sediments. 
Sharp (1985) desc:ribes ridges that IOOst likely resul t fran crevasse 
fillings, in frent of a surging glacier an lceland. '!bese ridges have 
directians oblique to the local ice flow directians. They can be 
followed into the present-day glacier frent where they are oontinuous 
wi th the subglacial lodgement till, and also where ice s1:n1ctures 
similar to those interpreted to be crevasse traces by Hanhtey & Muller 
(1978) in a Ilal-surge cold glaeier, are found. '!be ridges are thought 
to be fonned during the very early part of the quiescent phase of the 
surge cycle, when the heavily crevassed glacier stagnated and sank 
into i ts bed, causing subglacial till to flow fran areas of' ice 
overlJurdon into crevasses at atIoospheric pressure (Sharp 1985). A 
similar process has been suggested by Boul tan (1972) for flowage 
of sediments into cavi ties an the lee side of large boulders t.mder 
Svalbard glaciers. 
Ordinarily, crevasse depths rarely exceed 30 m in temperate and 
subpolar glaciers. In cold glaciers they may reach greater depths 
(Harrbrey & M.J.ller 1978) . However, Smith (1976) calculated that 
crevasses filled with water to a level equal to or greater than 94.6% 
of its depth can penetrate the bottan of the glacier. Weertman (1973) 
found a similar value of 97.4%. water-filled crevasses would roost 
likely be the situatian for Bråsvellbreen, surging out in up to 100 m 
waterdepth. 
Fran the above discussian, a crevasse-fill origin through 
squeeze-up during the early phase of post surge stagnatian seans 
likely for the rllanbohedral ridge pattez:n, similar to that found 
terrestrially by Sharp (1985) an lceland. 
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Post surge prese:vatian of the nm.phology. 
A major problem wi th the sub-glacial squeeze-up formatian theory is 
the post surge prese:vatian of the ridges. An absolute requirement is 
that there is insignificant later JOOVeIDeIlt in the glacie:r sole, or 
that the glacie:r JOOVeS catpletely detached fran the substratun. '!be 
latter is lmliJæly as the glacie:r rests an a deformable till bed. 
Bau! ten and Jooes (1979) proposed IOOdels for glacie:r flow an this type 
of substratun, where a large part of the glacie:r JOOVeIDeIlt was 
oontributed by deformatian of the bed rather than the glacie:r. Two 
prese:vatian IOOdes may be ClCXlSidered if the squeeze-up mechanism is 
viable; 
- Freezing to the bed. 
- Post-surge stagnatian of the snaut. 
Schytt (1969) suggested a "oold ring" st:ructure for the 
Nardaustlandet ioe caps in which a care of tellperate ioe was held in 
by a ring of oold ioe. 'Ibis is ClCXlSistent wi th Clarlæ' s (1976) 
nunerical IOOdelling experiJænts indicating that the glaeier snaut soan 
refreezes to the bed after a surge of a cold glacie:r, thereby leading 
to the quiesoent phase. 
However, the glacie:r surged out over lUlfrozen sea floor, it was 
severely crevassed and thus possibly allowing penetratian of sea 
water, at least in the outenoost parts, and, as will be showed in the 
next chapter, the fralt probably withdrew fran the zane of the 
:d'lariJohedral pattern in a maxinun of approximately 30 years. It is 
here ClCXlSidered unli.kely that the glacie:r would freeze to i ts bed in 
this si tuatian wi thin the time frane presented. Furthenoore, the 
oores and the sei smie data show that the glaeier rests an deformable 
sediment, IIDst liJæly till, of at least 3 m thicJmess. In the 
case of a frozen bed, the detacl'lænt surfaoe for calving of basal ioe 
probably would be sate.o.bat down in the sediment, or at the sediment -
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bedrock interface. Hence, the frozen bed would have been included in 
the calving of basal ice, causing significant distortien of 
the IOOrphological pattern. 
Fran the above discussien, post-surge stagnatien, caused by mass 
deficiency in the accurulation area, and not involving freezing to the 
bed, is ccnsidered the IOOst likely mechanism for preservatien of the 
subglacial IOOrphology found in the major part of the surge za1e. 
Ret:reat IOOstly took. place by calving. '!be tenperature regine during 
the last part of the post-surge period and at present is unoertain, 
but will be briefly discussed below. 
'!be disoontinuous, arcuate ridges. 
'lhese features , sub-paralleling the glaeier in the innernDst part 
of the surge zooe (Fig.7) may result fran push, probably en an annual 
basis, squeeze-up similar to the mechanism proposed for the 
rllaOOohedral ridge pattern, depositien of englacial debris directly 
fran the ice frent or basal debris fran meltwater , or inpact by 
calving icebergs (Powell 1985). '!be latter is ccnsidered an unlikely 
mechanism to p:roduce such. a regular pattern, al though structures that 
cx:JUl.d be ascribed to in1?act do oocu:r. These, however, sean to be 
superinposed (Xl the arcuate ridges (Fig .14). Deposi tien directly fran 
the glacier does not sean capable to p:roduce ridges of this size, and 
the action of meltwater IOOst likely would resul t in JOOre localized 
aoctmll.aticns. Squeeze-up is also excluded as a likely mechanism. '!he 
aerial photographs fran the Bråsvellbreen surge indicate a ccnsistent 
crevasse pattern nonnal to the flow lines, but the surface fractures 
appear straight for relatively lCXl9 distances and do not show the 
disoontinuous, arcuate character seen en the present-day sea floor. 
This leaves annual push IOOraines as the IOOst likelyexplanation for 
these features. Annual. push IOOraines typically have relatively 101.17 
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relief and occur in swanns of nunerous ridges wi th short inter-ridge 
spacing (B. Andersen, pers. catm. 1987). Both this and the fact that 
the ridges can be seen to reflect the overall shape of the ic:e-fremt 
support a push JOOraine origin. Boul ten (1986) has described in lI1.JCh 
detail similar fea.tures fran Svalbard, Ic:eland and canada, both in 
marine and ter.restrial envirol_uents. Annua! JOOraines of oarparable 
size are described fran Late Weichselian deposi ts in northe:rn NOJ:way 
by Sollid and Carlsscn (1984). '!he size of the ridges, however, will 
IOOSt likely va:r:y wi th glacier dynamics and annmt of available 
material. Andersen and Sollid (1971) reported presently fonning ammal 
JOOraines with a width of 2-3 m and relief of <1 m fran southern 
Norway. Pric:e (1970) describes series of short, arcuate ridges that 
are joined together , fonning a similar pattet:n as that found off 
Bråsvellbreen, 00. Ic:eland. '!hese are interpreted as ammal 
fea.tures, but Pric:e (1970) explains their fonnatioo. by squeezing 
out of water-soaked till fran beneath the glacier fremt, rather 
than sinple push. Hence, this involves proc::esses similar to that 
envisaged here for fonnation of the rllanbohedral ridge pattern. Pebble 
fabric and a distal slope that is steeper than the proximal, are 
the main argunents for the squeeze-out theory. In the Bråsvellbreen 
area there are no pebble orientatioo. studies (no oriented 
cares were taken) , but cross' sectianal shape shows no 
significant 1::rerld. in ridge asynmetry, and no other indicatiens of a 
squeeze-out origin can be found. 
A ocnsequence of the ammal push JOOraine explanatioo. of the ridges 
is that the Bråsvellbreen fremt is no lenger totally stagnant. Sharp 
(1984) interpreted similar ridges 00. Ic:eland to be ammal JOOraines and 
used this pattet:n as a possible diagnostie fea.ture to indicate that a 
glacier was not a surge-type glaeier . If the Bråsvellbreen pattet:n is 
taken as ammal JOOraines, this shows that also surging glacie:rs have a 
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period of slight activi ty producing small push ridges during the 
quiescent stage. Al though no velocity IæaSUreJIBlts are available 
fran Bråsvellbreen, a set of crevasses 
present-day iee fralt indicates slight zoovement of 
Infonnation fran other surge-type glaciers on 
parallel to the 
the glacier. 
Svalbard during 
their quiescent phase, further supports 
Spitsbergen, another surging glacier, 
this. Nathorstbreen on 
has been measured to have 
an average velocity of 10 an/day at the front, and ridges seen on 
echograms fran Van Keulenfjorden in fralt of Nathorstbreen, were 
interpreted as anrwal rooraines (Liestøl 1976). Pushed sea iee in front 
of Negribreen, east Spitsbergen, shows that this glacier also advances 
during winter (O. LiestøI, pers. oatID. 1986). Negribreen is probably 
the IOOst c:x:JIpa.rable surging glacier, relative to Bråsvel1breen, on 
Svalbard, both in size and surface profile. 
'!be size of individual ridges is dependant on both aroount of 
readvanoe of the glacier and aroount of material available to be 
involved in the ridge fonnation. Boul tan ( 1986) points at the 
association between the iee marg.ina1 fan cooplexes and push rooraines. 
Outside Bråsvellbreen, the largest of the push-rooraines are found just 
off the main meltwater outlet, where also most recent sediment is 
expected to be found. 
'!be disc:::cntinui. ty of the push IOOraines is probably due to 
differential zoovement of the glaeier and varying aroounts of material 
avilable to fonn ridges. In the case of large :readvances, annual 
ridges may be destroyed in favour of the fonnation of larger ooes. 
Side sean lines fran 1982 and 1983 that run alCXlg the glacier, cover 
only the :i..nnenoost 500 m, while the 1984 and 1985 lines nonna! to the 
glacier do not run close enough to record the innenoost area. '!be 
1982 and 1983 navigation is not good enough to merge the two data 
sets in detail. TIms, træ do not have a oantimJous coverage 
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between the ioe fralt and the proximal bounda.ry of the rharbohedral 
patteJ:n. Iiowever, cxx.mting ridges thought to be annua! 
push-nm:-aines alcmg 4 profiles fran the ioe fralt and 500 m seawards, 
give 16-17 ridges. Hence, with a maxinun width of the arcuate 
patteJ:n of 1000 m in the fraltal zooe of Bråsvellbreen, the major part 
of the glacier has been active for the last 17-34 years, 
leaving a oæpletely stagnant period to have lasted for 16-33 years. 
'!be c:ri terien for picking ridges to cxx.mt was a min:inun length of 
100 m. Including all smaller ridges, nunbers varied between 24 and 
29 over the 500 m distance • In the western, th.innest part of 
the glacier, however, stagnant candi tiens still prevail, shown by 
the fact that crevasse-fill patteJ:n can be followed up to the glacier 
proper (Fig .12) • 
'!be fonnatien of annua! rooraines canfirms the oonclusien that 
prese:r::vatien of the rharbohedral ridge pattern requires stagnant ioe. 
\'hen the glacier again reswes nm::mal activity, this patteJ:n is 
reshaped into push ridges. 'Ibis may also give sane indicatians about 
taIperature regime. Fonnatian of the push-ridges inplies sliding of 
the glacier, which is inoansistent wi th a frozen bed. F\Jrt:hennore, 
sediment oores obtained wi thin 100 m fran the present-day glacier 
fralt (Solheim & Pfinnan 1985, and below) did not bear evidenoe of 
pennafrost candi tiens. 
Iiowever, extrapolatien of tanperature gradients measured in shallow 
boreholes point towards frozen bed candi tiens ( J .A. Dc:xNdeswell, pers. 
0CIlI1I.m. 1988). An explanatian may be that Austfama is a true subpolar 
ioe cap, as proposed by Schytt (1969), but that there is an outer zooe 
of unknown width where nan-frozen caxtitiens exist, in the ca1tact 
zooe between glacier ioe, sediment and sea water. loe nuvement is then 
mainly taking place through defonnatien in the frozen part, but is 
transferred to a coopanent of basal sliding in the outer, nan-frozen 
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part. 
'!be inte:rrædiate region. 
As the same suite of morphologic features; terminal moraine, 
:rl1arixlhedral and arcuate ridge patterns are also recognized in the 
intennediate regien, the above discussien leads to the cxnclusien that 
this regien also have been covered by surging iee. 'Ibis cxnclusion is 
also supported by the fact that the end moraine in the regien merges 
with the Bråsvellbreen lOOraine. Clearly it has been fonned by an 
advance that also included Bråsvellbreen. A merge with the Basin 3 
moraine is not observed fran the present data, but fran the ~ance 
of the ridges it seems likely that fonnation of at least the easteJ:n 
part of the inte:rrædiate lOOraine also involved a Basin 3 advance. Frau 
this we can infer that both Bråsvellbreen and Basin 3 bad previous 
surges that were saæwhat more laterally extensive than their last 
surges. Olanges in surge directions of previous advances to cover the 
inte:rrædiate region wi th surging iee seem unlikely for Basin 
3, triti.ch is situated in a well defined bedrock depression 
(Dowdeswell et al. 1986), but may not be excluded for Bråsvellbreen 
(Fig.4b). '!bese questions can not be oonclusively answered fran the 
present data base, but the directicmal trends of the:rl1arixlhedral and 
parallel ridges, al though rather inconsistent, seems to indicate 
both advance and retreat directions sub-parallel to the present-day 
glaeier frent also in this region. 
80th the inte:rrædiate lOOraine ridge and the Basin 3 ridge have more 
frequent iceberg plough marks than the Bråsvellbreen ridge. '!be 
susceptibili ty to grounding of ieebergs resul ts fran the topographic 
expression of the ridge system, but the relative differE!llOes in plough 
mark ~ clearly reflect the age differE!llOeS. '!be intennediate 
ridge, triti.ch is daninated by plough marks, is older than the other 
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ridges, and it has also experieooed the large productien of icebergs 
during the latest Basin 3 and Bråsvellbreen surges. '!he Basin 3 
0Draine also has JOOre abundant plough mar.ks than the rooraine off 
Bråsvellbreen, due to i ts lcmger exposure to drifting icebergs. 
However, IIDSt of the surfaoe area of this ridge has been classified as 
a "mixed roorphology" , characte:rized by iceberg plough marks and 
nune:rous smaller IOOUnds and depressiens (Figs. 7,11). Sanetilles these 
disturbances appear as 25-50 m wide craters wi th a circu1ar beJ::m. '!his 
patte:m is found mostly al the proximal part of the end rooraine and 
inmedia.tely inside it, but also in a small area outside the ridge, 
inside the eastemmost part of the intenned.iate rooraine (Fig. 7). Due 
to the locatial of this pattern in the area of an assuæd heavily 
crevassed surge front, it is l.ikely that the disturbed sea. floor 
resul t fran iceberg .iltpact during calving. Powell (1985) has described 
this effect fran the Antarctic, and has found that calving icebergs 
may have a great effect en the sea. floor also without direct 
oontact, because of the preceding pressure wave. On sloping sea. floor, 
these processes would lead to small scale slUlps and gravi ty flows. 
'!he surge-distal regiens (non surge-related features ) . 
'!he major part of the study area, outside the surge moraine 
systems, is characterized by two main classes of sea. floor morphology; 
smooth sea. floor wi th other features and iceberg ploughing, both 
recent and relict. lceberg plough ma:r:k distributial is gove:ned by 
iceberg productial, currents, local and regional bathymetry and time 
of exposure of the area to drifting icebergs. '!be lower depth 
limit of recent plough mar.ks is approximately 120-130 m. However, 
outside the Bråsvellbreen surge moraine there is a regien wi th smooth 
sea. floor, i. e. lack of plough mar.ks, despi te being shallower than 
120 m (Fig. 7). CæpariSal wi th the bathymetry (Fig. 2) shows that this 
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area. matches wi th a 10cal deep in front of the surge moraine. 'Ihe 
bank south of the gouge-free area. has 1lI)st 1ike1y acted as an 
efficient trap for icebergs drifting in fran other area.s than 
Bråsve1lbreen. lcebergs entering tran deeper waters would have bad to 
adjust their drafts to cross the shallow area. and would thus no 
looger ground in the local trough. Likewise, bergs fran Bråsve1lbreen 
would have to cross the surge rooraine, and would then float in 
the deeper trough. Occasianal plough marks are also seen on the ridge 
crest. 
In the surge zale outside Bråsvellbreen, as well as outside Basin 3 
and the intennediate region, there are generally cn1y few plough 
mar.ks, least outside Bråsvellbreen. 'lbere are two reasans for this: 
Firstly, the glacier is grounded, has sparse activity and thus only 
limited iceberg productian. Seooodl.y and roore inportant, however, is 
the fact that this area. has only been exposed to drifting icebergs 
during a :relatively short tiIæ interval since the last surge. 'Ibis 
tiIæ interval is shortest for Bråsvellbreen and longest for the 
intennediate region. In the latter, as well as in the western part of 
the Basin 3 surge zane, there is a snall region of roore extensive 
gouging (Fig. 7). 'lbis again is st::rcngly influenoed by bat:hynetry. 
'Ihe area. is shallow, and the surge rooraine ridges are not well 
expressed topographica1ly and do not efficiently prevent icebergs 
fran entering the area. fran outside . Furt:henoore, the shape of the 
glacier front at Kapp M:lhn (Fig. 2) is not a stable ale, and 
indicates extensive calving. 
'Ihe plough mam directians (Fig. 7) are functians of the prevailing 
current regiIæs in the region. Close to the lOOUth of Hinlopenstredet, 
tidal currents will JOOVe bergs both NW and SE. Al though the:re are 
large calving glaciers further north in Hinlopenstredet, bergs fran 
these glaciers probably do not reach the study area. until their 
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size is greatly reduced, due to the shallow sill at the southern end 
of the strait. '!be southwesterly flowing current through Erik 
Eriksenstredet daninates the ioeberg transport in the eastern part 
of the basin, while the canbined effect of this current system 
and the Hinlopen tida! c::oopanent cause the unsystematically væ:ying 
directioos in the central part of the study area. '1he 
tidewater tel::minus of the Austfoona ice cap is the main iceberg 
prOOIx::er, and in pa:r:ticular i ts surging drainage basins. During 
main phases of ioeberg production, i.e. at the end of, and shartly 
after surges, ~ the glacier frent is in an extended posi tien, 
stroog katabatic winds IIBY also reach the area and influenoe the 
plougbnazk directien pattern, at least locally. 
As the fossil plough ma:rks are found over the entire study area, 
down to depths of at least 270 m, these resul t fran a pericxi wi th 
cxmsiderably larger ioebergs. Sinoe this entire regien was glaciated 
during the Late Weidlselian (ElverllØi & Solheim 1983) , the fossil 
plough ma:rks IIBY date back to the pericxi imædiately after retreat of 
the Late Weidlselian ioe sheet. Blake (1961, 1981) found raised 
beaches with an age of 11 kA in northwestern Nordaustlandet, while 
Salvigsen (1981) recorded 10 kA old beaches at 100 m.a.s.l. at Kalg 
Karls land. 'Ibis inplies that ioebergs with drafts in the order of 370 
m have existed in the region, which is also the reasan my abundance 
variatioos in the fossil plough ma:rks is not only a sinple functien of 
modez:n bathymetI:y. 
Other features than the fossil, degraded plough ma:rks that appear 
in the areas of SIOOOth sea floor are poc:kma:rks, "dark spots" and 
sediment waves. It is new largely accepted. that poc:kma:rks are fonned 
by gas asoending through the sea floor, reooving fines and preventing 
depositien, thereby creating a semicircul.ar crater (King & MacLean 
1970, Itwland 1983, Solheim & ElverllØi 1985). Because of the close 
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associatien found between poclanaJ:ks and. dark spots, a possible 
explanatioo for the latter is that they are poclanaJ:ks in an early 
stage of evolutien. No crater large enough to cause an acoustic Shadow 
has been fonned, but the fine sediment fractians have been brought 
into suspensien and rerooved, thereby causing patches of roore 
reflective sea. floor. Currents capable of transporting sed.iment are 
indicated by the fact that sediment waves (megaripples) (Fig. 17c) 
exist over a large part of the study area. Due to the fact that 
Erik Eriksenstredet terminates in sills dividing itfran 
Hinlopenstredet and Olgastredet, the currents fonning these features 
are IOOSt likely tida!. Oscillatory roovement set up by stama generated 
waves oould be another explanatien for sediment waves at these water 
depths (Pfinnan 1985), but as the area is ice c::overed through IOOSt of 
the stonny sea.scn, this is considered a less likely mechanism. 
D(XolN-CORE MINERALOGlCAL VARIATIONS RELATED TO &roING OF ~ 
DRAIl'mGE BASINS • 
As the Pennian calcareous bedrock of the Bråsvellbreen drainage 
basin IOOst likely differs fran the basins further north, XRD analyses 
were carried. out en a nunber of saq>les to investigate if there 
is a carbalate signal diagnostie of variatians in sediment output 
fran Bråsvellbreen. 
'!be main mineral assemblage consists of 14,10 and 7 A minerals, 
Quartz, Feldspars, Dolani te and Calci te (Fig. 32). To focus en 
variatians in carbanate cantent, clay minerals , Quartz and Feldspar 
peroentages are c:anbined and tenæd "nan-carbanates" (Table 3) . 
Analyses were perfonned an three different fractians; <63 mR, <4 mR 
and <2 mR. In ane sarrple, 82-229, 40-49 an, all the silt fracticns 
A) 
B) 
DCA) 
·28Js 
82-230 
30-35cOl 
< 63J.l1D 
82-237 
43-47ea 
<63~.u1l 
83-31 
50-80ea 
<4",m 
85-26 
40-41CIII 
<4~ .. 
3 
I 
30 
C 
O 
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3.S 7 10 14 
l,--~-~ --L~~-'---,-------, 
2S 20 lS 10 S 2 
O ~ 
J 
Fig.32. xray diffractograms of sane selected sanples. a) <63lm sanples 
fran the surge zone (82-230), the surge rooraine (82-224) and 
the surge-distal area (82-237). b) <4un sanples. 83-31 is the 
overoæpact:ed, fine grained 11I.ld found in the surge zone. 85-26 
is tran the central Erik Eriksenstredet basin and 84-18 is 
fran the surge zone of Basin 3. Note the narked diffe:renoe to 
the Bråsvellbreen surge zooe sanple in a), in spi te of the 
different fracticns used in the analysis • 
Far locatial, see Fig. 6c. 
Table 3. 
CA: Calcite 
DO: Dolomite 
Mineralogy from XRD. 
RE: 14. 10 & 7 A minerals + quartz and feldspar (non-carbonates) 
Fraction:<63lb Fraction:<2lb Fraction:<4lb 
STATION LEVEL CA DO RE CA DO RE CA DO RE COMMENTS 
81-216 0-3 64 17 19 
50-55 74 6 20 
82-230 0-5 51 27 22 
30-35 68 17 15 
50-55 52 23 25 38 10 52 
82-231 0-5 32 8 60 
35-40 62 21 17 
82-232 0-5 59 18 23 
46-51 51 19 30 50 7 43 
82-233 0-3 70 16 14 
82-239 0-5 51 25 24 
30-35 60 21 19 45 8 47 
82-323 0-5 73 11 16 
58-62 86 4 10 
90-95 49 22 29 
100-105 38 19 43 
82-327 0-5 71 8 21 
46-51 57 12 31 
83-31 50-80 2 6 92 
83-32 65-70 8 5 87 
84-17 0-5 3 5 92 
84-18 0-5 5 5 90 
82-224 0-20 66 12 22 58 2 40 
82-234 0-3 55 20 25 
80-37 0-2 O 5 95 
15-17 O 6 94 
55-56 O 4 96 
87-88 O 3 97 
81-136 47-50 O 18 82 
82-225 0-5 66 14 20 
68-72 42 22 36 
82-226 0-20 76 10 14 
82-229 0-5 38 23 39 29 8 63 
18-22 20 23 57 7 6 87 
40-49 9 53 38 32-63~ 
5 39 56 16-32lb 
4 28 68 8-16~ 
O 21 79 4-8~ 
8 15 77 2-4~ 
O O 100 <2~ 
82-237 0-3 35 19 46 
43-47 5 22 73 O 5 95 
95-100 9 19 72 9 O 91 
108 
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Tab1e 3. contd. Fraction:<631ln Fraction:<21ln Fraetion: <41ln 
STATION LEVEL CA 00 RE CA DO RE CA 00 RE COMMENTS 
82-321 0-2 17 8 75 
6-7 9 7 84 
8-9 7 7 86 
10-11 5 6 89 
12-13 4 3 93 
14-15 3 3 94 
16-17 2 2 96 
20-21 2 2 96 
23-24 2 2 96 
26-27 2 2 96 
29-30 3 2 95 
32-33 4 3 93 
36-37 6 4 90 
39-40 4 3 93 
83-29 0-6 34 8 58 
40-45 4 7 89 
60-65 34 5 61 
100-105 73 4 23 
84-11 0-5 O 3 97 
20-25 O O 100 
33-36 2 O 98 
84-13 0-4 O O 100 
10-13 O O 100 
30-33 3 O 97 
45-48 6 2 92 
51-54 O O 100 
61-64 3 O 97 
84-16 0-5 4 5 91 
85-26 0-4 O 4 96 
7-8 O 3 97 
10-13 O 3 97 
17-18 2 2 96 
20-21 O O 100 
23-24 3 3 94 
27-28 1 2 97 
33-36 3 3 94 
40-41 2 2 96 
46-50 3 O 97 
60-63 6 O 94 
80-85 12 O 88 
120-123 12 O 88 
85-28 0-4 O 5 95 
15-18 O O 100 
40-44 3 O 97 
85-29 0-3 5 6 89 
18-22 O 5 95 
33-37 O 3 97 
60-64 O 2 98 
100-105 9 2 89 
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were also analyzed. Quantificatien of the diffractograms was done by 
nultiplying the top height with the width at the 50 % intensity level 
(Norish & Taylor 1962). Analyses were first perfcmned en the <63 DIll 
fractien and subsequentlyen selected sanples of the <2 DIll fractien. 
'Ibis procedure showed that the calci te and dolani te oaltents decrea.sed 
significantly relative to the ncn-carl:xmate g:roup of minerals in 
lOOV'ing fran the coarse silt to the clay fractien (Fig.33). 'Ihe 
high dolanite sanple 82-229, 40-49 an, shows that the proportien of 
dolani te decreases RDre rapidly than calci te wi th the reducticn 
in grain size. 'Ibis test showed that carl:xmates should be present at 
least in the finer silt fractians, which also could be transported 
into the deeper basin. '!be remaining analyses were perfcmned al the <4 
lJlD fractial. 
'Ihe general trend (Fig. 34) in the surge zooe sediments outside 
Bråsvellbreen is a daninanoe of calci te , wi th values as high as 86 % 
in the <63 DIll fractial. Dolani te oaltent is lower, wi th an average 
of 15-20 %. 'Ihese perc::entages decrease in the clay fractial, but 
still calci te oaltent ranges between 32 and 50 %. Al though the 
l'llIIiler of measurements is small in each core, there seems to be no 
systematie down-core change. Calsidering the unsorted, hc:.Iooge!1eous 
character of the surge zooe diamictcns, this is also to be expected. 
Two surface sanples fran the surge ZOI1e of Basin 3 show cnly 3-5 % 
calcite and dolanite in the <4 DIll fractial, thereby demoostrating that 
Basin 3 drains ncn-carbanate rocks and that calci te is an adequate 
tracer for sediments delivered fran Bråsvellbreen. 
'Ihe aoost ananalous m:ineralogy found in the surge zooe sanples is 
that of the ove:rccnsolidated nui sectioos of cores 83-31 and 83-32 
(Table 3, Fig.34). 92 and 87 " ncn-carl:xmates in the <4 DIll fractien 
show that this material has larger input fran other sediment sources 
than the surrounding diamictons. 
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DOLOMITE 
e- -e- -e 82-229, 45cm 
o --- O Other samples 
< 631lID <21lID 
REST CALCITE 
Fig.33. Ternary diagram show.ing the variatialS in calci te, Dolani te 
and "nc:n-carbonates" wi th changing grain size in the <63un 
fractioo. 
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cnl.y two sanples fran the surge IOOraine ridge are analyzed. '!hese 
show carbcxlate ccntents of the same magni tude as the surge zone 
diamictals. Frau the haoogeneous character of the surge IOOraine 
oares (Fig. 20), the two saD1?les are ooosidered representative. 
'!he surge-distal regioos show IOOre variatien :in mi.nera1ogy than the 
surge zone and the IOOraine. '1hl.s might be expected since the 
sediments :in the latter regiens are deposi ted fran and :in direct 
cantact wi th the Bråsvellbreen glacier, while further out the 
Bråsvellb:reen sediments will be diluted wi th material brought:in wi th 
currents, icebergs and sea ice fran other source regiens. 
In the northwestern part of the area outside the surge IOOraineS, 
oares 82-225 and 82-226 show carbanate cantents similar to those of 
the surge zone :in overocnsolidated diamictons, apparently similar to 
the surge zooe sediment. Core 82-229, sanewhat further east (Fig.34) 
shows high calci te ccntent :in the tap sediJænt, decreasing downcore, 
while the dolanite ccntent is ooosiderably higher :in the bottan of the 
oare than :in the tap. '1hl.s also correspexlds wi th an increase in shear 
strength :in the bottan of the core (Fig. 21). '!hus it seems that the 
upper and lower halves of this oare have experienced different 
deposi tien and loading history . Core 83-29, which also is outside the 
surge IOOraine ridge :in the Bråsvellbreen area, similarly has a high 
calcite ccntent :in the <4 om fractien of the surface saD1?le (34 %) and 
in the lower half (34-73 %) • '!he 40-45 an level, which also 
correspa'lds to less sandy and gravelly gram size distributiens, has 
only 4 % calcite. 
'1here is a general tendency of decreasing carbonate oontent away 
fran Bråsvellbreen, both southwards (82-237 & 82-321 > 85-26 > 80-37) 
and eastwards (82-237 > 85-29 > 84-11 & 84-13). 'Ibe IOOSt significant 
change is probably :in the calcite ccntent (e.g. 80-37, with no calcite 
throughout the core). Two cores, 82-321 and 85-26, were analyzed in 
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greater detail (Fig.34). 82-321 shows a decrease in both calcite and 
dolanite fran the surface to appraximately 20 an, and then a slight 
increase again down to 40 an, the largest changes being in the calci te 
content. Calcite content is zero in the upper 13 an of 85-26. However, 
the surface sediment was lost for this core during retrieval of the 
liner (Martinsen 1985) • It then varies in the 1-3 % range before 
steadily increasing to 12 % in the lower part of the core. Dolanite is 
4 % in the top and decreases to zero at 46 an. Core 85-29, trbich is 
the core east of Bråsvellbreen that is closest to the end rooraine, 
shows a calci te mininun in the interval 20-60 an, increasing to 
around 10 % in the lower part of the core. 'Itle remaining of the 
easteJ::n cores, 85-28, 84-11 84-13 sean to have a small calci te 
increase below 20 an. 
To smmarize, the above discussion shows that ca.rl:xxlate cantent, in 
particular calci te, can be used as a quali tative indicator of sediment 
input fran the Bråsvellbreen drainage basin. While the generally 
haoogeneous surge zane -and surge rooraine cores show li ttle systematie 
variation in mineralogy , several cores in roo:re distal locations show 
similar trends of variation that may be ascribed to variations in 
Bråsvellbreen sediment yield. 'Ibis signal, al though possibly filtered 
due to undersanpling and bioturbatianal mixing, may hence give 
indications of previous surges or periods wi th varying surge 
frequency, and possible effects of these on seC imentation 
rates, if used additiooally to dating. 
Carbon content . 
'!be total carbon content (Te) of the surge ZCXle and surge rooraine 
material is general ly high, around 6 % (Fig.35a and Table 2). Exoept 
for the asSllDE!d Late Weichselian till in core 82-226, the values are 
lower in the surge-distal zane, 2.5-4.7 %. For the total organic 
B) 
TOTAL CARBON VS. TOTAL ORGANIC CARBON 
A) 7 
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.-.. 
Fig. 35. a) p10t of total carbon (TC) versus total organic carbon 
(TOe). b) TC and TOe plotted versus median grain cliaIæter. 
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carlxn (TOC), the values are generally small in the surge zone and the 
surge rooraine sanples, with the majority between 0.4 and 0.8 %. In the 
surge-distal zooe, an the other hand, values are between 0.9% and 
2.0%. '!be above IU.'IIbers show that in the surge zooe and surge 
rooraine the majori ty of the carlxn resul ts fran carbonate minerals 
transported fran the Penoo-carboniferous bedrock of the adjacent parts 
of Nordaustlandet, and that this aroount is reduoed relative to the 
organic carban in the IOOre distal parts of the basin. As IOOst of the 
carlxn is found in the silt fractian, the difference is a functian of 
transport distanoe, in addi tian to increased dilutian by sediments 
fran other sources than the Bråsvellbreen drainage basin, in the 
distal areas. '!his is further deoonstrated by plotting TOC and Te 
versus median grain diameter (Fig.35b). The Te value drops off in 
the fine end of the plot, while the opposite is true for TOC. Both 
changes in slope occur at approximately cp6, which denalstrate the 
inportanoe of this grain size boundary. t-t>st of the carbonate 
rock frag:nents occur mainly in the fraetions >0.01€mn. 'lhe organic 
carlxn is found mainly in the fine silt -and -clay fractians, 
although the increase at this grain size may also partly 
resul t fran lack of dilutian by the rock fragnents. 
'!be organic carbon may be ei ther primary or redeposi ted. TOC values 
for Late Weichselian sediments in the Barents Sea are mainly found to 
cansist of :reworlæd, Mesozoic coal and dark shale fragments, while 
Holocene sediments may contain significant aroounts of recent carbon 
(Forsberg 1983) • Primary productian decreases considerably 
northwards in the Barents Sea, and is an order of magnitude less at 
80° N than in the area of the ~c polar fremt at approximately 
740 N (Rey et al. 1987). However, the variatian should not be 
significant within the study area. Hence, whereas the TOe values 
in the IOOre proximal regions may represent IOOstly primary carban, the 
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inc:reased values in the surge-distal zone probably reflect 
inc:reased influx of recycled carbon, for instance fran Mesozoic coal. 
beds in Kalg Karls Land. 
'!he IOOst distinct deviation fran the trend described above is again 
the cæpacted lII.Jd sectioos of cores 83-31 and 83-32 (Fig. 34a). '!hese 
clearly fall within the highest 'IOC values measured in the 
surge-distal ZOl1e. However, the ru..uber of analyses in surge-distal 
sanples is too small to give a representative average for this 
region, and a better CCIIparison is average values for Barents Sea 
HolOOE!lle 1II.Jds, which show canparable values , in the range of 1-2 % 
(Elve:rhØi et al. in press). AIoong the surge-distal zone sanples, the 
IOOSt oæparable in appearanoe is the rruddy mid-section of 82-237 
(Fig. 2Od.), which again is sindlar to northern Barents Sea Holooene 
1II.Jds, both in tenns of colour and grain size distribution. 
SEDIMENl'ATlOO RATES. 
Whether the surging behaviour of glaciers has any effect on 
sedimentation and sedimentary processes outside the region directly 
influenced by the glacier is an inportant question in the 
interpretation of older sequences and fonnerly glaciated areas. The 
main problEJll in Erik Eriksenstredet, and also for the rest of 
the nartheI:n Barents Sea, is to obtain datable material. Seven sanples 
have been dated fran the study area (Fig. 36 ) . '!he three sanples 
lab. referenced T have been dated by conventianal 14 C techniques, 
while the four ua sanples were dated by accelerator ræthods. 
Datable shelly material is rare, and to obtain a sufficiently large 
sanple of foraminifer tests it is necessazy to pick all individuals 
fran a relatively large interval (Fig. 36 ) • Resolution is therefore 
lind ted. For statistical significanoe a larger nunber of analyses 
would be neoessazy, but sane inferenoes can be extracted fran the 
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obtained dates in tenns of sedi.ræntation rates. 
'Ihe 'å-x> dates fran the surge zone (oores 83-36 and 83-38) are both 
shell fragnents fran diamicton in the interlædiate shear strength 
range, previously interpreted to result fran reworking and loading by 
the surging glacier. Due to the reworking, the dates only give a 
maxi.nun age for the sed.i.Iænt. 'nrus they canfinn that this is not 
Late Weichselian (or older) till, but results fran advance(s) since 
appraximately 2300 y.B.P. 
In the 'å-x> inne:r:nDst cores in the surge-distal zane (82-225 and 
81-137) , sed.i.Iæntation rates of 8. O and 6.7 an/ky (Fig. 36) 
ca.lculated down to the dated intex:vals, are saæwhat higher than the 
average 2-5 an/ky Holocene rates reported by ElverhØi and Solheim 
(1983) for the central Barents Sea. As the highest rates, 8 
an/ky in 82-225, only range back to 7650 y.B.P., there c:ould be a 
trerld towards increased rates with decreasing age. '!be difference 
is small, however, and could also be due to local. variatians. It 
should also be noted that oore 82-225 is located in an area which. 
most likely is stralgly affected by recent iceberg gouging. 81-137, on 
the other hand is located in a SIOOOth region, where no, or very 
little ice gouging has been detected. Core 82-321, which is further 
away fran the glacier, and in a region wi thout recent iceberg 
ploughing, shows large variations in sedimentation rate wi th time. 
AsSlming the ages represent the middle of the analysed inte:rvals, 
the calculated sed.i.Iæntation rate is 29.3 an/ky during the last 545 
years and only 3.8 an/ky as an average between 545 and 10390 y.B.P. 
'Ihe total average is 5.2 an/ky since 10390 y. B. P. , which. is lower 
than in the 'å-x> oores discussed above. 'nrus considerable variation 
in sedimentation rates may be undetected due to undersanpling. Core 
84-11, further east and away fran the ooast (Fig. 36 ), has a 
sed.i.Iæntation rate of 7.8 an/ky back to 1270 y. B. P. at the 
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82-225 61an T-5234 Mya t:runcata 7650+-150 
un:ruptured 
83-36 36-38an T-5830 Shell fragnents 2240+-130 
83-38 120 150an T-5829 Shell fragnents 2420+-70 
81-137 68an tJa-302 POJ::tlandia arctica 10080+-170 
Life positien 
82-321 13-2Oan tJa-300 Astarte sulcata 545+-110 
l valve 
82-321 50-58an tJa-301 Forcminifera 10390+-175 
84-11 10an tJa-303 POJ::tlandia arctica 1270+-140 
Life posi tien 
Fig. 36. a) Table of dated sanples. b) Map showing cores wi th e14 dates 
and calcu1ated linear sed.im:mtation rates. Bulk densi ties are 
not taken into cansideration. 
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10 an 1evel. Variations co:rresponding to the high rates in the last 
545 y.B.P. in core 82-321 is therefore tmlikely to have occurred in 
this region. 
Ccnsidering the location in the vicini ty of a surging glacier, it 
may be justified to relate variations in sediIæntatian rate to 
oscillatory glacier behaviour. Increased input fran the Bråsvellbreen 
drainage area to central parts of the basin, \'irlch also ~ives 
sediment fran other sources, should resul t in a carbooate !ncrease. 
'!be upper 40 an of 82-321 was analyzed at intervals of 2-3 an 
(Fig. 34). Both calcite and dolanite fall fran relatively high values 
in the top to a rnininun between 16 and 27 an, before they rise 
between 27 and 36 an and then drop down a little to 40 an. 'Ihe high 
values in the upper part co:rrespond well wi th the increased 
sedimentatian rate calculated for this interval. '!he curves are 
soooth, and no feature indicative of single surge events can 
be identified. However, considering the previous discussion on 
present- day deposi tion outside the neltwater outlets , it seans 
tmlikely that a short-term event like a surge would result in a 
sediment layer thicker than 2-3 an 25 km off the glacier front. 
Mixing through bioturllatian will further mask separate signals. It is 
therefore IOOre likely that intervals of higher carbanate 
cantent mark periods of increased surge activi ty. '!be increase below 
27 an may then resul t fran another period of relatively frequent 
surging. Similar down-core distributians of carbonates are also 
reoognized in other cores (Fig. 34 ), al though not as distinct for both 
calcite and dolanite as in 82-321. Most of the other cores, however 
have a less dense sanpling interval. 
In sumnary, surge activity may have a relatively large effect on 
sed.imentation rates over short tine intervals. '!be resul ting sediment 
layers are thin however, due to the short tine intervals involved. 
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Averaging over langer periods, for instance the Holocene, the effect 
seems restricted in the case of Bråsvellbreen, but coul.d be 
significant if there were periods of IIDre frequent surging. A 
si tuatien in wbich IOOst of the deposi tion off Bråsvellbreen took 
plac:e during the surge periods, with significantly lowe:r rates in 
other periods, cannot be excluded. However, this seems a less 
likely explanation because a larger difference in the average 
sedimentatien rates between statien 81-137, wbich is located 
iIrmedi.a.tely outside the distal part of the surge rooraine, and core 
82-321, 25 km outside the rooraine, would then be expected. 
Extrapolating the mean sedimentatien rates downwards fran the 
oldest dated interval in core 81-137, gives an age of 13000 y.B.P. for 
the tap of the finn, pebbly material (Fig. 36 ) of acoustic Unit 
5, intez:preted to be the Late Weichselian till. 'lhis inplies 
deglaciatien of the region at 13 kA. Core 82-321, on the other hand 
has at least 1.2 m of soft, pebbly lIUd below the oldest dated 
interva.l of 10390 y.B.P. Possible explanatiens for this are: 
a) '!be area was not covered by grounded ice during the Late 
Weichselian. 
b) Sedimentation rates were higher than in the area of core 81-137. 
c) '!be thiclmess of soft, pebbly nu:! is due to down slope mass 
JOOVement. 
d) '!be date in 82-321 is in error, due to mixed ages of the dated 
foraminifer tests. 
Based en previous discussions on the existenc:e of a Late 
Weichselian Barents Sea ice sheet (e.g. ElverhØi & Solheim 1983 ), a) 
seems unlikely. b) appears IOOre likely, and could be caused by 
winnowing/ncn-deposi tien in shallow regions and enhanced deposi tion in 
deeper regiens. A short time lag in deglaciation of the two locatiens 
is also likely due to the differences in water depth. A glacier frent 
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situated al the shallow shoulder in the proximity of 82-321 oould 
supply relatively large sediment volunes in a short time interval, as 
is reported fran other ice-proximal areas (e. g. El verhøi et al. 1983). 
HæJever, al though no slmp indicatialS have been observed in the 
vicini ty of 82-321, nei ther c) nor d) can be excluded until roore dates 
are obtained fran this region. 
CXN)()LIDATlOO 
'!he main process taking place in the surge zane during post surge 
stagnatial is that of gravi ty loading as the ice canes to rest. The 
"bIx> main effects of this are fonnation of the local topography 
through redistributial of roobile sediments by subglacial pressure 
gradients and ca:rpaction of the subglacial sediments. Loading by 
the surged. glacier is a likely cause of the wide range of shear 
strengths measurecl in the sed:i.ments above the assuned Late 
Weichselian till surface, despite a relatively short time interval. To 
investigate the CXXlSOlidation characteristics of the material, 
oedaneter tests were carried out (Fig. 37) on "bIx> sanples; ane fran 
the surge zane (station 82-232.1, at the 10 an level) and ane 
fran the area outside the surge rooraine (82- 237, 30 an level). 
At statial 82-232, overcansolidated material was encountered at the 
sea floor, and ally the core cutter and catcher of the vibrocorer 
reoovered any sanple. Sarrple disturbance can not be excluded, but the 
finn (Su=77 kPa) and apparently cohesive material did not appear 
distm:bed. Pre-cansolidation stress (Pc') was calculated using 
Casagrande . s (1936) method. Due to a weakly defined deflection point 
on the curve (Fig.37a), Pc' carmot be defined exactly, but falls in 
the range 300-400 kPa. 
'!be ice thickness over station 82-232 imned.i.ately after the surge 
is uncertain, but based on the present-day glacier surface profile, a 
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Fig. 37. CD1so1idatioo cu:rves (Oedaneter test) for two sanples outside 
Bråsvellbreen. A) In the surge Z<Xle. B) Outside the surge 
DDraine. Note that only the core cutter and catcher reoovered 
sediment in 82-232. 
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Fig. 38. Calsolidation as a fl.mction of depth and tine factor. Fran 
Taylor (1942). z= depth to sample, H= total drainage distance. 
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thiclmess above sea 1evel in the order of 50-70 m is likely. As the 
water depth in this regicm is nearly 100 m, the ice volune exerting a 
net load al the substratum would have a thickness of 40-60 m. 'Ihe load 
exerted would then be 350-530 kPa. When uncertainties both in 
calcul.aticm of Pc' and in estimated ice load are taken into account, 
the Pc' fOlmd fran the oedaneter test ma.y clearly resul t fran the ice 
load. 
Terzaghi cansolidaticm theory (Taylor 1942) has been used to 
estimate the tiJæ requi.red to obtain the observed consolidatial wi th 
an ice load of 600 kPa. '1he consolidaticn curve (Fig.37 A) shows this 
to correspood to approximately 10 % deformaticn. 'Ihe tiJæ t necessary 
to Obtain this deformatial, can be famd fran the following equaticms 
(Taylor 1942): 
T=CvtM (1) 
~ CV is a material constant found fran the consolidaticn test, H 
is the total drainage distance and T is a "tiJæ factor" found fran the 
diagram shown in Fig. 38. As the Bråsvellbreen sediments probably rest 
al essentially inpenooable Permian silicified carbonates, we consider 
ally the upper part of the diagram. 
In the diagram (Fig.38), z is the depth of the sarrple, and the 
consolidatial ratio Uz can be found fran 
Uz=e '-e / e '-e ' 
l l 2 
(2) 
where e' and e ' are the initial and final void ratios, respectively 
l 2 
and e is the void ratio of the present, overconsolidated sanple. e 
l 
and e' can be found fran the consolidaticn test, while e is found 
2 
fran the general relaticn between water ccntent (w) and void ratio of 
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a 100 % saturated sediment; 
e~s/Qw (3) 
where QS and QW are dens i ties of grains and water respective1y. Grain 
densi ty is taken as 2.7 g/an3 , and the water oontent of unloaded 
sediment is estimated to max.im.Dl 40 % by cæparison with adjacent 
sanples fran similar material (Table 2). 
Henoe, the following values can be used in the estimation of t: 
z=O.l m, H=5 m, Cv=0.4, e=0.721, e '=1.08, e' =0.55. Use of these 1 2 
values give a T-value of 0.02 (Fig.38). Now substituting the obtained 
values in equation (1) resul ts in a required loading time of 1.25 
yea:rs. 'Ihis value is not to be taken too literally, it is merely neant 
to indicate that the time needed to obtain the present cansolidation 
is significantly less than the actual loading time after the 1938 
surge. Cllanging the variables of (1) and (3) wi thin probable limi ts 
will not change this fact. 
'!be cansolidation test of core 82-237, outside the end JOOraine is 
of particular interest because the fine grained Irud of this 
sanple apparently correspands to the overconsolidated Irud fOlU"ld in 
cores 83- 31 and 83-32. Hence, obtaining cansolidation 
characteristics of 82- 237, may provide valuable information that 
can be applied on the overcanpacted sanples. 
calculation of a Pc' (Casagrande 1936) of 40-50 kPa shows that the 
sanple has experienced a slight load. A possible cause for this may be 
the action of icebergs. In any case, the pre-consolidation of 82-237 
I1L1St resul t fran processes nonnal to this envirouuent, and it is IOOSt 
likely that the D1.lds in cores 83-31 and 83-32 experienced similar 
processes prior to loading by the surging glacier. '1llerefore, 
ooosidering the glacier loading of the sanples in the surge zooe, the 
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DI.ld in oore 82-237 may correspond to the initial state of these 
sed.:i.Jænts. 
In the fo11owing, oore 83-31, 1eve1 75 an (Fig.20), wi1l be used. 
'Itle defm:matioo. can be found by: 
e=e -e / 1+e 
o o 
(4) 
where e is the initial void ratio and e the void ratio of the 
o 
cansidered sanple. This means that 
e=e -e / l+e 237 31 237 
Using a water content of 30% in equation (3), e =0.81, and hence 
31 
e=0.24. 
Assuned maxinun ice thickness above sea level imnediatelyafter the 
surge is 70 m, resul ting in a load of 620 kPa. Frau the cansolidatioo. 
cu:rve of sanple 82-237, this corresponds to a defm:matioo. of 
approximately 0.22. Taking all uncertainties in parameter estimatioo. 
into acx:ount, these values (0.24 and 0.22) are sufficiently similar to 
state that the assuned ice load is capable of cansolidating DI.lds 
of the type found in core 82-237 to the state found in the 
overcansolidated sanples 82-31 (and also 82-32). 
In using the consolidation test of core 82-237 to find the tine 
required to obtain this degree of consolidatioo., the same approach as 
for 82-232 can be used. Here z=0.3 m, H is still taken as 5.0 m. This 
gives z/H=O.06. As the deformation calculated for sanple 83-31 is 
shown to be the maxinun deformatioo. achievable by the assuned ice 
load, e and e - in equatioo. (2) becane equal and hence Uz = 1. Using 
2 
the values for z/H and Uz in the diagram (Fig.38) gives a T.l::0.9. New 
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equaticn (1) gives the :required tine, t=9 years, which is we11 wi thin 
the tine the sed.iJænt at 83-31 has experienoed the ice 1oad. 
Andresen et al. (1979) obtained anpirical re1aticnships between Su, 
p " overconsolidaticn ratio (OCR) and plastici ty index PI. 10 sanples 
o 
fran the surge Za'le wi th the necessary parameters measured, were 
tested for Pc' using Andresen et al's (1979) CUI:Ves. Pc' values 
estimated wi th this method range between 300 and 570 kPa, 
oorrespaXling to ice thickness of 34 to 65 m. '!his further supports 
the CXXlSOlidaticn effect of the surging glaeier . Sinoe maxinun 
CXXlSOlidaticn seans to occur relatively rapidly in these sediments, 
cnly the first surge cycle will have a cansolidating effect. Unless 
they are 1arger, any later surges will leave the pre-calSOlidated 
sediments unaffected. 
POST-SURGE DEPOSITlOO' 
'!be retreat phase will expose subglacial sediment and IOOrphological 
features and subsequently fonn new features (push-m:>raines) as 
discussed previously. Meltwater discharge will probably rapidly 
decrease to nan-surge values and again be channelized in c:ax::entrated 
outlets . As meltwater activi ty decreases, deposi tian through 
subglacial melt-out also IOOSt likely decreases, although sane material 
may still be deposi ted through this process subglacially or at the 
front. '!be IOOSt inportant JOOde of sediment output and deposi tian is 
new through the main meltwater outlets (Pfinnan 1984). Both field 
obse:vatians (Larsen 1982) and reroote sensing techniques (DaNdeswell 
1984) show major sediment plunes in surface waters outside the main 
outlets . Sea floor IOOrphology and sed.imentation outside the major 
outlet at the east side of Bråsvellbreen have been discussed 
separately (Pfirman 1984, Pfinnan & Solheim in prep.) and cnly the 
main conclusians are included here. Water sanples obtained in 
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Fig.39. 3.5 kHz recx>rd (upper) and side sean S<XlOg1."aph (lower) across 
the main Bråsvellbreen neltwater outlet (arrow). (Modified 
fran Pfirman & Solheim in prep. ) . 
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1981 fran the upper 10 m within 300 m of the main meltwater out1ets, 
cxntained up to 28 og/l of particulate material, as opposed to 
2 og/l in the ambient coastal water. '!he turbid plune is entrained in 
the coastal current and the bulk of the suspended sediment is 
deposited within 20 km off the glaeier frent. Concentraticms drap to 
less than 5 og/l within 5 km of the outflow. '!he relatively low 
cancentraticms inply low depositional rates, and given the short time 
interva1 the outlet has been stable after the surge, the 
deposi ts are in general not detectable by can.ventional acoustic 
means. However, in the vicini ty of the main easte:rn Bråsvellbreen 
outlet, there are thicker acoustically transparent deposi ts 
thought to resul. t fran rapid ice proximal deposi tion fran 
meltwater; an 8-10 ms thick lense in a depression outside the outflow, 
a 3 msec. drape off the edges of the depression and sane (2-4) larger 
nnmds with up to 35 msec. of sed.i.Iænt (Fig.39). '!he fonter sediment 
is fonned into anrrual push IOOraines similar to other areas close to 
the ice frent, while the latter IOO\IDds are interpreted as beaded esker 
deposi ts in accordance wi th the IOOdeI proposed by Banerjee & t-k:Dooald 
(1973). '!hese are rapidly fonned where sediment-laden meltwater 
encounters sea water, possiblyat scme distance behind the ice frent 
proper. 
Increased iceberg production. 
Another inportant effect of glaeier surges is the i.ncreased IlUliJer 
of icebergs delivered both during the surge (Fig.5b), and during 
retreat. Sealers reported an order of magni tude IOOre icebergs outside 
Bråsvellbreen in 1937, than during nonna! years (Vinje 1985). Frau the 
side sean sonar records in the regions of recent iceberg ploughing 
(Fig .15a) there seans to be alroost CCIlplete reworking of the 
uppenoost sediments. 'Ibis usually leads to a depletioo. of fines, 
and Vorren et al. (1983) introduced the tenn iceberg 
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turbate 
for this type of se<:liJrelt. Due to the intense fraeturing of the 
surging ice, the majority of the icebergs are probably of 
inte:r:læd.iate to small size (Dowdeswell in prep.) causing the la.rgest 
effect in the shallowest regialS, roost 1ikely above 100 m water 
depth off Bråsvellbreen. '!be enhanced ploughing may cantribute to 
increased redistributian of se<:liJrelts wi th redeposi tian of fine 
grained material in deeper regialS during surge. 
EROSION BY 'IllE BRÅSVELLBREEN SURGE. 
Glacier surges are short-tenn, catastrophic events and may not 
be representative for glacial erosian in general. However, as 
material obviously is transported and delivered to the surge 
IOOraine and as suspensian load to the surge distal area, there is 
a short-tenn effect. 
'lbere is no cantrol an the aroount of material brought in fran 
behind the pre-surge posi tian of the ice front. I will, in the 
following CalSider a si tuatian where all the material deli vered to the 
surge IOOraine and the regian outside is eroded fran the new area 
oovered by the glacier. Since sane material roost certainly is brought 
in fran other parts of the drainage area, this should give maxinun 
values for erosian. 'lbe following figures are inportant: 
- New area oovered by the glacier after the surge: 460 km2 • 
- Volme of surge IOOraine ridge, only the i.nner ridge in the 
easte:rnroost part: approximately 0.5 km3 
- Area that received material deposited fran suspensian, tentatively 
taken as a zane reaching 35 km fran the ice front at maxinun extent : 
4100 km2 • 
- Average thickness of sediment deposi ted fran suspensian in the 
above area: tentatively 2 aD. 
- Volune of material deposited fran suspensian: approximately 0.08km2 • 
'!his probably represents a maxi.nun, as roost of the present-day sus-
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pended sedinent is shown to deposi t wi thin 20 km fran the glaeier . 
As the surge rooraine configuration clearly shows that the westexn part 
of the rid.ge is fonæd during at least two surges, half the volUl1'e of 
this part of the rid.ge can be reooved, which leaves approximately 
0.35 km3 material in the youngest surge rooraine. Based on these 
values 0.43 km3 of material has been delivered by the surging 
glacier. Of this, the suspension load probably plays a minor role 
cæpared to the sedinent eoplaced in the surge rooraine. Gi ven a source 
area of 460 km2 this inplies an max:inun average erosion of 
approxima.tely 1.0 m. As both end IllelILers are unlithified sediments, no 
sedinent bulk dens i ties are calSidered in these calculations. 
Calsidering the entire Bråsvellbreen drainage area, including the 
surge ZCXle, as source area, the total erosion is 0.35 m. With roore 
information on aIOOlUlt of sedinent brought in fran the entire drainage 
area, the nunber for erosion may be further reduced. Furt:herIoore, 
the possibili ty that the surge rooraine rid.ge is fonæd through roore 
than two surges can not be ruled out. Al though l1'IJCh reduced, the 
calculated eros ion per time unit will remain calSiderably greater than 
what is usually calculated for ioe sheets and presently glaciated 
areas (Larsen & Mangerud 1981, Laine 1980, Elver.høi et al. 1983, 
Elve:rhØi 1984). It should be kept in mind, however, that the surging 
Bråsvellbreen glaeier eroded soft sedinents wi th a high frequency 
small scale topography, similar to that fOLU'ld in the region today. 
ICE VOI.U1ES AND SURGE F"RmJENCIES. 
'!he present data, extrbined wi th resul ts fran recent radio-echo 
soundings over Austfonna (Dowdeswell 1984, Dowdeswell et al. 1986b), 
provide a basis for voluætric estimates and hence estimates of 
surge frequencies for Bråsvellbreen and Basin 3 (Table 4) . A very 
sinplified roodel is used, cansisting of two elenents; A) The aIOOlUlt 
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of ice in the "new" part of the glacier, taken as the "surged ice" , 
built out past the pre-surge ice front, and B) total net 
acnmll.atien. A/B gives an estimate of the surge interval. '!he 
IOOSt unoertain factors are: 
1) Posi tien of the pre-surge glacier front (Fig. 5). For Bråsve1lbreen, 
the 1936 frent published by Glen (1937) is JOOdified to match the 
present coastline to the sides of the glacier proper, while in the 
case of Basin 3, the pre-surge ice front was assuned to fonn a 
smooth. cxntimJatien of the ooast1ine en ei ther side of the glacier. 
2) Mass balance and posi tial of the equi1ibriun line. A rnass balance 
cmve for Midtre Lovenbreen in western Spitsbergen (Liestøl 
1984) has been used, but wi th. i ts posi tian shifted wi th. 
change in the height of the equilibriun line (Fig. 40) • 
Variatiens in precipi tatial and mean tenperatu:re will resul t 
in shifts of the equi1ibriun line rather than the shape of the 
cmve (O. Liestøi, pers. c::amJlm. 1987). Only sparse infonnatial 
excists en the mass ba.lance of Austforma. Schytt (1964) mesured 
acxuII.ll.atial rates at a lUIIIber of points near the sunmi. t of the 
inner part of Bråsvel1breen for the 1957-58 seasal. '!bese values 
match we1l wi th. the rnass balance curve for Midtre Lovenbreen, 
shifted to fi t an equilibrium line at 300 m a. s .1.. Kristiansen and 
Sollid (1986) present equilibrium line heights of approximately 350 
and 300 m a.s.l. for Bråsvellbreen and Basin 3, respectively. 
Dowdeswell and D.rewJ:y (in press) present recent data fran Basin 5, 
northeast of Basin 3, indicating an equilibriun line at 300 - 350 m 
a.s.l. for this basin. Based an the above infonnaticn, the 
equilibriun line is here placed at 300 m a. s .1. for both 
Bråsvellbreen and Basin 3, and the shifted rnass balance curve for 
Midtre Lovenbreen (Fig. 40) used for estimatial of net annua! 
acxuII.ll.atial. 
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3) '!he boundary between the source and receiving areas during surge 
is probably si tuated below the equilibriun line proper. '!he 
equilibriun line on Hessbreen, western Spitsbergen is si tuated 
at approximately 350 m, whereas the thickening of the snaut 
as the result of a surge in 1973-74, starts at 250 m. A similar 
effect is denalstrated at Usherbreen, Svalbard (Hagen 1987). 
However, the surfaoe profile did not change significantly between 
250 m and 350 m (Liestøl 1974). At Austfonna, surfaoe profiles 
imædiately after the surge have been estimated by IOOdifying 
present surfaoe profiles fran the equilibriun line to reach the 
maxinun posi tioo., wi th the saræ height of the ice front above 
sea level as to-day. Al though the exact shape of the glacier 
snaut in maxinun position probably was sanewhat flatter than 
to-day, as ablation tends to steepen the profile of a glacier, the 
errar introdnced wi th this sinplification is minor oarpared to 1) 
and 2). 
4) Annual loss fran the accunul.ation area. Dowdeswell and Drewry (in 
press) measured ice veloci ties of up to 47 m/year near the 
equilibriun line of Basin 5. Veloci ties of both Bråsvellbreen and 
Basin 3 are, hcxræver, likely to be much less, probably not JOOre than 
10 mjyear (J.A.Dowdeswell, pers. camum., 1988). 'lbat there DUSt be 
a difference, is also indicated by the difference in glacier surfaoe 
shape (Fig. 4 ). '!he annual. push roorames and sane fractures alang the 
front indicate that there is a slight roovement, but the exact annmt 
is unknown. Calculatians of annual. surplus accunulation and henc:e 
surge interval, have been dane wi th both zero transport and wi th a 
velocity of 10 mjyear (Table 4) , as these values present a 
reasooable ice velocity bracket for Bråsvellbreen and Basin 3. 
Net aoeurnulation averages for 100 m intervals in the 
ma .•. 1 
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f •. --f--
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Fig. 40. Mass balance curve for Midtre Lovenbreen, westeD1 Spitsbergen 
(fran LiestøI 1983) . For the Austfarma calcul.ations, the 
equilibrium line was placed at 300 ro a. s .1., and the curve 
parallel shifted. 
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ac::c:uml.aticn area are Sl'IllIIed to give the total net aCCUlll.1laticn. 
All ioe volunes are transfonned to mass of water in tcns, using an ioe 
density of 0.9 g/an3 • 
Table 4. 
Bråsvellbreen Basin 3 
l I Total area of glacier 1250 km2 
IlI<=mllatiaI area 
I NllatiaI area 
I Surged aIIDUIrt of iæ 87*109 t 82*109 t 
Net accurul.aticn 238*10 t 638*10 t 6 6 
Annual loss O mjyear O O O O 
fran the 
0.075 km'l 68*10' t 0.063 km'l 57*10'~ 
6 Sul:plus ac::c:uml.aticn 238 - 170 *10 t 638 - 581 *10 t 6 
Surge interval :::: 370 - 510 years :::: 130 - 140 years 
'!be calcu1ated surge interval for Bråsvellbreen cx:nfinns Schytt' s 
(1969) estimate of "cansiderably IOOre than 200 years", based partly an 
glacier outline fran published maps. As present surfaoe profile and 
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calculated driving stress (Dowdeswell 1984, 1986a) indicate that both 
Bråsvellbreen and Basin 3 are in a quiesoent phase and IOOst likely 
qui te far frau a new surge, the calculated surge interval for 
Basin 3 does not fi t wi th a surge during Nordenskiold' s (1875) 
expeditien in 1873. 'Ihis may result fran a) the observations were not 
fran a surge, b) posi tioning was inaccurate and they were en a 
different basin, c) glaciological and climatic changes th.rough time, 
d) large souroes of enor in the present calculations, or oarbinations 
of these. An unreported surge of these dinensions significantly after 
1900 seems tmlikely. 'lberefore, the calculated time interval may be 
too shart. 'Ihis daoonstrates the difficulties in this type of 
calculaticns. In that respect c) and d) above are key points. In 
particular for Bråsvellbreen, variations in ice velocityand posi tien 
of the equilibriun line will have a large effect an the calculated 
values • A shift in the equilibriun line to 350 m a. s .1. will inc::rease 
the calculated surge interval to 620 and 1120 years for the O and 10 
mjyear ice velocity, respectively. When periods of several lumdred 
years are calSidered, climatic fluctuations may also be inportant. A 
possibility that should be kept apen, is that surges may partly have 
been a resul t of climatic deterioration during the li ttle ice age, and 
that new surges, for instance of Bråsvellbreen, are tmlikely under the 
present climatic ooodi tions. 
Al though the calculatians are lB'lCertain, sane main trends are 
notioeable: 
- Large volunes of ice (> 90 km3 ) are involved in the surges. 
-"Ihe ratio of accmulatian area to ablatian area at present is 
appraximately 1: 1 for Bråsvellbreen and 2: 1 for Basin 3, leading to 
a co:rrespoodingly higher total net aCCUlIl.llatian in Basin 3. 
- "Ihe surge interval of Bråsvellbreen is lang, coopared to IOOst 
repar led surging glaciers (Meier & Post 1969). 
- '!he calc::ulated surge interval. of Basin 3 is significantly shorter 
than of the satIedlat smaller Bråsvellbreen. '!his deIoonstrates the 
effect of the size of a.octmJlatien area, although a steeper 
profile and narrower drainage area also IOOst likely have an effect. 
SlHmRY AND CDCLUSIONS; FACIES DISTRIBl1l'ION OFF MARINE, SURGING 
GU\CIERS. 
- '!he Austfama iee cap has several surging drainage basins. Of these, 
Bråsvellbreen and Basin 3 are the largest. '!he last Bråsvellbreen 
surge was docunented by aerial photography in 1938. Basin 3, en 
the other hand, is interpreted to have surged, based en c:æpariscn 
wi th resul ts fran Bråsvellbreen in canbination wi th glaeiologica1 
infor:ma.tien (Dowdeswell 1984, 1986a,b). 
- calculated surge frequencies show that Bråsvellbreen has a tendency 
to surge less frequently than Basin 3, daoonstrating the inpo:rtance 
of size of the aoctmll.atien area relative to the ablatian area, 
height of equilibriun line and overall glaeier shape. 
- Surging tidewater glaciers leave a distinct suite of sea floor 
1OO%phologica1 features • '!he IOOst praninent is a tenn:inal ridge, hare 
tenned surge rooraine, marking the maxinun surge extent, and a systan 
of disccnti.mJous ridges in the area inside the rooraine, hare 
tenned the surge zone. The latter ridges form a 
rllarDohedral cross-pattern. They are related to the topography of 
the glaeier base during surge and is fonned through squeeze-up of 
lOObile sedim:!nt during and imnediately after surge. 
- Bråsvellbreen has undergcne at least two surges. '!be fossil trace of 
a previous surge, either considerably la:rger than the last surge or 
with a different direction of IOOtien, is manifested as an outer 
surge rooraine that alIOOst merges wi th the Basin 3 rooraine. 
- Sed:ilænts in the surge zane and surge rooraine are predaninantly 
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acoustically haoogeDeous gravel -and pebble rich diamictals, 
f<mned by ~ of pre-surge sediments mixed wi th allochthanous 
material brought in by neltwater or directly carried by the surging 
ioe. In the surge moraine there is a tendency towards finer grades 
in the distal di.rectien. Patches of pre-surge sed.iments can 
be famd relatively undisturbed, embedded in the diamictans. 
'!hese are ove:roarpacted by the glaeier , but show a character 
distinctly different fran the surrounding material. Local 
neltwater activity during retreat fonns patches of clean, well 
sorted sands. 
- '!he most inportant process for formation of the surge moraine is 
ioe push, but high loads of suspended sediment are also being 
discharged by neltwater at the glacier front during the surge, 
'!he material is then subsequently reworlæd and pushed by the rapidly 
advancing glacier. 
- SIUlping and gravity flow of the rapidly deposited material 
IOOdifies the surge moraine, particularly the distal slope. 
- '!he squeeze-up ridges in the surge zooe are preserved through 
post-surge stagnatien of the ioe and retreat through calving. 
However, after a tine period dependant on glacier characteristics, 
the glacier retuJ:ns to normal activi ty. Hence, Bråsvellbreen is 
presently fonning ammal push lOOraineS. That surging glaciers are 
not cæpletely stagnant for all of their quiescent phases is also 
docunented fran other Svalbard glaeiers (LiestøI 1984). 
- An inportant effect of tidewater glaeier surges is a massive 
increase in the output of icebergs that both carry sediments and 
cause increased ~ of the sea floor sediments through 
gouging. fttXJe:m ioeberg gouging is depth l:imi. ted to 120 - 13cm in 
the regien, but the bulk of the surge-produced bergs were 
smaller • Local topography may shel ter areas shallower than 12cm 
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fran scouring. During quiescent periods, the productien of icebergs 
is low. 
- Wi th the excepticn of the IOOdern iceberg plougbnarks, the regien 
outside the surge l1Draines, here termed the surge-distal ZCXle, is 
characterized by features "normal." to the high latitude shelf 
enviraanent; fossil iceberg plough marks, poc:kmarks and patches of 
sediment waves, IlDst likely related to tida! currents. 
- SUrge-distal deposits are ma.inly glacianarine nuds. Zooes of 
increased pebble ccntent ma.y resul t fran:increased iceberg rafting 
during glacier surges. Inc:reased iceberg gouging will also reworl< 
sediment into an iceberg turbate (Vorren et al. 1983), depleted in 
fines. 
- Five aooustic units can be identified if the surge IlDraine is taken 
as separate unit (thit 2). thit 1 oovers all surge zooe diamictcns 
above the Late Weichselian till. Cl1anges are too frequent and local 
wi thin this ma.terial to be detected by ccnventicnal aooustic 
sm:veys using a near surface source and receiver ccnfiguratian. In 
the surge-distal ZCXle the upper acoustic thi t 3 is cnly found in 
deep water and represents fine grained sediments, while the 
under1ying thit 4 has a higher coarse canponent. thit 5 underlies 
the entire study area and IlDstly represents the Late 
Weichselian till or, locally, upper bedrock if till is absent. 
- Physical properties of the sed:iments are largely dependant upon. 
li thology. A median grain size of 0.016 Hm appears to ma.rl< an 
inpartant change in water ccntent, total carban and total organic 
carban ccntents. '!he surge zane shows large variation in all 
parameters due to the unsorted character of the ma.terial and various 
degree of cæpacticn, fran the soft top sediment, through different 
degrees of oæpactian caused by the surge, to the underlying basal 
till of preSllllably Late Weichselian age. '!he surge l1Draine has 
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less sanp1e coverage, but shows values not significant1y different 
fran the surge zooe sed.i.nents, wi th the exceptien of the IOOst 
overconsolidated material in the latter zooe. The IOOre l1L1ddy 
deposi ts in the surge-distal zooe in general show properties 
characteristic for a higher proportien of finer material and lack of 
overoarpactien. However the acticm of icebergs may have bad a 
c:æpact.ing effect. 
- CCDpressicmal velocityand acoustic inpedance show good correlaticm 
wi th other physical parameters, in particular wi th water content and 
plastici ty index. Hence, in the case of inpedance, this can be used 
as a reoannaisanoe tool for obtaining other properties in this 
type of envir<n:lent. 
- Down-core variatians in mineral asseoi:>lage (here also including 
ca.rbooate content ) may be used to define variatians in surge 
frequency, provided sufficiently good control en the different 
source areas exists. Individual surges may, on the other hand be 
difficult to detect in the surge-distal zooe, due to mixing by 
bioturbatien and mly thin sed.i.nent layers (in the order of 1-2 an) 
be.ing deposi ted dur.ing the short period of a single surge event. 
- The IOOst inportant deposi tional event is enplacement of the surge 
moraine. Al though of a local character, this feature ccnsti tutes an 
inportant sed.i.nent acx:urul.ation in an envi.:romlent of generally 
slow depositien. If surges are frequent, the formaticm of surge 
moraines may involve large sed:iIænt volumes that are moved further 
offshore. As they ccnstitute relatively significant positive 
topographic features, these acnm..Jl.atians will also be IOOre 
susceptible to erosicm by other processes, such as waves, currents 
and icebergs, than their suzroundings. 
- In the surge-distal regicm, the increase in sedimentaticm rate fran 
individual surges may be large, but as the tilæ intervals are short, 
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the resulting sed.i.Jænt 1ayer is thin. However, if there are periods 
of mare frequent surges, e. g. because of c1imatic variatiens, this 
may have a significant effect an the overall sedimentatian rate over 
a langer time inter:va1, for instance through the Holocene . 
- '!he major :increase in sed.i.Jæntatian during a surge appears to be 
surprisingly local, coocentrated to the surge IOOrai.ne. 'Ibis is 
denalstrated by the abrupt distal tenninatian of the surge IOOrai.ne, 
and the fact that iceberg plough ma.rl<s inmediatelyoutside it are 
not filled in wi th sediment. 
- Al though of short duratian, surging glaeiers are capable of 
oansolidating fine grained sea floor sediments. Coosolidatian, 
however is laterally variable, probably due to the i.nhaoogeneous and 
crevassed character of the surging ice proper. 
In surging glaciers do not produce sediment 
characteristics that are unique to this enviroullent. Similar sediments 
can be found in IOOst ice proximal (tenn essentially used in 
aooordanoe with Powell (1984» envira_ænts. However, the carbinatian 
of li thology, IOOZ'phology (particularly inportant), physical properties 
and sed.i.Jæntatian rates may be diagnostie, and these parameters may 
therefore be integrated in a facies IOOdel (Fig. 41), where the area is 
divided in a proximal zane (including the surge IOOrai.ne) and a distal 
Za:le. When interpreting older sequences and fonnerly glaciated 
regiens, the whole system of features should be CC41Sidered, and if 
possible, both proximal and distal regions should be identified. 
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ABSTRACT 
The ice-proximal environment of the Nordaustlandet tidewater 
lce cap, Svalbard Archipelago, is one of the best existing 
analogues for understanding glacial geologic processes of nor-
thern continental shelves during initial Pleistocene 
tion. Investigations of the proglacial reglon ln 
showed that the sedimentary environment is dominated by 
deglacia-
1980-1983 
numerous 
meltwater outflows which discharge sediment-laden water from 
subglacial meltwater streams during the summer. Two large, 
stable meltwater outflows were observed in embayments along the 
southern portion of the ice front. Landsat images show that both 
outflows have be en in approximately the same position 
least 1976. They are located at the intersection of 
slnce at 
glacial 
drainage 
bedrock. 
basins and center ed over depressions in the underlying 
An "outflow valley" extending away from the lce front 
was observed in front of the western meltwater outflow. 
side-scan sonar profiling along the glacier front showed a 
200 m wide gap in acoustic reflection at the base of the western 
meltwater outflow, probably caused by meltwater effluence. 
Enhanced sediment accumulations in this region, observed as a - 3 
msec sediment drape in front of the outflow, and large arcuate 
ridges in the outflow valley, testify to the transport efficiency 
of the subglacial meltwater stream. Severai mounds, more than 25 
m high and up to 200 m wide, are observed on side-scan and 3.5 
kHz profiles directly in front of the outflow. Although samples 
are lacking from these structures, 
of sediment and are similar to 
they are most likely composed 
beaded eskers observed ln 
Pleistocene glacimarine sequences indicating locally very high 
sedimentation rates. 
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Fine-grained components of the subglacial discharge lncor-
porated in the buoyant meltwater plume are usually entrained in a 
westerly coastal current. Elevated suspended particulate material 
concentrations are observed within the coastal waters in a region 
extending about 15 km perpendicular to the glacier front and at 
least 60 km along the ice front extending into the northwestern 
Barents Sea. 
INTRODUCTION 
Although open-marlne ~idewater glacier environments domina-
ted most of the ice perimeter during cenozoic glacial maxima ln 
the Northern Hemisphere, depositional conditions along this type 
of ice front are not well known because modern-day analogues are 
rare. Today, glaciers generally terminate: 1) terrestrially, 2) 
as floating ice shelves, or 3) in restricted environments at the 
head of fjords. Austfonna ice cap on Nordaustlandet, the second 
largest island in the svalbard Archipelago (Fig.l), has a long 
(-200 km) open-marine tidewater ice front, and is one of the best 
existing analogues for understanding depositional processes along 
Northern Hemisphere continental shelves during deglaciation. 
Recently, severai models have been proposed which provide a 
general framework for consideration of glacimarine sediment and 
sedimentary processes. According to Powell (1984), the most 
important variables for controlling the type of glacial debris 
and where and when debris is introduced into the ocean are: (l) 
type of glacial ice source (ice sheet or valley glacier); (2) 
thermal condition of a grounded glacier; and (3) type of glacier 
front (ice shelf or tidewater). Sediment deposits ln the 
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proglacial region of tidewater glaciers will be influenced by 
currents, substrate relief and proximity to nearby ice marg1ns 
(Eyles et al., 1985). Glacial 1ce source (Powell, 1984) and 
drainage basin relief (Eyles et al., 1985) determine erOS1on and 
transport mechanisms (supraglacial, englacial, subglacial) and 
hence determine the grainsize of erosional products (Boulton, 
1975). Clacier thermal regime influences production of basal 
debris and meltwater which flushes debris to the 1ce front 
(Powell, 1984; Eyles et al., 1985). Ice flow dynamics and water 
depth determine the type of 1ce front; grounded tidewater or 
floating ice shelf, and therefore the proglacial environment. 
According to the models of Powell (1984) and Eyles et al. 
(1985), predominately fine-grained sediment should be produced by 
erOS1on at the base of the subpolar (Schytt, 1969;, Baranowski, 
1977) Austfonna 1ce cap. Low drainage basin relief and no 
nunataks will result in little or no englacial or supraglacial 
debris. The models predict that basal erosional products will be 
flushed out by meltwater and transported through a subglacial 
drainage network to the stable or slowly retreating (Solheim and 
Pfirman, 1985; Dowdeswell, 1986) glacier margin. Various morpho-
logical features, such as eskers and deltas may be constructed at 
the outflow locations, and a moraine bank may form along the ice 
front. 
Sedimentation and sea-floor morphology were investigated 
along the marine terminus of the Austfonna ice cap. Investigation 
along the ice front was hindered by difficult sea ice conditions 
which prevented sampling in some key locations. In this paper, an 
overview of the depositional environment prevailing today in the 
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vicinity of maJor meltwater outflows (identified during a pre-
V10US investigation, Solheim and Pfirman, 1985) is presented. 
These data are then compared with observations from other modern 
glaciomarine environments and interpretations of Pleistocene 
deposits. 
PHYSICAL SETTING 
Austfonna, 2 8,105 km (Dowdeswell and Drewry, 1985), lS the 
largest of the two main ice caps of Nordaustlandet. Its lce 
thickness reaches a maximum of 530 m near the center of the lce 
cap and there are no nunataks. While the southwestern and 
northern extremes of the ice cap terminate subaerially, the 
southern and eastern marglns are are grounded in the Barents Sea 
(Fig. 1). Most of the -200 km long tidewater glacier front lS 
more than 100 m thick (Dowdeswell et al., 1986), situated ln 
water depths ranglng from 30 m to more than 100 m (Fig.2) and 
with terminal ice cliffs extending 20-35 m above sea level. The 
glacier base continues below sea level for 5-25 km behind the lce 
front (Fig.3; Dowdeswell et al., 1986). Similar to many Svalbard 
glaciers, Austfonna is suggested to be of the subpolar type 
(Schytt, 1969; Baranowski, 1977). Subpolar glaciers are at the 
pressure melting point in central parts, while the peripheries 
are frozen to the bed. 
Solheim and Pfirman (1985) noted that two major meltwater 
outflows, observed as turbid sur face plumes on Landsat images due 
to incorporated glacial erosional products, occur along the 
southern margin of the Austfonna ice cap. Dowdeswell and Drewry 
(in press) documented numerous similar plumes along the northeas-
tern margin. The plumes provide direct evidence for mel ting at 
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the base of Austfonna, and indicate that this mel ting extends to 
the margins, at least in some terminal areas (Dowdeswell and 
Drewry, in press). 
Surges constitute a common form of glacier advance on the 
svalbard Archipelago (Liestøl, 1969). Bråsvellbreen, 1,100 km2 
(drainage basin l, Dowdeswell and Drewry, 1985), comprlses the 
southern sector of the Austfonna ice cap (Fig.3). The terminus 
of this basin advanced 15-20 km during a surge between 1936 and 
1938 (Glen, 1941; Blake, 1962; schytt, 1964) depositing a moraine 
ridge at its maximum extent (Solheim and Pfirman, 1985). Brås-
vellbreen is now in a quiescent phase between surges, and has 
very low driving stresses « 30 kPa up to 20 km from the glacier 
terminus) reflecting the importance of in-situ ablation, low 
surface slopes and low velocity (Dowdeswell, 1986). since the 
surge, the ice front has retreated 0.5 - > 5 km to its present 
position. sea-floor sediments ln the region occupied by the 
glacier during the surge were extensively reworked by contact 
with the glacier (Solheim and Pfirman, 1985; Solheim, 1986; 
Solheim, subm.). In close proximity to the modern ice front, 
small (2-5 m high and> 25 m wide), discontinuous arcuate ridges, 
subparallel to the front have been interpreted as annual push 
moralnes showing minor modern activity (Solheim and Pfirman, 
1985). 
Within the study area to the east, three additional drainage 
basins are defined (Dowdeswell and Drewry, 1985): drainage basin 
2 (217 km2 ) , drainage basin 3 (1,250 km2 ), and drainage basin 4 
(261 km2 ) (Fig.3). Drainage basin 3 is the largest single basin 
on Nordaustlandet. Based on solheim's (1986) observation of sea-
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floor morphology indicative of a surge in the proximal marlne 
environment, the low ice-surface profile and the low driving 
stress, Dowdeswell (1986) concluded that basin 3 is probably now 
in a stage of post-surge stagnation. 
METHODS 
Thirteen useful (clear Vlew of part or all of the southern 
lce front and open water along the front) Landsat MSS lmages, 
band 4, from 1979-1981 and 5 images from 1976 were used to 
locate the turbid meltwater plumes along the Austfonna ice front. 
MSS band 4 was chosen for this purpose because it has be en shown 
to be appropriate for detecting the presence of suspended 
sediments in near-surface water (Robinson, 1983). 
Suspended particulate matter (SPM) was measured at 72 
stations in the proglacial environment (Fig.2) by a combination 
of light attentuation profiles and scattering profiling 
(Montedoro Whitney TMU transmissometer/nephelometer, one meter 
folded path length with a white light source, including tempera-
ture, pressure, and conductivity) , and water samples. Water 
samples (1-3 liters) were filtered on 0.45 pm Millipore filters 
to determine SPM concentration. Thirty sub-samples of filtered 
suspended matter were analyzed for content of combustible organic 
material. 
In 1981 and 1982, 60 hydrographic stations were obtained 
with a Neil Brown CTD sonde by the Geophysical Institute of 
Bergen, Norway. Estimates of geostrophic shear calculated for 
hydrographic sections perpendicular to the glacier front assumed 
zero velocity at the deepest station palr on each section 
(T. Gammelsrød, pers. commun., 1982). 
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sea-iee conditions limited aeoustie profiling to the 
western portion of the study area. Data in this reglon were 
aequired by means of 3.5 kHz (O.R.E. Mod. 140, hull mounted with 
EPC 3200 analog graphie reeorder), sparker profiling (EG&G with l 
kJ energy and multieleetrode array), and side-sean sonar pro-
filing (Klein, operated at 50 kHz) (Fig.2). These profiles are 
diseussed ln more detail by Solheim and Pfirman (1985) and 
Solheim (subm. ). 
RESULTS 
Meltwater Outflows 
Landsat images of the northwestern Barents Sea show the 
region near Nordaustlandet to be eovered by sea iee from November 
to May, with patehy sea-iee during the summer (Vinje, 1985). In 
all 10 useful Landsat images from July and August, turbid water 
lS observed to discharge from numerous loeations along the 
southeastern Austfonna glaeier front. It is also observed in one 
of the five useful images from September. Turbid meltwater 
discharge lS not seen in the May, nor in the two June images. 
Along the southern lee front, two major plumes, heneeforth called 
the western and eastern plumes, were observed ln the same 
loeations sinee the first satellite photographs were obtained ln 
1976 (Fig.3). Because of the low relief of the Austfonna drainage 
basin and the faet that there are no nunataks, these meltwater 
outflows are interpreted to be the termini of subglaeial 
ter channeis, transporting basal erosional produets 
glaeier margin. 
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mel twa-
to the 
These two major meltwater outflows have severai distinguish-
ing eharaeteristies: they are loeated in embayments ln the lee 
front; the embayments are formed by the interseetion of a surged 
drainage basin and a non-surging seetion; there is a depression 
ln the subglaeial bedroek (mapped as >lOOm below sea level by 
Dowdeswell et al., 1986); the lee wall above sea-Ievel lS 
generally higher, forming a dome-like strueture over a 50 m wide 
indentation or tunnel at the sea surfaee (Fig.4); and turbulent, 
turbid meltwater discharges from this indentation and sometimes 
forms boils in the sea-surface and streams away from the lce 
margln. 
Most, but not all, satellite lmages show western deflection 
of sediment-laden meltwater as it emanates from the embayments, 
resulting ln along-eoast flow parallel to the glacier front. 
Indistinct reglons of high surfaee water turbidity are of ten 
observed to extend some 20 km perpendieular to the iee front ln 
the shape of large eddies. In severai elear satellite lmages 
(e.g. Fig.3), the main body of the turbid plumes has definite 
features as follows: within l km of the discharge point, turbid 
surfaee water spreads to a width of approximately 2 km, and then 
spreads another 0.5 km until about 4 km downstream where the 
width of the turbid surface plume beeomes more or less eonstant. 
At about 10 km downstream of the western outflow, there is a 90 0 
corner ln the ice front. In this region the plume of ten 
separates from the glacier front and flows offshore forming 
large eddies (- 15 km diameter). The western plume lS of ten 
observed as an indistinct region of high surface water turbidity 
for some 60 km from the outflow (e.g. Fig.3). 
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submarine Morphology and Shallow Geology 
In 
glaeier 
general, 
lS thin, 
the cover of glaeigenie sediments outside the 
between 2-5 msee (two-way travel time). 
Although aeoustie penetration was poor, partly due to overeonsol-
idation and high pebble con tent of the till (Solheim, subm.), 
sparker profiling also indieated that the surface layer lS 
thinner than the sparker resolution of 10 msee. 
Severai distinet features were observed 1n the sea-floor and 
lee front morphology and surface sediment in the vieinity of the 
outflow. A 200 m gap 1n aeoustie refleetion from the iee wall lS 
observed 1n the side-sean sonar profile, due to an indentation or 
tunnel in the iee at the base of the sur face expression of the 
meltwater outflow (Fig.5). The large size of the indentation or 
tunnel indieates substantial modifieation of the lee front 
morphology ln this reglon, presumably related to meltwater 
discharge. 
A valley, approximately 40 m deep and up to 1 km wide lS 
loeated just to the west of the major western outflow and can be 
followed for a distanee of 3.5 km to the east, where it turns 
south-southeast, losing its bathymetrie expression within about 1 
km (Fig.2). This valley probably represents the submarine 
extension of the bedrock depression under the glaeier mapped with 
radio eeho sounding by Dowdeswell et al. (1986). The depression, 
as shown by the 100 m eontour, extends west under the glaeier for 
2.5 km (Fig.3). A similar bedrock depression in the vieinity of 
the eastern outflow extends some 35 km westward into drainage 
basin 3 (Fig.3). Dowdeswell et al. (1986) and Dowdeswell and 
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Drewry (in press) mapped a third major bedrock depression under 
Leighbreen, in the northeast corner of Austfonna (drainage basin 
10, Fig. 3). 
Sediment formed into arcuate ridges occurs within the 
outflow valley on the south slope (right hand side as viewed from 
the glaeier front) . The arcuate ridges are similar to those 
observed to the west, along the Bråsvellbreen snout, by Solheim 
and Pfirman (1985) , but are larger near the outflow. Combined, 
these arcuate ridges form an 8-10 msec thick sediment lens. 
Three large mounds are located in front and slightly to the 
north of the western meltwater outflow and outflow valley. These 
structures range up to 200 m wide, are more than 25 m high, have 
a rough surface topography and are ~ither acoustically transpar-
ent or have a weak refleetion due to sound scattering. Unfortun-
ately, 1n this reg10n the 1983 side-sean record (Fig.5) 1S 
somewhat disturbed because the towfish had to be raised suddenly 
to clear the features. A similar structure, 100-150 m wide has 
been observed about 3 km off the outflow. 
Directly 1n front of the maJor western outflow, the sea 
floor 1S smooth and a thin (~ 3 msec) layer of acoustically 
transparent material 1S observed in the 3.5 kHz profile (Fig.5) 
extending between the mounds and the outflow valley. This type of 
surface layer was not observed in any other 3.5 kHz records 1n 
the region to the west, although an extensive survey was carried 
out (Solheim, subm.). SeveraI indistinct, wave-like disturbances 
of the surface sediment observed in the side-sean sonar profile 
along the northern wall of the outflow valley may be caused by 
downslope sediment movement. 
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Coastal Hydrography 
Westward defleetion of the meltwater plumes ln the proglacial 
environment implies that they are discharged into a westerly 
coastal current. Hydrographie transects confirm that a coastal 
water mass exists which is between -1 and O·C (Fig.6), and has 
lower salinity and density than the more stratified water to the 
south. The region influenced by the coastal current is approxi-
mately 15 km wide, and parallel to the glaeier front (Figs. 3 and 
6). Relative current shear appears to increase to the west, from 
5 cm/sec on a transect just west of the eastern outflow, to 
greater than 16 cm/sec near the western border of BrAsvellbreen 
(T. Gammelsrød, pers. commun., 1982). 
Concentration of Suspended Particulate Matter 
Concentrations of SPM calculated from filtered water samples 
generally range between 1-4 mg/l along the glaeier front (Figs. 
6, 7 and 8). Locally higher concentrations were observed in 1981 
ln the surface waters (upper 10 m) near the maJor outflow 
locations: eastern plume 15 mg/l and western plume 28 mg/l 
(Fig.7). Within about 5 km westward along the glacier front, 
concentrations of SPM in the eastern plume decreased to less than 
5 mg/l in the surface waters, and SPM appears better mixed 
through the water column (Fig.7). The downstream extension of the 
western outflow is not well documented because the next closest 
samples were obtained 6 km away and the concentration had already 
decreased to < 2.0 mg/l (Fig.7, Station 143). As observed ln 
satellite images and discussed above, the plume of ten separates 
from the glacier when it encounters the 90· corner ln the 
BrAsvellbreen glacier, and suspended sediment discharged from the 
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western outflow is transported southwards, perpendicular to the 
along-glacier transect (Fig.3). 
General cross-sectional characteristics of the lce proximal 
region can be seen in two suspended matter profiles perpendicular 
to the glacier front downstream of the major outflow locations 
(Fig.8). Maximum concentrations, greater than 2 mg/l, occur 
close to the glacier (Figs.6, 7 and 8), within the coastal water 
mass (Fig.6). 
noncombustible, 
SPM ln coastal water lS usually about 75% 
primarily lithologic material (Fig.8). Concen-
trations of SPM decrease offshore, and reach normal Barents Sea 
values in central Erik Eriksenstretet (Fig.1): < 0.2 mg/l, and < 
50% noncombustible material (Figs.6 and 8). Suspended sediment 
supplied from Nordaustlandet appears to be largely contained 
within the coastal water. 
DISCUSSION 
Subglacial Stream Discharge 
In slowly moving glaciers (Weertman and Birchfield 1982) 
such as the Austfonna drainage basins (Dowdeswell and Drewry, ln 
press), meltwater at the glacier base tends to form subglacial 
drainage networks, either eroded down into the bedrock (Nye 1973) 
or melted upward into basal ice (Rothlisberger 1972). Because the 
major Austfonna discharge locations have remained the same Slnce 
at least 1976, it is probable that a stable subglacial drainage 
system has be en established. Bedrock depressions observed at the 
major outflow locations (Dowdeswell et al., 1986; Dowdeswell and 
Drewry, ln press), indicate that these Austfonna subglacial 
streams are either following or forming topographic depressions. 
I 
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Discharge of subglacial streams into the sea produces a 
situation unlque from any other sedimentary environment by 
discharging and releasing sediments at the base of a sea water 
column (Fig.9), rather than at sea level (Powell, 1984). Deposits 
in this environment are strongly controlied by sea water charac-
teristics, position and sediment discharge of meltwater streams, 
iceberg calving, and the rate of glacier front retreat (Powell, 
1981; Syvitski, in press). At the ice front, meltwater streams, 
which may have high velocity, decelerate when they encounter 
ocean water and are no longer driven by lce pressure. Their 
trajectory immediately after discharge into the sea depend on 
discharge velocity (momenturn flux) and buoyancy flux (Fisher et 
al., 1979; syvitski, in press). In general, if the discharge 
velocity is greater than the buoyancy flux, the meltwater stream 
will continue to flow some distance as a jet before it loses 
momentum and rlses as a buoyant plume. In this reglon of 
deceleration at the meltwater-seawater interface, the bed and 
traction load are deposited forming coarse subaqueous deposits. 
syvitski (in press) estimates that in this reglon, approximately 
within 500 m of the ice front, 70% of the sediment load will be 
deposited. 
If the glacier front is not extensively fractured or 
retreating the meltwater-seawater interface will occur at the 
base of the general ice front, and deposition will occur in the 
proglacial environment (Fig.9). Elverhøi et al. (1980) proposed 
that subglacial meltwater may also migrate to sea-Ievel some 
distance behind the front due to intrusion of saltwater at a 
vertically fractured glacier terminus. In this case, which could 
occur at Austfonna, coarse components of a basal meltwater stream 
would deposit near the meltwater-seawater interface located some 
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distance behind the general ice front. Deposits forming in such 
an environment would be laterally constrained to the subglacial 
meltwater channel. 
Upward trajectory of the rlslng plume and 
sediment in the marine environment lS gover ned 
stratification and ocean currents (Powell, 1984). 
incorporated 
by density 
In a density 
stratified coastal environment, with no ambient velocity, such a 
plume will have a terminal height of rise dependent on its 
buoyancy (Fisher et al., 1979). Unless sediment concentrations 
are very high (greater than about 30 gil, Bates, 1953; Hoskin and 
Burrell, 1972; Gilbert, 1979; Powell, 1980; syvitski, in press) 
it lS considered difficult to form underflows ln the marlne 
environment. However, Domack (1984) documented rythmically bed-
ded sediments deposited in relatively shallow water « 10 m) 
interpreted to have formed from underflow currents during peak 
meltwater discharges with high suspended sediment concentrations. 
In addition, turbidity currents may be stimulated when pulsing of 
the meltwater jet erodes previously deposited sediments or causes 
sediments to be come unstable (Aario, 1972; Powell, 1984). 
Ifthe plume is buoyant enough to reach the surface, it may 
be observed as a reglon of turbulent, turbid surface water 
("brown zones" Hartley and Dunbar 1938, although Greismann 1979 
considered that this phenomenon could be due to upwelling caused 
by melting of the ice front itself). Syvitski (in press) has 
documented that concentrations of suspended matter may be 50 to 
60 times greater in the zone of water boiling (when the jet lS 
super-elevated) than ln water closer to the ice front. The fact 
that turbid, turbulent water is observed in satellite images and 
aerial photographs to discharge from the Austfonna lce front 
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during summer indicates either that basal meltwater has risen 
within the glacier to discharge at the sea surface, or that it 
has risen as a buoyant plume along the glacier front. 
In low discharge stages with little momentum, the plume may 
r1se along the ice front caus1ng melting (syvitski, in press) and 
tunnel widening (Powell, 1980). The indentation in the ice front 
observed at sea level at the major meltwater outflows (Figs.4 and 
9), may be evidence that this type of ice front melting has 
occurred. 
Limited observations of suspended sediment at the major 
outflow locations indicate low concentrations (15 and 28 mg/l) 
compared with tidewater glacier fronts in fjords. For example, 
Elverhøi et al. (1980) recorded concentrations of 500 mg/l. 
Because salinities of the turbid water discharging from Austfonna 
were high, about 33 and 32.5 ppt for the eastern and western 
plume, respectively, it appears that either discharge was low or 
that it had mixed extensively with seawater, resulting 1n 
dilution and deposition. Sedimentation of fine-grained material 
in this environment lS most likely enhanced by formation of 
biogenic and inorganic agglomerations (e.g. syvitski and Murray, 
1981; Smith and Syvitski, 1982; syvitski, in press). 
Suspended Sediment Dispersal 
The two maJor meltwater outflows are located 1n prominent 
embayments in the ice front (Fig.3). If major meltwater outflows 
are intrinsically related to embayments in open-marine tidewater 
glacier margins, it may mean that sediment-laden meltwater plumes 
will be discharged into a somewhat restricted environment. Within 
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the embayment the plume will mlX with ambient seawater and 
sediment may settle from suspension. Both in satellite lmages 
and ln the 1981 transect along the glaeier front, suspended 
sediment concentration ln the upper layers appeared to decrease 
within about 5 km from the discharge location, ln the outflow 
embayments. Although the decrease in concentration could be due 
to deposition from suspension, it is not required. The observed 
decrease in concentration could also be accounted for by lateral 
spreading of the plume, and mixing with the underlying water 
column . 
. Dispersal of suspended sediment outside of the outflow 
embayment depends on the ambient coastal environment. If coastal 
currents are present, they will sweep fine-grained sediments away 
from the outflow point, possibly distributing and depositing them 
over a wide region. Some portion of the turbid meltwater from 
Nordaustlandet remains at the sea surface and can be followed for 
up to 60 km (Fig.3), transported by the westerly coastal current. 
The circulation along the Nordaustlandet ice front is no doubt 
influenced by the general oceanography and wind fields of the 
Barents Sea. It may also be related to specific conditions at 
tidewater glaeier fronts and therefore be important for consider-
ation of the regional sedimentologic impact of tidewater glaeier 
margins ln the Pleistocene. In general, when water with low 
density is introduced into higher density water at high northern 
latitudes, the tendency is for the low density water to turn to 
the right. Katabatic winds from the glaeier could enhance this 
effect, also turning the surface water to flow to the right. In 
the case of Nordaustlandet, this would be to the west, along the 
glaeier front, consistent with observations reported ln this 
paper. Both density and wind effects should be stronger in the 
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summer when most sediment-laden meltwater is discharged, because 
of the greater volumes of low density water supplied, and because 
katabatic winds are stronger when the air-ice temperature differ-
ence lS greater. Because the coastal environment lS clearly 
important 1n determining transport of SPM along the Austfonna lce 
front, the possibility that an along-glacier current can be 
developed by ice front processes should be explored ln future 
studies. 
Formation of Sedimentary Features 
Arcuate ridges along the glacier front were interpreted by 
Solheim and Pfirman (1985) to be formed by contact with the 
glacier, during minor advances within a general lce front 
retreat; possibly as annual push moraines. Annual moraine ridges 
with similar characteristics were originally proposed by DeGeer 
(e.g. 1940), and later by Liestøl (1969 and 1977) for features 
found outside another surging glacier on Svalbard. In arecent 
paper, Boulton (1986), described push moraines both on land and 
offshore in Iceland, spitsbergen and Alaska. If ridges in the 
outflow valley are also moraine ridges formed during mlnor 
advances, their formation appears to indicate that the 
was grounded without a basal meltwater tunnel ln the 
glacier 
valley 
during deposition. This may indicate either that the meltwater 
tunnel closes or becomes significantly smaller during winter, or 
that the meltwater outflow location is displaced from the outflow 
valley. Increased size of the arcuate ridges, in comparison to 
similar ridges distant from this region, indicates availability 
of additional sediment in the vicinity of the outflow. Boulton 
(1986), proposed that push moraine formation is favored if the 
lce front position is stable long enough for an ice-contact fan 
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to develop. In the vicinity of the outflow, this may occur over a 
period as short as one summer. 
The - 3 msec transparent drape occurlng directly in front of 
the outflow tunnel observed on the side-scan sonar profile, also 
testifies to increased sediment supply ln this reglon. The 
deposit lS most likely formed by combined deposition from 
traction load and from suspension, and does not appear to be 
reworked by ice contact. Indistinct wavelike-surface sediment 
disturbances possibly indicative of slumping/mass transport are 
observed on the outflow valley flank. 
Origin of the discrete mounds ln front of the meltwater 
outflow lS not clear in the absence of samples. They could be 
composed of lce or sediment: bedrock is excluded because ln this 
region it forms a smooth, nearly horizontal surface. If the 
mounds are composed of ice calved from the glacier then they must 
contain enough englacial material to counteract their buoyancy, 
or be covered by a thick sediment drape. For example, assuming a 
cone-shaped piece of ice 150 m wide and 29 m high, with a density 
3 
of 0.92 g/cm, the bottom 1.5 m must contain pure compacted till 
(density - 2.0 g/cm3 ) to prevent the block of ice from floating. 
Similarly, if the bottom 3 m contained about 50% compacted till 
the block would not float. These values appear somewhat, but not 
prohibitively, high when compared with Drewry's (1986, pp. 100-
102) review of current literature on debris layer thickness. 
The other possibility, and the one we consider more likely, 
lS that the mounds are composed of sediment. If so, they 
resemble beaded eskers, deposited in the meltwater tunnel during 
sporadic glacier retreat, as envisioned by DeGeer ("ose centra" , 
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1940, Fig.9) and Bannerjee and McDonald (1975) for Pleistocene 
deposits. The esker beads discussed by Banerjee and McDonald 
were similarly interpreted to have been deposited in about 100 m 
water depth, were 10 - 20 m high, isolated from each other and 
spaced less than 300 m apart, but were deposited in a glacial 
lake. Beaded eskers form in an environment characterized by rapid 
deceleration of flow (Bannerjee and McDonald 1975), but ne ed not 
necessarily form at the general glacier front. If the meltwater 
stream migrates to sea level within the glacier, as proposed by 
Elverhøi et al. (1980), the bed and traction load will deposit at 
some distance behind the general ice margin, forming an esker 
bead where meltwater encounters sea water. A similar mechanism is 
proposed for esker deposits formed ln close association with 
annual moralnes ln northern Norway (Sollid and Carlson 1984) 
although these are of smaller dimensions than the mounds off 
Austfonna. The width of the Austfonna mounds (50-200 m) matches 
the width of the present-day outflow tunnel seen on the side-scan 
sonar profile (200 m) (Fig.9). Their height, up to about 30 m, 
would indicate substantial deposition and upward migration of the 
meltwater stream. Although esker beads are of ten interpreted to 
be annua l features ln Pleistocene deposits, they could form at 
the meltwater outflow over a longer period of time and be left 
behind when the lce front sporadically retreated. 
If the - 3 msec sediment drape observed directly in front of 
the outflow, and the 5-8 msec sediment lens in the outflow valley 
(formed by coalescing arcuate ridges), are the only sediment 
accumulation produced by the glacier for at least 6 years 
(between the first satellite picture in 1976 and the survey ln 
1982), this implies maximum accumulation rates of -4 m/6 yr or 67 
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cm/yr (average thickness 5 msec, 1500 m/sec sound velocity) 
within about 1 km of the outflow location. Based on counting 
"annual" moraines along the Bråsvellbreen margin, solheim (subm.) 
proposes that this part of the glacier retreated by paSS1ve 
calving until about 20-25 years age when it resumed normal 
motion. If the meltwater outflow was also established at the 
same time, the deposits could be older, and formed with lower 
sedimentation rates -4 m/25 yr or 16 cm/yr. For compar1son, Eyles 
et al. (1985) in their review of accumulation rates 1n var10US 
proglacial environments, show that rates of 1-4 m/yr are common 
for tidewater glaciers in fjords of Alaska. Elverhøi et al. 
(1983) reported rates of 10 cm/year at a tidewater glacier front 
1n Kongsfjorden, West Spitsbergen. If the mounds observed in 
front of the outflow are esker beads deposited either annually or 
as the glacier retreats sporadically and the deposition location 
shifts, then total accumulation rates must be revised upward. 
CONCLUSIONS 
If the observations summarized above for the Austfonna 1ce 
cap are representative, the proglacial environment of a large, 
stable, subpolar ice cap eroding low relief sedimentary rocks may 
be expected to contain the following features: 
1) A stable subglacial drainage system which follows or forms 
bedrock depressions and has a limited number of major, 
stable meltwater discharge locations along the ice front, 
together with numerous minor discharge points. 
2) In glaeier systems where the ice front has retreated from 
its maximum extent, bedrock depressions may extend offshore 
from the meltwater discharge locations. 
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3) Glacial erosional products transported by this subglacial 
drainage system to the ice front are deposited at the 
meltwater - seawater interface. Locally high sedimentation 
rates in a zone with approximately the same dimension as the 
meltwater efflux may result in isolated sediment mounds, 
similar to esker beads described in Pleistocene deposits. 
4) "Normal" ice front features (such as "annual" moraines) are 
enlarged over a radius of about 1 km from the meltwater 
discharge location, due to locally increased sediment 
supply. A sediment drape may also be deposited ln the 
vicinity of the outflow. 
5) Fine-grained 
disperse over 
circulation. 
approximately 
components suspended in meltwater discharge 
a proglacial region gover ned by coastal 
In the case of Austfonna, this region extends 
15 km perpendicular to the ice front and at 
least 60 km along the front. 
Reiliable estimates of sediment flux, location of depocen-
ters, and deposition rate cannot be made on the basis of this 
study, but are important to determine, and should be addressed in 
future investigations. In addition, modelling should be carried 
out to investigate the possibility that ice-marginal circulation 
could be driven by katabatic winds and meltwater discharge. This 
investigation shows that meltwater influence was determined to a 
large degree by coastal circulation. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
Fig.l. 
Fig.2. 
Fig.3. 
Fig.4. 
Fig.5. 
Loeation map of Nordaustlandet, the Svalbard Arehipe-
lago. 
Loeations of stations diseussed 1n text and shown 1n 
Figs.6,7 and 8. 
Inset shows loeation of side sean and 3.5 kHz profiles 
shown in Fig.5. Loeation of outflow depression diseus-
sed in text shown byeross hatehing. 
Landsat image from 23 July 1976 showing major meltwater 
turbid plumes, and defleetion 1n a westerly coastal 
eurrent. Sediment is also observed in surfaee water to 
the east of the drainage basin 3 due to meltwater 
discharge along the eastern glaeier marg1n (deseribed 
in more detail by Dowdeswell and Drewry, in press). 
Overlay of glaeier charaeteristies and numbering of 
drainage basins adapted from Dowdeswell et al. (1986) 
and Dowdeswell and Drewry (1985). 
Photograph of outflow region. Note thickened iee front 
over an approximately 50 m wide indentation at sea 
level. 
(a) Side-sean sonar and (B) 3.5 kHz profiles for 1nner 
profile, and (C) 3.5 kHz profile for outer profile 
along the iee front near the major western outflow (for 
loeation see inset on Fig.2). 
Major subglaeial stream diseharge loeation lS observed 
as a lack of aeoustic refleetion from the glaeier 
front. Outflow depression diseussed in text is loeated 
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Fig.6. 
Fig.7. 
Fig.8. 
Fig.9. 
to the west of the outflow. See Fig.9 for schematic 
representation of this region. 
Two discrete mounds can be observed ln front and to the 
east of the meltwater outflow. They are more than 25 m 
high and up to 200 m wide. The large mound observed on 
both inner and outer 3.5 kHz profiles lS the same 
feature. 
Hydrographic and suspended particulate matter transect 
obtained perpendicular to the ice front in 1981. See 
Fig.1 for station locations. Hydrographic data provided 
by T. Gammelsrød, U. Bergen. 
Suspended 
front at 
Fig.2). 
matter profile obtained parallel to the lce 
a distance of 0.5-1 km (locations shown ln 
Stations numbers beginning with "1" were obtained ln 
1981, stations beginning with "2" were obtained ln 
1982. 
Transects of suspended particulate matter obtained ln 
1980 perpendicular to ice front showing concentration 
(mg/l) and percent noncombustible material (pie sym-
bols) rounded to the nearest 25%. (locations shown in 
Fig.2). 
Schematic representation 
outflow of the Austfonna 
of the western 
glacier front. 
exaggeration is approximately 5:1. 
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PAPER 4. 
The Barents Sea ice sheet - a sedimentological 
discussion 
A. EL VERH0I AND A. SOLHEIM 
Elverhøi, A. & Solheim, A. 1983: The Barents Sea ice sheet - a sedimentological discussion. Polar Research 
l n.s .• 23-42. Oslo. 
Sediment sampling and shallow seismic profiling in the western and northern Barents Sea show that the 
bedrock in regions with less than 300 m water depth is unconformably overlain hy only a thin veneer « 
10 m) of sediments. Bedrock exposures are probably commo!! in these areas. The sedimcnts consist of a 
Holocene top unit, O.l-l.S min thickness. grading into Late Wcichselian glaciomarine scdiments. Based 
on average sedimentation rates (I4C-dating) of the Holocene sediments. the transition bctween the two 
units is estimated to 10,000-12,000 B.P. The glaciomarine sediments are commonly 1-3 m in thickness and 
underlain by stiff pebbly mud. interpreted as till and/or glaciomarine sediments overrun by a glacier. In 
regions where the water depth is over 300 m the sediment thickness increases. exceeding 500 m ne ar the 
shelf edge at the mouth of Bjørnøyrenna. In Bjørnøyrenna itself the uppermost 15-20 m seem to consist 
of soft glaciomarine sediments underlain by a well-defined reflector. probably the surface of the stiff pebbly 
mud. Local sediment accumulations in the form of moraine ridgcs and extensive glaciomarine deposits 
(20-60 min thickness) are found at 250-300 m water depth, mainly in association with submarine valleys. 
Topographic highs, probably moraine ridges, are also present at the shelf edge. Based on the submarine 
morphoIogy and sediment distribution, an ice sheet is believed to have extended to the shelf edge at \east 
once during the Pleistocene. Spitsbergenbanken and the northern Barents Sea have also probably been 
covered by an ice sheet in the Late Weichselian. Lack of suitable organic material in the glacigenic deposits 
has prevented precise dating. Based on the regional geology of eastern Svalbard, a correJation of this 
younger stage with the Late Weichselian is indicated. 
Anders Elverhøi and Anders Solheim, Norsk Polarinstitutt, Rolfstangveien 12, 1330 Oslo Lufthavn, Norway. 
lune 1982 (revised November 1982). 
Introduction 
The question of a Barents Sea ice sheet represents 
an outstanding problem in the reconstruction of 
former glaciations on the northern hemisphere. 
With regard to the Late Weichselian the views 
currently held on the glacial history of the region 
can be summarized: 
(1) Total glaciation of the Barents Sea (Gross-
wald 1980; Andersen 1981; Hughes et al. 1981, 
maximum model). Extensive glaciation of the 
Barents Sea is also suggested by Hoppe (1970) 
and Kvasov (1978). 
(2) Glaciation of the shallower regions with 
Bjørnøyrenna and Storfjordrenna as calving 
bays (Matisov 1980). 
(3) No glaciation significantly beyond the coasts 
of Svalbard (Baranowski 1977; Boulton 
1979a, b). 
Essential elements in Grosswald's (1980) concept 
of a total glaciation are: 
(1) A continuation of the 'Egga moraines' (end-
moraines on the Norwegian shelf. (Andersen 
23 
1968», northwards along the shelf edge west 
of the Barents Sea (Koteniov et al. 1976). 
(2) Presence of stiff pebbly mud in large parts of 
the Barents Sea implying till deposits (Dieb-
ner 1968). 
(3) Moraine ridges in northern Russia forrned 
from a glacial advance from the northwest at 
the end of the Late Weichselian or in the early 
Holocene (Grosswald et al. 1974). 
Matisov (1980 and numerous earlier publications) 
based his conclusion on a geomorphological study 
of the sea floor. A main line of argument was 
ridge complexes near the mouths of submarine 
valleys, especially those extending out from 
Spitsbergenbanken. 
The main arguments for Boulton's hypothesis 
of a non-glaciated Barents Sea are: 
(1) The probable presence of extensive glacio-
marine sediments in the Barents Sea. 
(2) Earlier observations oftill (e.g. Diebner 1968) 
are doubtful. 
(3) Little apparent evidence of glacial erosion. 
24 A. Eluerhøi & A. Solheim 
BouJton (1979b) argues that the main Barents 
Sea basin has not been glaciated at all during the 
Pleistocene. 
Essentials for the discussion of a Late Wei-
chselian Barents Sea ice sheet have in general 
been: 
(1) The presence of undated high beaches on 
Kong Karls Land. 
(2) The apparent straight-line emergence curves 
for Kong Karls Land and Hopen published 
by Hoppe (1970). 
(3) Glacial striae on Hopen (Hoppe et al. 1969). 
These, however, have been reinterpreted as 
non-glacial (Hoppe 1981). 
Boulton (1979a) suggested that the high beaches 
were probably very old and that the anomalous 
pattern of the uplift curves on Hopen and Kong 
Karls Land were the result of one, or a combi-
nation of the following three possibilities: 
(1) Uplift of the islands may have been influenced 
by a subst anti al glacier regeneration on Sval-
bård during the late Holocene ('Little Ice 
Age'). 
(2) Uplift could have been restrained during the 
Holocene by a rapid eustatic sea level rise. 
(3) Uplift may have been influenced by a tectonic 
component. 
A tectonic uplift has also been suggested by 
Semevsky (1967). 
Recent years' detailed glacial ,geology studies 
on Kong Karls Land have, however, revealed an 
early Holocene age for the high beaches 100 m 
above sea leve l (Salvigsen 1981). Furthermore, 
an asymptotic or normal emergence curve has 
been found. Similar emergence curves have also 
been published for Nordaustlandet (Salvigsen 
1978) and Edgeøya and Barentsøya (Knape 
1971), which combined with the observations on 
Kong Karls Land strongly suggest that a Late 
Weichselian ice sheet also covered much of the 
northern Barents Sea (Salvigsen 1981). 
In this paper new information on the stratig-
raphy and facies of the Quaternary sediments in 
the Barents Sea is related to the question of 
glaciations. 
The investigations have been conducted in the 
south-western (Bjørnøyrenna) , northwestern 
(Spitsbergenbanken), and the northern (W of 
35°E) Barents Sea, and only these areas have 
been taken into consideration. 
Sediment distribution and thickness 
The principal findings on sediment type, distri-
bution and composition can be summarized as 
follows (Figs. 3, 4, & 5): 
(1) Stiff pebbly mud (till and/or glaciomarine 
sediments overrun by a glacier) covered by 
soft mud with pebbles (glaciomarine depos-
its). In areas with <300 m water depth, the 
thicknesses of the two units are in general 
<15 m and <3 m, respectively. 
(2) Large sediment accumulations are present in 
the western part of the major troughs 
(Bjørnøyrenna and Storfjordrenna) and 
exceed 500 m in thickness near the shelf edge, 
decreasing towards the central and inner parts 
of the troughs. 
(3) In regions with >300 m water depth, the gla-
ciomarine sediments increase in thickness, 
15-20 m, and are overlain by fine-grained 
Holocene mud, rich in foraminifera and 
organic debris. Thickness of the Holocene 
mud is commonly <1.5 m. The fine-grained 
mud is also localized in shaJlower areas, 
especially in smaller depressions. The stiff 
pebbly mud is probably also present under-
neath the glaciomarine sediments in these 
areas. 
(4) Transverse moraine ridges are present in the 
troughs radiating out from Spitsbergenban-
ken. Ridges are also paralleI to the shelf break 
in Bjørnøyrenna and west of Spits-
bergenbanken . 
(5) The boundary between the bedrock and the 
sediments is seen as a well-defined angular 
unconformity. 
(6) On Spitsbergen banken the glacial sediments 
have been reworked by currents and mixed 
with Holocene bioclastics. A gravelly lag is 
also common in shallower « 100 m) parts in 
the northern and central Barents Sea. 
Distribution of the glaciomarine deposits 
The soft sediments sampled from B jørnøyrenna/ 
Storfjordrenna, and the central and northern 
Barents Sea are characterized by an olive-grey 
unit, 0.1-1.5 m thick, underlain by blue-grey sedi-
ments (Fig. 6a, b). 
A similar sequence is found on the northern 
slope of Spitsbergenbanken, while on the south-
ern slope stiff pebbly mud is frequently exposed 
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Fig, 1. Sediment samples obtained during geological surveys in the Barents Sea by the Norwegian Polar 
Research Institute and the Norwegian Petroleum Directorate. In general a 3 m long gravity corer is used, 
except for Spitsbergenbanken «75-100 m water depth) where the samples are obtained by grab. Also location 
map for cores shown in Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 2. Shallow seismie 
profiles in the western 
and northern Barcnts 
Sea obtained by the 
Norwegian Petroleum 
Directorate and the 
Norwegian Polar 
Research Institute. 
The numbers refer to 
seismie profiles 
presented. 
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Fig. 4. Generalized block diagram illustrating the sediment distribution in the northern and central Barents Sea. 
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at the seabed down to 350 m water depth 
(Bjørlykke et al. 1978). 
In the northern and central parts of the Barents 
Sea both units are typical glaciomarine deposits, 
soft mud with ice-rafted pebbles. The olive-grey 
umt IS ricb in organic de bris and foraminifera. 
The blue-grey unit, however, has a higher con tent 
of pebbles and a very low content of foraminifera, 
all witb affinities to cold water (Fig. 6b), showing 
a more glacially inftuenced depositional environ-
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ment than the overlying olive-grey deposits. In 
Bjørnøyrenna and Storfjordrenna the olive-grey 
unit very seldom contains pebbles, but the under-
Iying unit is similar to that found in northern and 
central regions. 
In some cores from the shallower areas « 
200 m water depth) in the central and northern 
regions, a thin lag of pebbles and shell fragments 
indicates aminor erosional episode at the tran-
sition from the olive-grey unit to the underlying 
blue-grey one. 14C-dating, co re 137, Table 1, 
indicates a mid-Holocene age for this event. How-
ever, generally , and for all the deeper parts, the 
boundaries are transitional with regard to colour, 
texture, as well a~ foraminifera assemblage (Fig. 
6a, b), indicating a continuous sedimentary 
sequence. 
14C-datings of molluscs in the middle and lower 
parts of the olive-grey unit gi ve an earlyjmid-
Holocene age (Table 1). All datings from cores 
have been obtained on whole bivalves of Astarte 
sp. in Iife position. These molluscs live just below 
fable I. "C-da tings of sediments from the western and northern Barents Sea. Datings of surface samples from Spitsbergen banken 
are also included (data from Bjørlykke et al. 1978). 
SAMPlE WATER MATERIAL 14e - AGE 
NR DEPTH YEARS 
( )I I BP 
'0-5 275 Mollu8c 8_060 
Astarte 
Sp. ~ 310 
24-35 145 
· 
4.210 
~ llO 
76-3 300 
· 
7.230 
~ 340 
80-137 125 
· 
4.290 
~ 160 
80-137 125 
· 
6.670 
~ 120 
80-120 300 · 5.780 
+ 270 
80-105 149 
· 
8.580 
! 290 
80-106 165 
· 
7.750 
! 200 
92 50 Mollusc 4.370 
Mya ! 130 
truncata 
81 58 
· 
2.390 
! 110 
93 30 
· 
8.730 
! 110 
9 158 
· 
9.140 
~ 100 
81 58 Mollusc 280 
Saxicava ~ 110 
35 60 Barnaeles 2.250 
! 120 
68 35 · 990 
~ 110 
92 56 
· 
2.340 
~ 120 
6] 35 · 640 ! 70 
DEPTH AVE RAGE 
IN eORE DEPOS I T I ONAl 
( M I RATE 
( eK/l000 Yl 
0.25 3.1 
0.10 3.4 
0.19 2.1> 
0.35 8.2 
0.50 7.5 
0.10 1.7 
0.26 2.3 
0.30 3.9 
Surface 
· 
· 
· 
· 
--
· 
· 
· 
· 
LAB. REF. 
NUMBER 
T' - 3'30 
T - ll96 
T - llll 
T - 3832 
T - 3834 
T - 4171 
T - 3831 
T - 3833 
T - 1798 
T - 1799 
T - 1687 
T - 2871 
T - 1808 
T - 1800 
T - 1797 
T - 1801 
T - 1686 
SplU-
bergen 
_. Kong 
Il> Karls 
Land 
I . , 
Hopen. ~ 
the sediment surface and are too big to have been 
recycled because of bioturbation. 
Until now there has be en no success in obtain-
ing datable material from the blue-grey unit, but 
the transition to the overlying Holocene unit can 
tentatively be dated to the end of the Late Wei-
chselain (10,000-12,000 B.P.): 
(1) There is apparently no sign of a hiatus 
between the olive-grey and blue-grey 
deposits. 
(2) An earl y Holocene to mid-Holocene age was 
obtained for the lower part of the olive-grey 
deposits. 
(3) In the few shallower areas with sign of erosion 
at the transition, the erosional episode is of 
earlyjmid-Holocene age. 
(4) A marked lithostratigraphic boundary 
between glaciomarine and younger non-gla-
cigenic sediments is dated to 10,000 B.P. in 
the area just south of the Barents Sea (Vorren 
et al. 1978) . 
. A Late Weichselian age for at least the uppermost 
w 
sec. 
0.2 
A 
0.3 
t wo-way 
trave l t .lme 1-1 ____ ,_KM ___ --i 
5 
sec. 
0.45 
0.55 
B 
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part of the blue-grey sediment in Bjørnøyrenna 
is also seen from data published by Grosswald 
(1972). In a 'core taken at a sea depth of 370 m 
between Bear Island and the northern tip of Nor-
way', 12,385 ±280 B.P. (St.-3341) was obtained 
on a shell in a depth interval of 37-52 cm. This 
layer is grey in colour, containing pebbles and a 
foraminiferal assemblage similar to that found in 
our blue-grey unit. 
The lithology of the blue-grey glaciomarine 
sediments is homogeneous with no sign of 
erosional episodes. The recovered foraminiferal 
fauna is also uniform, consisting of only extremely 
cold water species, sugge sting that the blue-grey 
deposits form a single depositional unit. How-
ever, it should be noted that a complete section 
through the blue-grey sediments into the under-
lying stiff pebbly mud has only been obtained in 
a limited number of cores, confined to the south-
em slope off Spitsbergen banken and from the 
northem Barents Sea. No final conclusion can 
thus be drawn on whether the blue-grey glacio-
sec. 
0.2 
O. 3 
0.4 
N 
sec. 
0.45 
O. " 
0'65",~~·'r;-1't ~~ .... __ 
0.75 
0.65 
0.7, 
two-way 
travel t lmc 
, KM 
Fig. 7. D A. Characteristic 3.5 kHz echo sounding profile from the northern Barents Sea, showing 1-3 m of soft sediments above 
a well defined reflector-tilVbedrock. D B. 3.5 kHz echo sounding profiJe from Bjørnøyrenna, southeast of Bjørnøya. The Jower 
boundary of the glaciomarine sediments is shown by the arrows. For location of the profiles, see Fig. 2. 
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marine sediments have been deposited continu-
ously or include periods of erosion/non-
deposition. 
The thickness of the glaciomarine (blue-grey) 
sediments has been obtained from sediment cor-
ing, and by 3.5 kHz echo sounder recores (Figs. 
2, 7). A 3.5 kHz echo sounding profile south of 
Bjørnøya shows the blue-grey glaciomarine 
deposits apparently increasing to 15-20 m into 
Bjørnøyrenna (Fig. 7b). These sediments have 
earlier been interpreted as glacial till or moraine 
deposits from data mainly based on 3.5 kHz echo 
sounding (Damuth 1978). On the lower part of 
the slope from Spitsbergenbanken, the thickness 
seems to be <2 m, as found by sediment coring. 
In Storfjordrenna and also in a trough northeast 
of Kong Karls Land, thick (40--60 m) deposits 
have been recorded on sparker profiles (Fig. 8a, 
WEST 
Sec ond 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
A 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
b). Based on their acoustically transparent char-
acter and lack of intern al reflectors, these deposits 
probably consist of soft, homogeneous sediments. 
There are also 3.5 kHz echo sounding profiles 
across the deposit northeast of Kong Karls Land. 
Sediment coring, supplemented with 14C-dating 
(core 7&-3, 80-120, Table 1), revealed the blue-
grey glaciomarine sediments below half a metre 
of Holocene deposits. Because of their homo-
geneous composition, the blue-grey glaciomarine 
sediments sampled near the seabed almost cer-
tainly make up the entire accumulations. In a 
depression south of Kong Karls Land, and also 
at the innermost part of Bjørnøyrenna, similarly 
acoustically transparent sediments are found 
below the Holocene sediments. These deposits 
are also interpreted as consisting of the blue-grey 
glaciomarine sediments. 
05 
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08 
os 
Acoustically transparent 
glaciomarine sediments 
EAST 
OA 
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o 5 10 km 
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Fig. 8. D A. Sparker profile from the outer part of Storfjordrenna. The extension of acoustically transparent deposits is confined 
to the east by a bedrock sill. D B. Sparker profile across a trough northeast of Kong Karls Land. The acoustically transparent 
deposits are found at water depths > 300 m (from Kristoffersen et al. in press). For location of the profiles, see Fig 2. 
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The stiff peqbly mud 
Texture and distribution 
In regions shallower than 300 m, the stiff pebbly 
mud was sampled at ten localities during the 
surveys in 1978 and 1980 (Fig. 9). Geotechnical 
tests made on three of the samples show shear 
strength values in the range of 4-6 t/m2 (40-
60 kN/m2), which is an order of magnitude higher 
than that found for normally consolidated surface 
sediments, e.g. the sample from Bjømøyrenna 
(Fig. 9). Because of the stiffness only 20-30 cm 
of this type of deposit was obtained by gravity 
coring. Larger samples were collected with the 
1 m3 grab. Lumps of the same material were also 
recovered with a pipe dredge. 
These sediments seem to be very thin in regions 
shallower than 300 m (Fig. 10). From the sparker 
records the sediment thickness above bedrock is 
found in general to be <15 m (because of the 
pulse width, no resolution is obtained in the first 
10-15 m below sea bottom). Supported with data 
from the 3.5 kHz echo sounding and the sediment 
coring, the sediment thickness is estimated to be 
<5 m. In some areas the bedrock is exposed, 
exemplified with a bottom photograph (Fig. 11). 
There has be en no sampling through the sti ff 
pebbly mud into the bedrock. 
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In areas deeper than 300 m there is a 
general thickening of sediments above bed rock 
(Fig. 12a). Based on the 3.5 kHz echo sounding 
and sediment coring, the upper 15-20 m of the 
deposit in BjØrnøyrenna probably consists of soft 
sediments. The reflector seen on the 3.5 kHz pro-
file (Fig. 7) is thinning out to only 1-2 m on the 
lower part of the slope from Spitsbergenbanken. 
Sediment coring close to the profile showed 
exposure of the stiff pebbly mud, to which the 
reflector is correlated. Consequently the sti ff peb-
bly mud seems to extend into Bjørnøyrenna. 
Depositional mechanism 
In addition to a basal till origin, sti ff pebbly sedi-
ments may form from ice-rafted deposits com-
pacted by various factors (a mud flow origin is 
excluded~: 
(a) Sediment loading. - Removal of overlying 
sediments due to gravity flow, however, is 
un like ly because of the low gradient. Alterna-
tively, submarine erosion of glaciomarine sedi-
ments would have developed lag deposits, which 
have not been found. 
(b) Action of permafrost (Williams 1967). - Sub-
sea perrnafrost has to form out from land (or 
s 
0.3l 
A 0.4 ] 
0.5 
beneath a cold glacier). A Late Weichselian drop 
in sea level of 100-130 m would cause subaerial 
exposure of parts of the Barents Sea. The stiff 
pebbly mud, however, is sampled at water depths 
weU below and away from what could have been 
exposed during that regression. Assuming 
tectonic stability, the stiff pebbly mud is further 
sampled below water depths that can have been 
subaerially exposed during former, larger Pleis-
tocene regressions. 
According to the above, the stiff pebbly mud 
is most likelya till and/or glaciomarine deposits 
overrun by a grounded ice. At water depths shal-
lower than 300 m, i.e. Spitsbergenbanken and the 
northern Barents Sea with only a thin sediment 
cover and frequent exposure of the bedrock, the 
stiff pebbly mud is tentatively c1assified as basal 
till. In areas deeper than 300-400 m, with con-
siderable thickness of sediments above the bed-
rock, the stiff pebbly mud may, however, have 
been of glaciomarine origin. According to Drei-
manis (1978), these sediments may be classified 
as deformation till. 
Ice marginal features 
Ridge complexes and areas of relative topograph-
ical highs that are not caused by bed rock have 
been observed in the following regions: 
N 
Sec ond 
lO.3 0.4 0.5 
Moraine ridge 
B _. "~""",,,,,, .- ~., ,-.~ ... -: "': • f'l .",..,"'".~ ffJw''''""""",,~, r.~, " ' I con'~Ol'idated ':~:':s ..... ,. ,w:~ .0.2 ".., AI'I 
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Fig. JO. Sparker profiles from the northern Barents Sea illustrating: O A. The general existence of only a thin « 15 m) cover of 
sediments above the bedrock, forming a well-defined angular unconformity with the sea Hoor, O B. An up to 50 m thick 
accumulation of glacigenic sediments on Storbanken at 150 m water depth, The accumulation is probably a moraine (from 
Kristoffersen el al, in press), For location of the profiles, see Fig. 2. 
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Fig. Il. Bottom photograph from the northern Barents Sea. Bedrock exposed in the Ieft part of the photograph. 80° 24' N, 
29° 55' E, 240 metres water depth (published with the permission of C. Craine.) 
(1) In the mouth of troughs radiating from Spits­
bergenbanken (Fig. 12b). 
(2) Near the shelf edge at the mouth of 
Bjørnøyrenna and Storfjordrenna (Fig. 8a 
and 13). 
(3) On the upper slopejshelf edge west of Spits­
bergenbanken (Fig. 12c). 
(4) On Storbanken, central Barents Sea (Fig. 
lOb). 
(1) Both Leirdjupet (SE of Bjørnøya) and Kveit­
hola (NW of Bjørnøya) form overdeepened 
troughs where the outer high is caused by sedi­
ment accumulation. In adjacent areas, only a 
sparse cover of sediment is present (Fig. 3). 
In Leirdjupet the ridge has an asymmetric pat­
tern, with the steepest slope facing southwards 
(Fig. 12b). The surface , especially the north facing 
part, is hummocky. Stiff pebbly mud was 
recovered from the surface. With the exception 
of a minor reflector in the lower part, no other 
evidence of internal structures has be en obtained 
so far. From the geometry, the location in front 
of a valle y , and the sediment distribution in 
adjacent areas, this feature appears to be depos­
ited by a glaeier flowing down Leirdjupet. 
The thickness (approx. 100 m) and 'width' 
(approx. 10 km) of the ridge in Leirdjupet are 
much larger than commonly found for end 
moraines on land. On the northern Norwegian 
shelf, features interpreted as end moraines are 
also very wide, 5-15 km (Rokoengen et al. 1979). 
Vorren & Elvsborg (1979) sugge st that the broad 
appearance of these shelf deposits reflects a 
moraine complex rather than a single end 
moraine. It should be noted that the shelf 
moraines were deposited by ice influenced by 
buoyancy. The erosional power of the ice is then 
strongly reduced in its frontal areas and depo­
sition is likely to start far back from the ice front. 
(2) In the central parts of the mouth of 
BjØrnØyrenna there is a 50 m high sediment 
accumulation (Fig. 13). The ridge feature, sup­
ported with the truncated reflectors, suggests a 
glacial origin, probably an end moraine. Sparker 
profiles north of 73°N do not show any northward 
continuation of the high. Grosswald (1980) and 
Andersen (1981) suggest a continuation of the 
'Egga moraine' to the north. Available bathy­
metric data from the area, however, are very 
limited and do not form a reliable data base for 
detailed contouring. Dur seismic profiles also stop 
southward at nON. At the present stage, a con-
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(3) On the slope west of Spitsbergenbanken, the 
bottom is hummocky with a relative scale of 
25-50 m (Fig. l2c) forming ridges oriented almost 
parallei to Spitsbergenbanken. Based on their 
geometry and orientation, these features are 
interpreted as end moraines deposited by an ice 
sheet advancing from Spitsbergenbanken. 
(4) The morphology of the ridge strongly suggests 
a glacial origin, most likely an end moraine. 
In addition to these features, local accumulations 
are found 
(1) at the innermost part of Storfjordrenna, 
(2) at 150--200 m water depth in the troughs 
extending radially out from Spitsbergen-
banken (Fig. l2b), 
(3) on the southern slope off Spitsbergen banken , 
and 
(4) at Storbanken and Sentralbanken. 
Sediment sampling in the areas of 2, 3, and 4 
showed stiff pebbly mud, indicating till (and/or 
glaciomarine deposits overrun by a glacier). 
Erosional features 
The sediments are everywhere commonly uncom-
formably overlying the bedrock (e.g. Figs. 8b and 
l2a). Of special importance are the overdeepened 
regions in central parts of the Barents Sea (Fig. 
14). As these features are formed by excavation 
into the bedrock (Fig. 3), they are most likely 
due to glacial erosion. 
Discussion 
The sediment distribution and stratigraphy (till 
overlain by glaciomarine sediments grading into 
postglacial deposits) clearly demonstrate that the 
Barents Sea has been covered by grounded ice 
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at least once. Overdeepened regions south of 
Kong Karls Land further indicate considerable 
glacial erosion in the northern Barents Sea. The 
depositionaI chronoIogy cannot be established yet 
because of Iack of databie material and inade-
quate knowIedge on the stratigraphy of the gla-
ciomarine deposits. At this stage only a prelimi-
nary discussion may be attempted on the extent 
and age of Barents Sea glaciations. 
Sediment distribution in relation to glaciations 
The extension of an ice sheet can be reconstructed 
from the distribution of (1) ice marginal features 
such as moraine ridges, and (2) areas covered by 
till or glacially compacted and reworked deposits. 
In a marine environment the distribution and 
thickness of gIaciomarine deposits have to be 
included. 
As a possible reference for the ice sheets in the 
northern Barents Sea, at least during their retreat, 
observations from Austfonna at Nordaustlandet 
may be applied. This is an ice cap, 100 x 50 km, 
terminating in the sea along half its circumfer-
ence. Considerable parts of the ice cap are 
believed to be below pressure melting point, while 
central parts may be at pressure melting point 
(Schytt 1969). Sediment loaded meltwater dis-
charge in to the sea seems to confirm the existence 
of areas at pressure melting point beneath the ice 
cap. Preliminary studies of the sedimentation out-
side the ice cap (Pfirman, pers. comm. 1981; 
Solheim & ElverhØi 1982) show that the major 
part of both the suspended matter and the ice-
rafted material is deposited relatively close 
(within 10 to 15 km) to the ice front. With ref-
erence to these results, thick glaciomarine sedi-
ments with well-defined limits should be regarded 
as ice marginal features. 
The Barents Sea ice sheets were grounded 
below sea level, i.e. marine ice sheets. The sta-
bility and extension of such ice sheets are to a 
large extent controlled by the sea level (e.g. Tho-
mas 1979). A marine ice sheet covering an area 
of low relief like the Barents Sea is thus likely to 
extend down to a common water depth over large 
regions. This, in turn, makes it possible to recon-
struct the margins of such ice sheets in to areas 
lacking well-defined marginal features. 
lee marginal features are situated around Spits-
bergenbanken at approximately 250-300 m water 
depth (Fig. 14). From the fact that these features 
are observed at the same water depth, we propose 
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that they define the outline of an ice sheet cover-
ing Spitsbergenbanken. 
In the northern and central Barents Sea, ice 
marginal features are found at somewhat shal-
lower water depth, except for the glaciomarine 
deposit at 300 m water depth northeast of Kong 
Karls Land (Fig. 14). However, on the western 
slope off Sentralbanken and in the inner part of 
Bjørnøyrenna at approximately 300 m water 
depth, the re is a thickening of both the glacio-
marine and its underlying deposits. Based on this 
change in sediment thickness and the glacio-
marine accumulations in the northern Barents 
Sea, we propose a continuous ice sheet covering 
the central and northern Barents Sea in the Late 
Weichselian. Furthermore, we also propose that 
it was connected with the ice sheet on Spitsber-
genbanken. To the north a coalescence of the ice 
on Nordaustlandet/Storøya and Kvitøya is pro-
posed. Due to findings of till on the shelf north 
of these islands we further propose that the ice 
extended further· north, confined to a water depth 
corresponding to a present water depth of 250 to 
300 m. The extension to the northeast is defined 
by the Franz-Victoriarenna and the gIaciomarine 
accumulation in its inner part (Fig. 14). 
Ice marginal features, somewhat less extensive 
than the previous ones, are found at about 150-
200 m water depth around Spitsbergenbanken, 
in the inner parts of Storfjordrenna and 
Bjørnøyrenna and on Storbanken (Fig. 14). Sim-
ilarly, as for the marginal features and change in 
sediment thickness at 250 to 300 m water depth, 
we relate these latter features to an ice sheet 
somewhat small er in extent than the former one 
(Fig. 14). We also propose a similar, smaller ice 
sheet in the northernmost Barents Sea in the Late 
Weichselian. 
A more extensive - and older - ice sheet is, 
however, witnessed by findings of till (or gla-
cio marine sediments overrun by a glacier) in 
Bjørnøyrenna and a moraine ridge at the mouth 
of the trough. As illustrated in Fig. 14, this exten-
sive ice cover is believed to have reached to the 
shelf edge in the west. 
Possible age of the Barents Sea glaciations 
Pre-Late Weichselian. - On Svalbard an earl y 
Weichselian glaciation seems to have been of a 
larger extent than the Late Weichselian (Salvigsen 
& NydaI1981). Such an ice may also have covered 
considerable parts of the Barents Sea. 
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Late Weichse/ian. - The northern extent of the 
Scandinavian ice sheet is still a subject of contro-
versy. Andersen (1968 and 1981) tentatively 
placed the maximum limit on the outer continen-
tal shelf, defined by the 'Egga moraines'. Based 
on sediment coring and shallow seismic reftection, 
Rokoengen et al. (1979) also suggested a glacial 
extension to the outer continental shelf. Vorren 
et al. (1978) demonstrated that the shelf outside 
Troms was deglaciated 13,000--14,000 B.P. Until 
now the detailed stratigraphical investigations 
have be en concentrated in the nearshore areas, 
while information from the outer shelf off north-
ern Norway is limited. Available data do not 
provide an adequate basis to prove or disprove 
the existence of a grounded glacier on the outer 
shelfwith a possible extension into Bjørnøyrenna. 
On Svalbard, Hoppe (1970) suggested a large 
continuous ice sheet covering Svalbard with an 
extension in to the northern and northwestern 
Barents Sea. Investigations by Salvigsen (1977) 
and Salvigsen & Nydal (1981), however, have 
shown the existence of more local and limited 
glaciations of the western part of Spitsbergen, 
while Salvigsen (1981) suggested that a continu-
ous ice sheet covered eastern Svalbard, inc1uding 
Kong Karls Land. 
Recent investigations on Storøya, a small island 
just east of Nordaustlandet (Fig. 1), show an 
emergence curve similar to those found elsewhere 
in eastern Svalbard (Haggblom 1982), indicating 
an expanded Late Weichselian ice sheet also in 
that part of the northern Barents Sea. ConcCfrning 
Hopen, the existence of a Late Weichselian ice 
sheet in the area has be en disputed (e.g. Boulton 
1979a). It should be noted, however, that only 
two levels older than 4,000 years B.P. have been 
dated so far. Additionally, it seems unreasonable 
that the displacement on Hopen should have been 
caused by tectonic movements, in contrast to the 
rest of eastern Svalbard, since the whole area is 
on the same basement platform. It seems more 
likely that the displacement on Hopen is also due 
to glacial unloading, indicating that Hopen and 
its adjacent areas were covered by a Late Wei-
chselian ice sheet as proposed by Hoppe (1970). 
Bjørnøya, the small island on the western ftank 
of Spitsbergenbanken, was deglaciated 11 ,500 
B.P. according to gytje dates (Hyvarinen 1972). 
Lack of 'recent' glacial features led Boulton 
(1979a) to sugge st a non-glaciated island. Accord-
ing to Salvigsen and Nydal (1981), Bjørnøya may 
have escaped glaciation during the Late Wei-
chselian in common with areas in western Spits-
bergen. An ice-free Bjørnøya does not, therefore, 
necessarily contradict the concept of an ice sheet 
further east on Spitsbergen. Alternatively, as pro-
posed by Hoppe (1970), Bjørnøya may have been 
covered by only a thin ice sheet due to its position 
very c10se to the shelf edge. The general degla-
ciation may further have been followed by local 
ice cap formation, partly or completely destroying 
older traces of glacial movements. 
From the above regional geological consider-
ations, it seems like ly that the northern Barents 
Sea and also Spitsbergenbanken seem to have 
been covered by grounded ice which in tRfn is 
compatible with the sediment distribution. From 
the sediment distribution it cannot, however, be 
conc1uded whether this ice sheet extended to the 
shelf edge, i.e. a total glaciation as proposed by 
Grosswald (1980) and Hughes et al. (1981) (max-
imum model), or was confined to the Spitsber-
genbanken and the central and northern Barents 
Sea. 
Comments on the idea of a non-glaciated 
Barents Sea 
Even though the shoreline displacement in east-
ern Svalbard strongly indicates the presenee of 
a Late Weichselian ice sheet in the northern Bar-
ents Sea, the possibilities of a non-glaciated north-
ern Barents Sea should be taken into consider-
ation. Such a concept implies that the blue-grey 
glaciomarine sediments in the area have to inc1ude 
deposits from the time when a former ice sheet 
retreated from the region. However, the sedi-
ments show no sign of erosion, reftecting the Late 
Weichselian regression. 
Hiatuses can on the other hand be present as 
non-depositional episodes. The very low content 
of foraminifera (10 per 100 g sediment) makes 
stratigraphical interpretation problematic. The 
fauna observed in the cores from the northern 
Barents Sea is composed of species with affinities 
to cold water, reflecting a High Arctic glacial 
environment (Fig. 6). This is in contradiction to 
the finding of pre-Late Weichselian shells, drift 
wood, and whale bones on Kong Karls Land, 
which in turn indicate a pre-Late Weichselian 
c1imate similar to the present (Salvigsen 1981). 
A response to such conditions has not been traced 
in the samples. Theoretically, these sediments 
could have been removed, but it seems reasonable 
that such an event should also be recorded in the 
underlying sediment. However, the lowermost 
part of the blue-grey glaciomarine sediments are 
inadequately sampled and the existence of hia-
tuses cannot be to tall y rejected. A more detailed 
investigation of the stratigraphy of the blue-grey 
sediments is in progress. 
Conclusion 
The sediment sequence of till (and/or glacio-
marine sediments overrun by a glacier) overlain 
by glaciomarine deposits which in turn grade into 
postglacial sediments (Holocene age), demon-
strates that the western and northern (West of 
35°E) Barents Sea has at least once been covered 
by grounded ice. 
Moraine ridges along the western continental 
shelf edge, especially at the mouth of 
Bjørnøyrenna, indicate the occurrence of a 
large-scale glaciation in the Barents Sea. Moraine 
ridges and thick glaciomarine accumulations are 
found radially to Spitsbergenbanken at 150 to 
200 m and 250 to 300 m water depth, respectively. 
At the same water depths, similar ice marginal 
features are also found in the central and northern 
Barents Sea. Based on these features and regional 
geological considerations we propose the exist-
ence of a marine ice sheet covering the northern 
part of the Barents Sea and Spitsbergenbanken 
during the Late Weichselian. Whether this ice 
sheet represents a major halt during the retreat 
of a more extensive ice sheet or the outer limit, 
is not clear. 
It should be noted that such a model is in 
conflict with: 
(1) the idea of large-scale, catastrophic break-up 
at the end of the Late Weichselian as sug-
gested by Grosswald (1980) and Denton & 
Hughes (1981); 
(2) the existence of a Late Weichselian ice shelf 
covering the Norwegian-Greenland Sea, as 
proposed by Kellogg (1980); and 
(3) the ide a of a non-glaciated Barents Sea, as 
suggested by Boulton (1979a, b). 
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PAPER 5. 
PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT 
WESTERN BARENTS SEA, 1 : 1,500,000 
ANDERS SOLHEIM and YNGVE KRISTOFFERSEN: 
SEDIMENTS ABOVE THE UPPER REGIONAL UNCONFORMITY: 
THICKNESS, SEISMIC STRA TIGRAPHY AND OUTLINE OF 
THE GLACIAL HISTORY 
Abstract 
Eroded bedroek on the Barents shelf is generally overlain by a thin «25 metres) veneer 
of sediments in the area north of 74°N except for loea! aeeumulations « 70 metres). 
In the troughs Bjømøyrenna and Storfjordrenna westward oblique progradational 
sequenees attain a total thiekness of> 500 metres near the shelf edge. The seismie ehar-
aeter, morphology, and sedimentologieal evidenee suggest that post mid Plioeene glaei-
ally influeneed sediments eomprise a major part of the seetion. Within the seismie re-
solution (10 -15metres) at least four erosional surfaees extend from the inner part of the 
shelf to the edge, and they are eonsidered to be related to major glacial advanees. The 
last advanee reaehing the outer part of Bjørnøyrenna is tentatively eorrelated with a 
Saalian or early Weiehselian glaeiation. 
Introduction 
The first regional description of composition and facies distribution of the 
sea tloor sediments in the Barents Sea was present ed by Klenova (1960) 
based on geologi c samples collected from about 1500 localities during four 
decades by the Polar Scientific Research Institute of Marine Fishery and 
Oceanography, Murmansk (PINRO). Later, Emelyanov et al. (1971) re-
viewed the submarine geology and pointed out the dominance of terrigenous 
sands in the bottom sediments and the widespread occurrence of 'ancient 
cIays' interpreted as glacial deposits. 
Estimates of the thickness of sediment overlying bedrock indicated by 
an upper low velocity layer « 2 km/s) in sonobuoy refraction measure-
ments were first made by Eldholm & Ewing (1971) and Renard & Malod 
(1974). Systematic mapping by shallow seismic retlection of the sedimentary 
sequence above an upper regional unconformity, has been carried out by 
the NTNF Continental Shelf Division (now IKU) up to 71°N and 22°E 
(Bugge & Rokoengen 1976). This sequence has been interpreted as Quater-
nary glacial deposits comprising four major units, i.e. a lower, outer, middle, 
Due to teehnical difficultles the seale of this map is slightly ineorreet. It should be I: 506,000. The 
projeetion is UTM, but please note that 21 °I~ is used as central meridian also north of 74 oN. 
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Bathymetry and coverage of shallow seismie reflection data in the western 
Barents Sea. NP sparker survey on Spitsbergenbanken wasjointly with NTNFK 
(Table l). Frame in lower left delineates area shown in Fig . 7 A. 
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and inner glacial unit. The regional unconformity both here and in the 
North Sea (Sellevoll & Sundvor 1974) has up until recently been inter-
preted as the base of the Quaternary. However, recent work of Rokoengen 
& Rønningsland (1983) suggests a mid Pliocene age. 
Dibner (1978) compiled a map of bedrock geology inferred from over 
1000 dredge hauls from the overlying glacial deposits. Both this and later 
studies indicate that the upper part of the bed rock is comprised of a Meso-
zoic sequence over most of the area. Permian and older rocks are found in 
the northernmost region, while Tertiary rocks probably only exist as a wedge 
towards the western continental margin (Edwards 1975, Rønnevik & Mot-
land 1979, Elverhøi & Lauritzen 1984, Faleide et al. in press, Spencer et al. 
in press.) 
From the accumulating sedimentological evidence, glaciers seem to have 
covered at least the shallow bank areas in late Weichselian. This, however, 
has been subject to discussion, and a num ber of different views have been 
presented, ranging from total glaciation of the entire Barents Sea to no 
glaciation extending significantly beyond the coasts of the Svalbard archi-
pelago (Baranowski 1977, Boulton 1979, Grosswald 1980, Andersen 1981, 
Hughes et al. 1981, Boulton et al. 1982). 
In this paper we present a compilation of all available shallow seismic 
reflection data in the Barents Sea and outline the major stratigraphic units 
above the regional unconformity. 
TASLE l 
Shallow seismie data 
used to map the se-
diment distribution 
of the western Ba-
rents Sea. 
Institution-year Survey area Sound Energy F~lter (Hz) 
source (kJ) 
Low 
NP!NTNFK-197l Spitsbergen- Sparker 0.5-8.0 150 
banken 
NP-1977 NW&SE of - l. O 50 
BjØrnØya 
NPD-1977 Central - 0.8 150 
I3arents Sea 
NP-1978 Western Mar- - 1. O 75-100 
9 ~n & BjØrn-
øyrenna 
NPD-1979 S of 76 0 30' - l. O 60-l0G 
NP!WHOI-1960 Hopen-Kvit- - l. O 60-80 
øya area 
NPO-1980 All western - 80 
Barents Sea 
YMER--1980 1 line Norway- 3.5 KHz 10 kW 
Kong Karls POR 
Land 
t.P-1981 Northern 3.5 kHz 10 kW * 
Barents Sea POR 
NP-1982 Northern 3.5 kHz 10 kW * 
Barents Sea POR 
* Pulse length: l msec. Band width: 2 kHz 
NTNFK Continental Shelf Division of the Royal Norwegian 
Councll for Scientiflcal and Industrial Research. 
NP Norwegian Polar Research Institute. 
NPD Norwegian Petroleum Directorate. 
WHOI Woods Hole Oceanographic Instltution. 
Y~1ER Swedish YMER-80 expedi t ion. 
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Data acquisition 
The data sources and acquisition parameters are list ed in Table l. The princi-
pal sound source was l kl sparker with analogue recording via a short, 
single channel streamer in the pass band 50-700 Hz. The duration of the 
3-electrode sparker pulse, ghost reflections and receiver arra y length limit 
the resolution to lO-IS milliseconds (ms). Penetration is generally 200 ms 
or more, with a maximum of 600 ms in the western part of Bjørnøyrenna. 
The NPD sparker data were obtained concurrently with muItichannel seismic 
surveys. 
After 1981, a 3.5 kHz echosounder has been operated on NP cruises in 
polar waters. A 1 ms pulse length provides a resolution of about one metre, 
and penetration of 20 metres or more was generally obtainable, depending 
on sediment type. AIthough only tracks of NP 1981 3.5 kHz data are in-
dicated on the enclosed map, the 1982 as well as the YMER-80 data have 
been taken into consideration in compilation of the sediment distribution. 
Physiography 
The physiography of the western Barents Sea is characterized by broad, 
gen tIe depressions extending from the interior to the western (Bjørnøy-
renna and Storfjordrenna) and northern continental margins, forming over-
deepened troughs in the northern region (Figs. I and 3). Storbanken and 
Sentralbanken form the north-south high ground (water depth 150-200 
metres) in the central Barents Sea, whereas the islands of Bjørnøya and 
Hopen straddle Spitsbergenbanken - the largest and shallowest bank area 
(water depth 50-100 metres). The shallow part of Spitsbergenbanken has a 
smooth surface with a more undulating seabed on the slopes and also in the 
deeper troughs, Bjørnøyrenna and Storfjordrenna, as weU as the depressions 
north and south of Kong Karls Land. Abundant diffraction hyperbolas are 
associated with major accumulations which fringe Spitsbergen banken and 
parallei the shelf edge across the troughs. East and north of Edgeøya - Hopen, 
depth limit ed incisions (amplitude: 3-10 metres, and wavelength: 10-40 
metres) down to 100 metres are present in the upper soft sediments, probably 
related to recent iceberg gouging, while relict iceberg ploughmarks cover 
large parts of the deeper areas (Elverhøi & Solheim 1983a). Areas of appa-
rent resistant crystalline bedrock outcropping at the bottom around Kvit-
øya have a jagged appearance on the shallow seismic records. 
Fig. 2. A. Sample of sparker record across outerop of stratified bedrock east of Kong 
Karls Land. 
B. Representative sparker (Iower) and 3.5 kHz (upper) records from the 
northem areas. The un even surface of the glaciomarine sediments is caused 
by former iceberg gouging. Note that the two records are from crossing lines 
(3.5 kHz record from Elverhøi & Solheim 1983a). 
C. Sample of sparker record across graben structure in stratified bedrock 
_ at 72°l5'N, 22°E. 
8 
Fig. 3. Distribution of loeal aeeumulations of moraine and glaciomarine deposits. 
Genetic c1assifieation is based on seismie eharaeter and sediment samples. 
(Modified after Elverhøi & Solheim 1983a.) 
Distribution of sediments above the upper regional unconformity 
(enclosed map) 
9 
A regional angular unconformity between an upper horizontally stratified 
or transparent section and underlying dipping well bedded strata is clearly 
distinguishable in most sparker records except on Spitsbergenbanken. Here 
the units are generally conformable over large areas which makes differenti-
ation difficult. 
The western Barents Sea may, apart from the area dose to the shelf 
edge, conveniently be divided into a northern province where the under-
lying bedrock is generally covered with less than 25 metres of sediments, 
and a southern province where the thickness is more than 50 metres. The 
boundary between the two provinces is situated approximately along 74 oN, 
and tends to follow the 300 metre depth contour. 
In the northern province, exposed bedrock is interpreted to cover more 
than 50% of the sea floor over large areas, particularly around the islands 
of Kvitøya, Kong Karls Land, Hopen and Bjørnøya as well as the north slope 
of Sentralbanken. Possible outerops of stratified bedrock have been recog-
nized as distinet euestas on the bottom coinciding with strong dipping 
reflectors extending through the bottom pulse (Fig. 2A). Recent invest-
igations with a 3.5 kHz echo sounder (Elverhøi & Solheim 1983b) do, 
however, indicate a sediment cover of 0.5-3.0 metre thickness for parts of 
the areas interpreted from sparker records to have bedrock outerop. Crystal-
line bedrock is characterized by a rough surface with no internal reflectors. 
The major part of the northern province has a cover of less than 25 
metres of sediments (generally less than the sparker resolution of 10-15 
metres). From 3.5 kHz reflection data and sediment cores (Elverhøi & Sol-
heim 1983a), however, it is possible to resolve three thin units above bed-
rock: ti Il , glaciomarine sediments and soft Holocene mud (Fig. 2B). The 
latter is usually found in deeper areas and Ioc al depressions. 
Local accumulations of sediments (> 25 metres) in the northern 
province are present as acoustically transparent fill in the depression south 
of Kvitøya (maximum thickness 70 metres) and as ridge-like features on the 
southwestern side of Storbanken with a thickness of 40-60 metres (Fig. 3). 
The former has been interpreted as predominantly glaciomarine deposits 
trapped in a basin and the ridges to represent moraine complexes (Elverhøi 
& Solheim 1983a, Kristoffersen et al. 1984). 
In the southern province (south of 74 ON) the sediment thickness above 
the regional unconformity increases gradually westward from 25 metres at 
300 E to more than 500 metres near the shelf edge in Bjørnøyrenna (Fig. 4). 
This sediment body has the geometry of a major delta and associated sub-
marine fan complex. Local variations in thickness are related to moraine 
complexes southeast of Bjørnøya or smoothing of structures in the under-
lying bedrock, i.e. a rim syncline around a diapir at 73°11 'N, 23°E (Kris-
toffersen & Elverhøi 1978), salt tectonics at 73°N, 28°E (Rønnevik et al. 
1982), and block faulting at 72°15'N, 22°E (Fig. 2C). 
Along the western continental margin between Sørkapp and Bjørnøya, 
another major delta/submarine fan complex is built out in front of Stor-
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13 
fjordrenna west of a threshold in the underlying folded bedrock (Fig. 5B). 
The southwestern side of Storfjordrenna is formed by a southwest-irend ing 
sedimentary ridge (Fig. 6B). Between Storfjordrenna and the accumulation 
in Kveitehola, a series of discontinuous ridges parallels the shelf edge (Fig. 6A). 
The seismic stratigraphy 
The seismic sections showa series of weU defined and regionaUy correlat-
able reflectors (O', ø, 1, and 6), which define four major seismic sequences 
(I, Il, Ill, and IV) above the upper regional unconformity (reflector 6) in 
Bjørnøyrenna and Storfjordrenna (Fig. 4). A seismic sequence is defined as 
a package of concordant reflections separated by surfaces of discontinuity, 
i.e. reflection terminations which are interpreted as stratal terminations 
(Mitchum et al. 1977). 
Bjørnøyrenna 
Sequence I. This uppermost sequence, bounded by an erosional 
unconformity at its base (reflector 0'), is the most extensive in the south-
ern Barents Sea. The possible presence of any overlying thin units in the 
east em and northern part of the Barents Sea cannot be resolved by the avail-
able data. Near the mouth of Bjørnøyrenna, Sequence I forms two elong-
ated accumulations (Fig. 7) associated with ridge complexes and regional 
highs (Fig. 4). 
Sequence J is generally characterized by a discontinuous internal re-
flection pattern. In the western part of Bjørnøyrenna, however, an internal 
reflector de fines two seismic subsequences, lA and lB with lA wedging 
out eastward oblique to the shelf edge (Fig. 7). Sequence I contains, in its 
upper part, the till/glaciomarine mud - Holocene mud sequence described 
for the central and northern areas. 
Most of the persistent acoustic diffraction patterns from small-scale 
sea-floor topography (540 metres) is most likely caused by rellct iceberg 
ploughmarks. SmaUer depositional ridges as weU as larger boulders may 
also contribute as diffraetors. 
Mass waste by submarine sliding has removed material at the shelf 
edge (72°N) to form an indentation in the bathymetric contours (Kris-
toffersen et al. 1978) (Fig. 8). 
Sequence Il. - This is a relative ly thin sequence, underlying L and 
defined by erosional unconformities at its top (reflector 0') and base (re-
flector (3). Sequence Il is only observed west of 19°E (Fig. 7 A), with maxi-
mum thickness in the central part of Bjørnøyrenna (Fig. 4). This sequence 
has no identifiable internal reflectors. 
Sequence li!. - This sequence, which extends westwards from the 
inner parts of Bjørnøyrenna, is characterized by generally conformable 
internal reflectors near the shelf break (Fig. 4). Internal structures of con-
siderable relief are observed (Fig. 4C and E) and the upper and lower bound-
aries of the sequence are defined by erosional truncations. 
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B. - Sparker record (kindly provided by NPD) across boundary between Sub-
sequences lA and lB. Filter setting (150-700 Hz) is a likely reason why the 
difference in seismic character between the two subsequences is not seen on 
the NP-records (200-400 Hz) (Fig. SA). 
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Sequence IV. - The 10wermost sequence (IV) shows a downflap re-
flection pattern on the basal regional unconformity (reflector 8) which 
truncate the underlying folded and weU stratified rocks. Sequence IVappears 
homogenous with few internal reflectors (Figs. 4 and 5). Its eastern boundary 
is defined by the eastern extension of reflector 'Y (Fig. 7 A). 
Bedrock topography in Bjørnøyrenna is smooth and shows a broad 
east-west depression along its northern side, forking into northeast and 
southeast trending branches towards the central Barents Sea (Fig. 9). 
Sto rfjo rdrenn a 
The outer part of Storfjordrenna is characterized by a relatively short dis-
tance (80 km) between a bedrock threshold and the shelf edge (Fig. 5B). 
Correlation with the seismie stratigraphy in Bjørnøyrenna is based on geo-
metry of the seismie sequences and their individual reflection character. 
Above the regional unconformity (8) is the prograding wedge of Sequence 
IV, overlain by the parallei, continuous internal reflectors which character-
ize Sequence Ill. Sequence lA is considered to extend to the shelf edge 
overlain by an up to 80 ms thick acoustically transparent sediment lense 
seaward of the bedrock threshold (Fig. 5B). 
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We note that the smooth sea bed on the sediment lense continues 
als o a distance west of the lense proper and covers older and rougher bottom 
topography se en near the shelf edge and in Bjørnøyrenna. Also the section 
shows two buried accumulations of relatively transparent material with the 
appearance of channel fill (Fig. 5B: 22-30 km, 0.6 sand 35-48 km, 0.65 s). 
Interpretation of seismie sequences and reflectors 
The seismic sequences HV are representative of an oblique progradational 
shelf (Mitchum et al. 1977). The main reflectors form smooth continuous 
interfaces with erosional truncations of underlying units, whereas the inter-
nal reflectors are generally weaker and commonly irregular and discontin-
uous. The entire section (I-IV) is analogue to the youngest sequence (IV) of 
Spencer et al. (in press) in their work on the Tertiary development of the 
western Barents shelf margin. 
Severai lines of evidence sugge st that a major part of the sediments 
above the upper regional unconformity in the Barents Sea has a glacial 
origin - Le. was either deposited directly from a glacier as till, or as glacio-
marine sediments in the vicinity of a glacier: 
Contrasting depositional environments are reflected by the lack of fine 
scale stratification and continuity in seismic sequences above the upper 
regional unconformity (6) relative to the weU bedded but folded 
rocks below. 
Overdeepened troughs and generally thin sediment cover over large 
are as sugge st glacial erosion (Fig. 9 and enclosed map). 
A 377 metre thick section of glacially influenced sediments was samp-
led at DSDP site 344, at a waterdepth of 2156 metres northwest of 
Storfjordrenna (Fig. I), and the onset of glaciation tentatively dated to 
5 Ma or younger (Talwani, Udintsev et al. 1976). 
Low seismic velocity gradients on the slope west of Bjørnøyrenna 
suggest rapid deposition of the sedimentary wedge (Hamilton et al. 
1977, Houtz & Windisch 1977, Myhre 1984). 
The submarine fans west of Bjørnøyrenna and Storfjordrenna do not 
show evidence of fan valley and leveed distributary channels which 
characterize other active submarine fans (Damuth 1978), but rather 
indicate sediment supply from a broad zone, e.g. boundary of an ice 
sheet. 
A north-south trending ridge complex parallels the shelf edge in Bjørn-
øyrenna (Figs. 3 and 4B), and ridge topography is present within Se-
quence III (Fig. 4C and E). 
Overconsolidated pebbly mud form the bottom sediment on the shal-
low banks overlain by glaciomarine sediment and Holocene mud in 
the deeper areas (Elverhøi & Solheim 1983a). 
Till ridges are present on Storbanken (Kristoffersen et al. 1984) and 
outside depressions on Spitsbergenbanken (Elverhøi & Kristoffersen 
1978). 
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Bjørnøyrenna and Storfjordrenna show a characteristic shallowing 
in the vicinity of the shelf edge (Figs. 4A and 5). 
The sea-floor is characterized by abundant linear incisions interpreted 
as iceberg ploughmarks, indicating proximity to glaciers. 
The pattern of raised shore lines show gradients converging towards 
the central Barents Sea (Schytt et al. 1968) with more than 100 metre 
Holocene uplift in Kong Karls Land relative to present sea level (Sal-
vigsen 1981). 
Therefore, in view of the above arguments, we tind it areasonable 
working hypothesis to consider the sequence of erosional and depositional 
events recorded above the up per regional unconformity, to be related to 
past Barents Sea ice sheets. The lateral smoothness of erosional surfaces and 
no clear evidence of cut and fill structures of channelized river courses, 
suggest erosion by an ice sheet. Some of the erosional surfaces may have 
been used repeatedly - in particular reflector o east of approximately 18°E. 
Local V-shaped incisions in the latter (line 2-78, 70-90 km (Fig. 4E), line 
5-78, 70-90 km and 20 km (Fig. 4B).may, however, also reflect an initial 
subaerial environment with stream erosion. 
The base of a grounded, advancing ice sheet will load the substratum, 
erode, and deposit material as lodgement till. Thus compaction and expulsion 
of water from the overridden sediments combined with introduction of new 
coarser material, generate the laterally persistent impedance contrasts which 
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give rise to the continuous seismic reflection pattern. Good reflecting hori-
zons are observed to arise from shear strength contrasts of 50-100 kPa (Sol-
heim & Pfirman in press). 
Internal reflecting horizons may arise from differences in material out-
put due to short-term climatic variations. Small er oscillations are another 
possible cause, for instance in the form of glacier surges. 
The character of the seismic reflection pattern and configuration of 
internal reflectors give some indications of sedimentary facies and deposit-
ional processes. An oblique progradational reflection pattern (Mitchum et 
al. 1977) is considered to represent a depositional environment proximal to 
a glacier front (line 5-78, Sequence IV IlO-BO km, Subsequence lB 110-130 
km, Figs. 4B and SA). Non-conformable reflectors are generally discontinu-
ous suggesting a complex high-energy environment. A more distal environ-
ment is reflected by smooth continuous internal reflectors conformable with 
the respective 10wer sequence boundaries (line 5-78, Sequence III 90-170 km, 
Subsequence lA 140-170 km, Figs. 4B and SA). 
Local deposits which are acoustically transparent in the frequency 
range 100 Hz - 3.5 kHz (wave lengths 15-0.4 metre) have been interpreted 
as glaciomarine sediments, trapped in a topographic Iowas north of Kong 
Karls Land (Kristoffersen et al. 1984) or deposited outside a bedrock thresh-
old as south of Sørkapp (Kristoffersen et al. 1978, Elverhøi & Solheim 
1983 a). From the evidence available to date, these accumulations were 
probably forrned by rapid glaciomarine deposition. An accumulation of 
similar character is confined to the depression of Ingøydjupet (Fig. 4G), 
where gravity cores contain firm mud with abundant ice rafted clasts (T. 
Vorren pers. comm. 1983). 
A similar seismic character is observed in Subsequence JA which wedges 
out eastwards at about 18°E (Fig. 7). A possible explanation is thus that 
Sequence I east of the dipping internal reflector consists of till material, 
giving rise to the less transparent character, while Subsequence lA consists 
of glaciomarine sediments. It is, however, considered likely that consoli-
dation is the same across the boundary, since the entire Sequence l has 
been compacted by the glacier that forrned the ridge complex further out 
in Bjørnøyrenna (Fig. 4). This glacial advance may also have removed higher 
parts of Sequence I, and upper parts of Subsequence lA may, consequently, 
contain material eroded from Sequence I and deposited in front of an ad-
vancing glacier. This interpretation also implies that the next latest glaciation 
recorded in the entire Bjørnøyrenna section probably did not reach further 
out than the eastern boundary of Subsequence lA. 
The ridge complex in outer Bjørnøyrenna (Figs. 4B and SA, 110-140 
km) may be caused by an event (e.g. surge) during retreat of an ice sheet 
reaching the shelf edge. Another possibility is, however, that the ridge eom-
plex marks the maximum extent of an ice sheet. Readvances in the form of 
loeal or more regional surges are likely, sinee surge is a common mode of 
glacier advanee in Svalbard today (Liestøi 1969). Arecent surge on Nord-
austlandet (Sehytt 1969, Solheim & Pfirman in press) is a good example of 
a large ice eap surging into open marine environment with low relief sea-floor. 
Surges will als o lead to differenees in sedimentation, re sulting from inereased 
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meltwater and thus also sediment yield (Thorarinsson 1969, Weertman 
1969). Severai authors have speculated that glacier surges were important 
movement mechanisms for the vast ice sheets that have existed both in 
An tarctica and in the northern hemisphere up through the late Cenocoic 
(Prest 1969, Wilson 1969, Holdsworth 1977, Vorren 1977). 
During a glacial cyc1e, the shelf edge will receive large amounts of sedi-
ments, especially during the retreat phase. The high water con tent of rapidly 
deposited sediments may lead to instability. A large submarine slide in Bjørn-
øyrenna (Kristoffersen et al. 1978) (Fig. 8) removed sediments from Se-
quence l-Ill over a distance of 35 km along the shelf edge, with a maximum 
thickness of 500 metres. The slide scar has later been partly infilled with 
approximately 200 metres of weU stratified material. Major submarine slides 
have occurred severai places along the continental slope off Norway, possibly 
triggered by earthquakes (Bugge 1983). AIso increased pore pressures due to 
migrating free gas or decomposing gas hydrates may trigger slides in unstable 
sediments (Carpenter 1981, Bugge 1983). 
As the shelf edge is the outer limit of a grounded ice sheet, the duration 
of ice-Ioading of the sediments is shorter in this area than in more central 
parts. It may therefore be expected that each sedimentary wedge, interpreted 
to represent a glacial advance and subsequent retreat, has a decreasing de-
gree of overconsolidation with depth and towards the shelf edge. The sedi-
mentary sequences above the upper regional unconformity may therefore 
be considered to have varying degrees of overconsolidation with depth. 
The general sediment distribution (above reflector l» in the Barents 
Sea, seen in relation to theoretical models of deposition associated with ice-
caps (White 1974, Sugden & John 1976), strongly support the idea about 
major ice-caps repeatedly covering the Barents Sea. The central or 'active' 
zone has a thin and patchy cover of sediments, like what is found in the 
central and northern regions of the Barents Sea. The outer, or 'wastage' 
zone may have a thick sedimentary wedge, consisting of individual sub-
wedges resulting from repeated occupation of the area by glaciations. 
Thus a major part of the section above the upper regional unconformity 
in the western Barents Sea is considered to be glacially influenced sediments 
(Fig. lOA). Moreover, the depositional episodes as interpret ed from the seis-
mic sequences may be incomplete, due to lack of resolution in the seismic 
data and obscured or missing sections removed by glacial erosion, or from 
periods of non-deposition. We stress that in particular Sequence IV, or parts 
thereof, may be pre-glacial marine sediments derived by fluvial erosion of 
an emerged Barents shelf later cut to a deeper leve1 byeroding ice. 
Dating of the seismic sequences above the upper regional unconformity 
Severai authors (Laughton, Berggren et al. 1970, Berggren 1972, Berggren 
& Van Couvering 1974, Shackleton & Opdyke 1977, Poore 1981) define 
initiation of northern hemisphere glaciations to approximately 3 Ma. Data 
from site 344, DSDP leg 38 (Talwani, Udintsev et al. 1976) show glacial in-
fluence on the sediments, probably back to 5 Ma. Paleomagnetic dating of 
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central Arctic Ocean sediment cores suggests the oldest ice-rafted pebble 
to appear at 5.26 Ma (Clark et al. 1980), but one should keep in mind that 
this chronostratigraphy has recently been questioned (Grantz et al. 1982, 
Markussen et al. 1984). Later, more or less continuous ice-rafting has occurred, 
with more intensity in the late Pliocene - Pleistocene than in late Miocene -
early Pliocene. Eight intervals of increased Pleistocene glacial ice-rafting and 
arenaceous sedimentation (also interpret ed to be caused by ice-rafting) 
can be defined (Fig. lOB), and show correlation with periods of continental 
glaciation. Northern hemisphere glaciation may have started as montane 
glaciations in the land areas surrounding the Arctic seas (Kennett 1982). 
Thus glacial influence on marine sedimentation, for example as ice-rafted 
debris, may have prevailed for a long period before extensive glaciations of 
the shelf seas occurred. 
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Based on oxygen-isotope analysis, Shackleton & Opdyke (1976) de-
fined eleven glacial stages in a sediment core from the Pacific since approxi-
mately 900 ka (Fig. IOC), but climatic shifts also seem to have been abund-
ant prior to this. Results from another Pacific core (Shackleton & Opdyke 
1977) suggest initiation of northern hemisphere glaciations at 3.2 Ma, with 
a major change in character at 2.5 Ma and major glaciations (up to at least 
two-thirds of the Pleistocene glacial maxirna) between 2.5 and 1.8 Ma. 
Based on aminostratigraphy of coastal deposits in northwestern Spits-
bergen, Miller (1982) is able to resolve severai glacial advances within the 
Pleistocene. The age bracket for the last extensive regional glaciation in the 
area is 90-260 ka (depositional episode C, Fig. 100), with another, more 
restricted regional event prior to the latest Weichselian. This is in agreement 
with the data from northem Svalbard (Salvigsen & Nydal 1981). 
In this work reflectors ~, ø, " and [) are all considered to represent 
erosion by grounded glaciers reaching the shelf edge, and thus at least four 
such major glacial advances, as illustrated schematically in Fig. lOA. Our-
ations of the glacials are unknown, but to a first approximation depositional 
episodes are taken to be proportional to the thickness of the units. Similarly 
the distance of glacier retreat between each advance is unknown, except for 
the end of the last episode. Oriftwood in the oldest part of the coastal se-
quence described by Miller (1982), however, indicates periodically open sea 
conditions at least along the west coast of Spitsbergen since l Ma. 
The pre-late Weichselian gla cia l chronology remains completely open 
at present due to lack of reliable stratigraphic tie points. Relevant information 
from other oceans and continental areas is compiled in Fig. 10. 
At this point we consider the following significant: 
l . Glacial sediments in the basal Sequence IV most likely date back to mid 
Pliocene. 
2. A maximum age limit of a few hundred thousand years can be derived 
for the ridge complex in Bjørnøyrenna (Figs. 4B and SA) from the 
apparent absence of any top cover of soft sediments exceeding the 
sparker resolution (10-15 metres), using Holocene sedimentation rates 
of 3-5 cm/ka from Elverhøi & Solheim (1983a). Thus the last ice sheet 
which extended into the deeper western part of Bjørnøyrenna is pro-
posed to be of Saalian or early Weichselian age. It may have been part 
of the last extensive regional glaciation that covered the entire Svalbard 
archipelago. Salvigsen & Nydal (1981) interpret this event to be the 
early Weichselian advance, while Troitsky et al. (1979) and Miller (1982) 
suggest a Saalian age. 
3. Ln the Barents Sea, the late Weichselian ice sheet was most likely 
limited to the bank are as and the northem part (Elverhøi & Solheim 
1983a), although it cannot be excluded that the ice sheet or an ice 
stream during this episode could have extended further out into Bjørn-
øyrenna to form at least part of the ridge complex (Figs. 4B and SA). 
In Storfjordrenna, the bedrock threshold may have been the outer limit 
of the late Weichselian ice. However, an advance to the shelf edge, and 
a major halt at the threshold during the retreat phase cannot be excluded. 
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Summary and conclusions 
The large as well as small scale physiography of the Barents Sea shelf, with 
overdeepened troughs and iceberg ploughmarks, indicates action of former 
glaciers. 
The area north of approximately 74°N has a sparse sediment cover 
above bedrock. Except for local accumulations, the thickness rarely ex-
ceeds 25 metres. The sediments are stiff, pebbly mud (till and/or glaciomarine 
sediments overrun by glacier), draped by glaciomarine sediments and Holo-
cene mud. 
In the southern region and along the western margin (division tends to 
follow the 300 metres depth contour approximately) thickness is generally 
more than 50 metres, increasing to more than 500 metres in the outer part 
of Bjørnøyrenna. Local thickness variations are caused by constructional 
features as till ridges, glaciomarine accumulations and topography in the 
underlying bedrock, related to salt tectonics and block faulting. 
The seismic stratigraphy in Bjørnøyrenna shows four major seismic 
sequences (I-IV), defined by erosional unconformities (reflectors a, (3, 'Y, and 
(j). The upper sequence is further divided into two subsequences from the 
difference in seismic character across a dipping reflector. The sedimentary 
section above the upper regional unconformity (reflector 5) in both Bjørn-
øyrenna and Storfjordrenna is considered to consist of glacial/glaciomarine 
sediments, although it is not excluded that part of the basal sequence may be 
of preglacial origin. In Storfjordrenna, an accumulation of acoustically 
transparent deposits in front of a bedrock threshold is interpret ed to be 
glaciomarine sediments deposited in front of a glacier with the front pinned 
at the threshold. Deposits of similar seismic character are als o found as 
channel fill within the section. 
The overall sediment distribution above the upper regional unconformity 
supports theoretical models of ice-cap associated deposition, with thin and 
patchy cover in the central zones and thick sedimentary wedges in the outer 
areas (i.e. near the she1f edge). 
Interpretation of a glacial chronology is severely hampered by the lack 
of stratigraphic tie points and insufficient seismic resolution. However, we 
infer that: 
At least seven glacial episodes have occurred on the Barents Sea shelf, 
incIuding the late Weichselian. 
Of these, at least four, possibly five, advances reached the shelf edge. 
The first episode is probably of mid Pliocene age. 
The last glaciation reaching the shelf edge is most likely of Saalian or 
early Weichselian age. 
The late Weichselian ice sheet covered the northern regions and the 
bank areas, but an ice stream extending out into Bjørnøyrenna is not 
excluded. 
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Sediment distribution and sea-floor morphology of Storbanken: implications for the 
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Acoustical (sparker, 3.5 kHz, and side-sean sonar) and sedimentological data from a local study on Storbanken in the north-
em Barents Sea support the concept of a late Weichselian ice sheet covering most of the Barents Sea. During a major halt in the 
retreat of the ice sheet, locally thicker (38 m) accumulations of ice-proximal glaciomarine sediments were deposited, after 
which rapid retreat took place. Sea-floor morphology indicates that the retreat across Storbanken most like ly took place 
without surging or climatically controlled oscillations. 
Intense iceberg ploughing characterizes the sea floor down to water depths of 210 - 220 m. Most of this is relict, but occa-
sional gouges in the shallowest regions may have had a more recent origin. The apparent lower limit of ploughing, interpreted 
in terms of relative sea level, indicates a rather moderate isostatie depression. This probably resulted from a thin ice sheet, fed 
from severai ice source areas. Depth of the plough marks is largely dependent on thickness of the glaciomarine sediments. A 
thin and patchy layer of overcompacted till fills local depressions in the sedimentary bed rock surface and forms a flat base for 
iceberg ploughing. 
Les donnees acoustiques (etinceleur, 3,5 kHz et sonar a balayage lateral) et sedimentologiques d'une etude locale sur les 
Storbanken dans la mer Barents du nord appuient I 'hypothese de la presenee d'une calotte glaciaire recouvrant la majeure partie 
de la mer Barents au Weichselien tardif. Durant un episode de stagnation du retrait de la calotte glaciaire, il s'est produit a 
proximite des glaces des accumulations locales plus epaisses (38 m) de sediments glaciomarins, par la suite il y a eu accelera-
tion du mouvement de retrait des glaces. La morphologie du fond marin indique que le retrait traversant les Storbanken s'est 
deroule sans pulsations ou sans oscillations dues a des changements climatiques. 
Un labourage intense par les quilles des icebergs caracterise le fond marin jusqu'a des profondeurs de 210-220 m. En 
general ces phenomenes sont relictuels, cependant des rainures occasionnelles dans les regions d'eau moins profonde peuvent 
relever d'une origine plus recente. La limite inferieure apparente du labourage, interpretee en termes de niveau relatif de la 
mer, indique une depression isostatique plutot moderee. Ceci resulte probablement d'une mince calotte glaciaire alimentee par 
plusieurs regions nourricieres de glace. La profondeur des marques de labourage depend largement de I'epaisseur des sedi-
ments glaciolacustres. Une couche mince incluant des poches de till surcompacte remplit les depressions locales a la surface 
des assises sedimentaires et offre une surface unie au labourage par les icebergs. 
(Traduit par la revue] 
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Introduction 
The concept of a late Weichselian Barents Sea (Fig. 1) ice 
sheet, now widely accepted, is supported by the following 
lines of evidence: (i) The Holocene emergence curves for 
Kong Karls Land and StoI"Øya (Fig. l) are exponential, and 
raised beaches 110m above sea leve1 at Kong Karls Land have 
been dated to \O ka BP (Jonsson 1983; Salvigsen 1981). 
(ii) The shoreline-displacement gradient for Svalbard (Fig. l) 
indicates an ice cap centred east of the archipelago (Salvigsen 
and NydaI1981). (iii) A relatively slow emergence between 13 
and lO ka BP on the west coast of Spitsbergen (Fig. l) may 
have resulted from deglaciation of the Barents Sea during this 
interval (Fonnan et al. 1987). (iv) Moraine ridges off the Nor-
wegian coast, at 71 oN, indicate ice movement from the north 
(Vorren and Kristoffersen 1986). (v) Agenerally thin 
« \0-15 m) cover of unlithified sediments above bedrock in 
central parts of the northem Barents Sea increases towards 
deeper water in the south and towards the continental margin to 
the west (Solheim and Kristoffersen 1984). (vi) The sequence 
of unlithified sediments seems to consist of overconsolidated 
till covered by soft glaciomarine sediments and fine-grained 
Holocene mud (Elverhøi and Solheim 1983a). (vii) Locally 
thicker accumulations of unlithified sediments, interpreted as 
ice-marginal features, fringe the shallow banks (Elverhøi and 
Solheim 1983a; Kristoffersen et al. 1984). However, the 
maximum extent, exact timing, and deglaciation history for the 
Barents Sea ice sheet are still essentially unknown. 
'Norwegian Polar Research Institute Contribution 248; Woods 
Hole Oceanographic Institution Contribution 6506. 
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Until now, the sediments above bedrock in the northem 
Barents Sea have only been mapped through a regional (40-
50 km line spacing) grid of single-channel sparker profiles. 
Higher resolution infonnation has been limited to occasional 
3.5 kHz sounding lines. For these reasons, little is known 
about the nature and geometry of the locally thicker accumula-
tions. Where constituting positive topographic features, they 
have mostly been considered moraine ridges (Elverhøi and 
Solheim 1983a; Kristoffersen et al. 1984). Furthennore, most 
sediment cores have only sampled the soft glaciomarine sedi-
ments and Holocene mud: no co res have penetrated the entire 
section. As Holocene sedimentation rates in the Barents Sea 
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FIG. I. The Barents Sea, with study area indicated. 
are generally less than 5 em/ka (Elverhøi and Solheim 1983a), 
sea-floor morphologieal features, in partieular ieeberg plough 
marks, have good preservation potential and ean therefore pro-
vide information about the deglaeiation history. With the 
exeeption of a loeal study off Nordaustlandet (Solheim and 
Ptirman 1985), no side-sean sonar data have been repOrf~d 
from the northem Barents Sea. Therefore, studies of ieeherg 
plough marks have essentially been laeking in this region. 
In this paper, we present aeoustieal (sparker, 3.5 kHz preei-
sion depth reeorder (PDR), and side-sean sonar) and sedimen-
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tological data from Storbanken (Fig. I), a large bank in the 
north-central Barents Sea and a possible location for a reces-
sional glacier margin. The information is used to interpret the 
nature of the locally thicker, unlithified sediment accumula-
tions and the character of iceberg ploughing in the region, 
thereby allowing us to evaluate possible implications for the 
late Weichselian glacial extent and deglaciation history. 
Methods 
Acoustic data acquisition and shallow sampling were carried 
out in local areas in the western Barents Sea during a cruise on 
the RIV Lance in 1983. The seismic profiler was a 1 kl multi-
electrode (144 tips) sparker with analog recording via a single-
channeI streamer and a band-pass filter of 150-500 Hz. The 
side-scan sonar was a 50 kHz Klein system. In addition, a 
3.5 kHz echo sounder was used continuously. Sampling of 
unlithified sediments was accomplished using a gravity corer 
(3 and 6 m barre!) and a vibrocorer (3.5 m barrel). A Magna-
vox 1105 single-channel receiver utilizing the Transit satellite 
system was used for navigation throughout the cruise. 
Although the distance between adjacent north - south lines 
(2 -10 km) is great for many areas, it is a significant improve-
ment over the generally much wider spaeing of geophysical 
data seen in most of the northem Barents Sea (40-50 km). 
Sediment cores were split, described, photographed, and 
subsampled. Grain-size analysis of the coarse fraction was car-
ried out using standard sieving techniques, whereas clay and 
silt fractions were determined by Falling Drop Analysis (trade-
mark of Geonor AlS (Moum 1966». Bulk density was deter-
mined by weighing the sample submerged in kerosene. 
Samples for grain-size, water-content, and bulk-density mea-
surements included at least 100 g of sediment. Shear strength 
was measured by pocket penetrometer, whereas compressional 
sound velocity was measured by means of a portable ultrasonic 
nondestructive digital indicating tester (PUNDIT: trademark 
ofe.N.S. Instruments Ltd., England (ASTM 1983», measur-
ing travel time through the sediment with an accuracy of 1 ILS. 
Physiographic and geological setting 
The Barents Sea (Fig. 1) is situated between the Arctic 
Ocean in the north and the Norwegian and Russian mainland in 
the south. The water depth in the survey area (Figs. 1, 2) 
ranges from 95 m in the central part to 250 m in the south. 
Towards the northeast, the main part of Storbanken is defined 
by the 200 m contour, whereas the western and southwestern 
slopes border the northem part of Bjørnøyrenna, the major 
deep trough in the western Barents Sea. 
The general Quatemary stratigraphic sequence in the north-
em Barents Sea, including the study area, as deduced from 
sediment cores and occasional 3.5 kHz sounding lines (Elver-
høi and Solheim 1983a), consists of a lower layer of overcon-
solidated sediments covered by a veneer of late Weichselian 
glaciomarine sediment. The glaciomarine character is inferred 
from the amount of ice-rafted debris (IRD) and asparse fora-
minifera fauna consisting of benthonic speeies having high 
affinities with cold water. The age of the deposits is extrapo-
lated from Holocene dates. Over large regions, in particular in 
deep water and local depressions, there is a thin top cover of 
Holocene mud that differs from the glaciomarine sediment in 
colour, fauna (warmer), mineralogical assemblage (and there-
fore source area), and amount of coarse IRD (decreased) 
(Wensaas 1986). Approaching the presently heavily glaciated 
areas on eastem Svalbard, the differenee becomes less distinet. 
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FIG. 2. The Storbanken survey area, with core stations and seismic 
lines from this and previous surveys. Locations of figures appearing 
later in the text are indicated by heavy lines. 
A regional angular unconformity defines the top of the under-
lying bedrock. The major part of the northem Barents Sea has 
less than 25 ms (two-way travel time) of unlithified sediments 
above the bedrock (Solheim and Kristoffersen 1984). 
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FIG. 3. Thickness of sediments above bedrock in the survey area. Compressional sound velocity of 1700 m/s is used for conversion from travel 
time to thickness in metres. Relief of iceberg plough marks is indicated by shading. 
Sediment distribution and acoustic character 
Two thicker accumulations (30 and 38 m) of sediment above 
bedrock are found in the north western and central parts of the 
survey area (Fig. 3). Thickness estimates from seismic profiles 
assurne a compressional velocity of 1700 m/s, based on values 
measured in the sediment cores. Both accumulations constitute 
positive topographic features and thus have the appearance of 
low-relief ridge complexes (Fig. 4). 
Except for these accumulations, however, the sediment 
cover is thin, often 5 m or less, although it increases in thick-
ness towards deeper water in the south. The acoustically esti-
mated thickness was confirmed by drilling 4.5 and 5.5 m with 
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FIG. 4. Sparker (lower) and 3.5 kHz (upper) profiles across the main sediment accumulation. The slightly undulat ing reflector at approximately 
175 ms, followed almost to outcrop on the 3.5 kHz record, marks top of the sedimentary bedrock, possibly modified by a thin layer of till. For 
location, see Fig. 2. 
a rock-core drill prior to reaching bedrock at stations 83-23 and 
83-24, respectively. 
The general acoustic character (from 3.5 kHz records) 
throughout the survey area shows a transparent, apparently 
homogeneous unit above bedrock. In some locations, particu-
larly near station 83-23, this unit can be resolved into an upper, 
1-2 m thick layer and a lower, slightly less transparent layer. 
Resolution, however, is rather badly distorted by the irregular 
small-scale topography resulting from numerous iceberg 
plough marks. The transition between the two layers, where 
seen, appears gradational. Most likely, it represents a down-
ward coarsening of the sediment. A similar relationship 
between acoustic character and grain size has been reported 
from other areas (e.g., Damuth 1978; ElverhØi et al. 1983). 
The acoustic character of the thicker accumulations is not sig-
nificantly different from that of other parts of the study area. 
The degree of acoustic transparency is indicated by the fact 
that penetration through 30 ms of sediment cover down to bed-
rock with the 3.5 kHz echo sounder was frequently achieved. 
Sediment composition 
Sediment samples (Fig. 5) were obtained by vibrocoring at 
two locations (83-23 and 83-24) and grav it y coring at one Ioc a-
tion (83-25) (Fig. 2). Core penetration was generally poor, 
with a maximum of 0.7 m in a vibration time of 20 min. Most 
likely, this was caused by high-strength material above bed-
rock. The rock-core drilling at stations 83-23 and 83-24 con-
firrned that the vibrocorer only penetrated the upper part of the 
sequence. 
The sections penetrated in stations 83-23 and 83-24 are 
muddy sands to sandy muds (ElverhØi and Solheim 1983b), 
with no significant lithological changes throughout the sec-
tions. The most dominant size fractions are medium silt to fine 
sand (2-6cj», and station 83-23 has some gravel that appar-
ently disappears down core. There is a clear change to darker 
colours at approximately the 10 cm level in all four cores at 
these two stations. The deepest station, 83-25, shows a fining-
upwards sequence from a sand-rich diamicton in the lower part 
to a sandy mud with no gravel in the upper 20 cm. With the 
exception of a sand layer in the lower part of the core, there are 
no distinct lithological or colour changes in the core. 
The physical properties (Fig. 5) reflect sample lithology, 
with the two most sandy locations hav ing higher compres-
sional sound velocities, higher bulk densities, and lower water 
contents than core 83-25 (except for the interval covering the 
sand lens). Although determined shear strengths in this sandy 
material are probably toa high, they gi ve some indication of 
compaction. We interpret the lower 14 cm of 83-23/2, with a 
measured shear strength of238 kPa, as clearly overcompacted. 
A distinct change in colour from brownish or olive gray 
(typically 5Y 4/2) to dark gray or black (typically 5Y 3/1-
2.5/2) (Munsell soil colour charts), caused by a change in the 
type and amount of organic matter (ElverhØi and Bomstad 
1980; Elverhøi and Solheim 1983a; Forsberg 1983), is usually 
found at the transition between Holocene mud and late 
Weichselian glaciomarine sediment in the northem Barents 
Sea. A generally high content of coarse material, also in the 
Holocene sediments of the bank areas (Wensaas 1986), pre-
cludes this from being a diagnostic feature here. This is also 
indicated at station 83-23 (Fig. 5), which has the coarsest 
material at the top. With colour taken as a diagnostic feature, 
the upper 10 cm of the cores at stations 83-23 and 83-24 is con-
sidered as representing postglacial Holocene conditions; the 
rest of the cores, as representing late Weichselian, more ice-
proximal conditions. The lower 14 cm of core 83-23/2 is an 
exception. Based on regional data, this overconsolidated 
material is till or glaciomarine sediment overrun and com-
pacted by the late Weichselian glacier (ElverhØi and Solheim 
1983a). As core 83-23/2 was taken in the trough of an iceberg 
plough mark, the similarity b,etween 83-23/2 and 83-23/ I 
shows that the entire core 83-23/1 and the upper 31 cm (above 
the overconsolidated seidment) of core 83-23/2 postdate the 
ploughing, which therefore must have taken place shortly after 
the glacier withdrew from the area. 
Based on the lack of colour change, the entire core 83-25, on 
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FIG. 6. Side-sean mosaic from the vicinity of station 83-24. For location, see Fig. 2. 
the other hand, is considered Holocene in age. ElverhØi and 
Solheim (1983a) reported Holocene Barents Sea sedimentation 
mtes of 2 - 5 cm/ka, but this avemge value may vary locally 
with topogmphy and proximity to source areas (Wensaas 
1986). The most important source of Holocene sediments in 
the centml Barents Sea is winnowing of tine material from the 
banks and redeposition in deeper areas and local troughs 
(ElverhØi and Solheim 1983a; Ptirman 1984). This process is 
reflected in the lower silt and clay content in core 83-25 (situ-
ated in a local trough; Fig. 2), relative to the high Holocene 
sand content in the other co res (Fig. 5) . 
Morphological features 
Because of the generally sparse cover of unlithitied sedi-
ments in this part of the Barents Sea (Solheim and Kristoffer-
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FIG. 7. Iceberg plough mark with "fresh" appearance. Note distutbed sediment along the sides of the gouge proper. For location, see Fig. 2. 
sen 1984), the large-scale topography of the study area is 
mainly determined by the underlying bed rock and by 10cally 
thicker accumulations of unlithified sediments (Figs. 2, 3). 
Small-scale topography, on the other hand, is totally 
dominated by iceberg plough marks. In some areas, up to 
100% of the sea floor is affected by gouging (Fig. 6). Plough 
marks vary in width from 15-30 m to more than 100 m. The 
narrowest are straight and up to several hundred metres long, 
whereas the widest are often winding and can be traced up to 
1-2 km. Typical reliefs (top ofberms to bottom oftrough) are 
1 - 3 m for narrow plough marks and 2 - 7 m for wider plough 
marks, but up to 12 m of relief has been recorded for the latter. 
No clear-cut age relations can be inferred from the existing 
data. However, some distinct marks in the western and south-
western parts of the survey area look markedly fresher than the 
others (Fig. 7), with disturbed sediment more than 50 m from 
the plough mark itself. The disturbance appears to be sediment 
blocks formed by the ploughing process (e.g., Lien 1983) and 
also by small-scale slumping from the ploughed up berms. 
The plough marks have a wide range of directions (Fig. 6) 
but with astrong component subnormal to the local topo-
graphic contours. However, the present data appear to be 
somewhat biased towards directions normal to the ship's 
tracks, and a more extensive side-scan survey would be needed 
to map significant changes in plough-mark directions, i.e., 
with changing water depth. This could give valuable informa-
tion for reconstruction of paleocurrents. 
In the southeastern part of the bank, there is a distinct 
increase in the frequency of iceberg plough marks between 210 
and 220 m water depth , from only occasional plough marks in 
the deeper areas to a completely gouged seafloor above this 
depth (Fig. 8). There is also a relatively thick layer of trans-
parent sediment, and the plough marks are up to 7 -12 m deep. 
As this layer thins out, the depth of ploughing clearly 
decreases, reflecting the change in sediment character and 
thickness in com ing from the flanks onto the bank. Over the 
entire study area, there is a clear-cut positive correlation 
between sediment thickness and depth of gouging (Fig . 3), and 
where seismic penetration is poor, depth of gouging gives a 
minimum value of sediment thickness. 
An extremely flat base to the smaller undulations on the sea 
floor is a stri king feature in the eastern part of the survey area 
(Fig. 9). The small-scale undulations are ploughed up ridges, 
but immediately below them the re is an almost leve! surface, 
opaque to the 3.5 kHz signal. 
Origin of the locally thicker sediment accumulations 
No samples exist from the main accumulations, but the 
3.5 kHz data show no distinct difference in acoustic character 
over the survey area. We therefore infer that the accumulations 
consist of sandy mud or muddy sand similar to that cored at 
stations 83-23, 83-24, and 83-25 (Fig. 5). The fact that the 
3.5 kHz echo sounder penetrated more than 25 m of sediment 
also indicates relatively soft, fine-grained material as opposed 
to compacted till (ElverhØi et al. 1983). At station 83-23, the 
3.5 kHz signal did not penetrate the 4 - 5 m of overcompacted 
material, interpreted as till below the glaciomarine section. 
Furthermore, the acoustic character of the Storbanken sedi-
ments is not significantly different from that of Bjørnøyrenna 
(Fig. 1) to the southwest, except for the transparent section 
being somewhat thicker and . more consistent in the deeper 
waters. Analyses of co res previously obtained from BjØrnØy-
renna (Forsberg 1983) show glaciomarine sediments, although 
with a higher content of clay and silt than the material in the 
Storbanken cores. 
Thick glaciomarine sediment accumulations may be related 
to depositional patterns, or they may be erosional remnants. 
Given the apparent lack of sediment compaction, as inferred 
from the acoustic character, erosion by a grounded ice sheet, 
the most likely mode of erosion, does not seem probable. This, 
combined with its location at the edge of a bank and with thick-
ness decreasing both towards deeper water and towards the 
central bank area, supports the idea of the accumulations being 
primary glaciomarine depositional features. 
The acoustically homogeneous character of the locally 
thicker accumulations indicates rapid, continuous sedimenta-
tion. Furthermore, relative ly sandy material, acoustically 
extrapolated from the cores, points toward deposition in the 
proximity of the source, which for this st yle of glaciomarine 
sedimentation most likely would be a grounded ice front, with 
sediment output from meltwater (Powell 1984). 
Most ca1culations of sedimentation rates in tidewater glacier 
proximal conditions are from fjords, often draining valley 
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FIG. 8. A 3.5 kHz proftle over the flank of Storbanken, southeastem part of the survey area. Note increased gouging of the sea floor above 
275-290 ms (approximately 210-220 m). For location, see Fig. 2. 
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FIG. 9. A 3.5 kHz profile show ing flat base of iceberg plough marks . For location, see Fig. 2. 
glaciers. Rates are generally high but show large variations . 
Elverhøi et al. (1983) reported recent rates of 5-100 cm/a 
within 10 km of the Kongsvegen glacier, Spitsbergen, whereas 
rates from Glaeier Bay, Alaska, may vary from 0.2 to 4-
8 m/a (Carlson et al. 1978; Powell 1980). Although an ice 
sheet will discharge less sediment than a valley glacier (Powell 
1984), the bedrock of the northem Barents Sea is comparable 
to the unmetamorphic, fine-grained clastic rocks of the Kongs-
vegen drainage area, and the sedimentation rates off the 
Kongsvegen glaeier may at least be used to obtain a minimum 
estimate of duration of deposition. 
From the above considerations, we propose that the acousti-
cally transparent, locally thicker sediment accumulations on 
Storbanken were deposited in the pro xi mit y of a grounded ice 
front that was stationary for as much as a few hund red years 
during its retreat phase. However, higher deposition during a 
shorter time interval cannot be excluded. Off present-day melt-
water outlets at the Austfonna ice cap on Nordaustlandet, Sval-
bard (Fig. 1), local accumulations up to 30 m thick have been 
deposited in less than 50 years, but these have an areal extent 
of less than l km (Pfinnan 1984). A situation with Storbanken 
being the maximum extent of the late Weichselian ice sheet, on 
the other hand, seems unlikely given the relatively sparse total 
amount of sediments deposited in the region. 
Major glaeier surges of large ice sheets (Budd and McInnes 
1979) have been proposed as a mechanism for enhanced 
decay, in particular for marine ice sheets that are sensitive to 
sea-Ievel variations (Denton and Hughes 1981; Stuiver et al. 
1981). Although the surge mechanisms and timing may be dif-
ferent, the surging of large, marine-based ice sheets should 
have similar effects on the substratum as .surges in smaller 
present-day glaciers. The best modem analog is probably the 
one described from Austfonna ice cap, Nordaustlandet, Sval-
bard, where the outer part of the glacier is marine based and 
has surged over till-covered seafloor. The surging left a dis-
tinet sea-floor morphological pattem, consisting of a continu-
ous end-moraine ridge modified by frequent slumping and of a 
characteristic system of linear ridges inside the end moraine 
(Solheim and Pfinnan 1985; Solheim 1986). However, there 
are no sea-floor indications of surges on Storbanken, and we 
take this as an indication of withdrawal without surging. The 
low relief and slopes of the accumulations also exclude ice 
push during climatically controlled glacier advance as a fonna-
tion mechanism (Lewis et al. 1977; Boulton 1986). 
Vorren et al. (1983) introduced the tenn "iceberg turbate" 
for diamictons that were completely reworked by iceberg 
ploughing. This process results in a depletion of fines that are 
resuspended. Considering the intense ploughing documented 
from Storbanken, it is likely that this proeess also had an effect 
on the final sediment composition found in the survey area 
today. However, as the relatively coarse material has been 
cored below the floor of an iceberg plough mark (station 
83-2312), the iceberg reworking proeess is most likely not the 
main reason for the sandy texture of the Storbanken sediments. 
Iceberg scouring and deglaciation 
The fact that iceberg plough marks are frequent at least down 
to a water depth of 210m suggests that most are relict features , 
as few icebergs presently being calved off from Svalbard 
glaciers would have drafts significantly deeper than 100 m 
(ElverhØi and Solheim 1983b). Occasional present-day ice-
bergs may, however, reach deeper, probably because of draft 
increase through rolling (e.g., Bass and Peters 1984; Lewis 
and Bennett 1984). Recent work from the Labrador shelf 
shows high rates of degradation of scours by benthos, current, 
and wave action (Josenhans et al. 1985). Apparently fresh, 
blocky benns (Fig. 7) will therefore most likely be degraded at 
a rate dependent on loeal bathymetric and oceanographic con-
ditions and sediment characteristics, finally reaching the more 
typical mature fonn where no distinet sediment disturbance 
can be seen from side-sean records. Some of the more fresh-
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looking plough marks, contined to the shallowest parts of the 
study area (Fig. 7), thus may have been formed quite recently. 
If we assurne that most of the icebergs had a local origin, 
some inferences about paleo-water depth and isostatie depres-
sion can be made based on the distinet change in plough-mark 
frequency at 210-220 m water depth. Tabular icebergs, 
broken off from the ice front when water depths get too deep 
for grounding, or from a fringing ice shelf, generally define the 
largest icebergs of a marine-based ice sheet. Typical drafts of 
most present-day tabular icebergs, both in the Arctic and in the 
Antarctic, are 200-250 m (Orheim 1987), although larger 
drafts do occur. The maximum height of a subaerial ice eliff is 
limited to approximately 30 m by the plastic properties of ice 
(Paterson 1981), although larger thicknesses can be reached 
where the ice is stabilized in narrow embayments. 
With the glaeier front situated at Storbanken during the late 
Weichselian maximum and with a eustatic sea-Ievcl lowering 
of the order of 100- 120 m (Bloom et al. 1974; Bowen 1978), 
an isostatic depression of up to 130 m would be required to 
allow icebergs with 200 - 250 m drafts to tloat in the area of 
220 m prcsent-day waterdepth. Isostatic depression ofthis size 
at the margin of an ice sheet, however, seems improbable 
based on other pa st ice margins in Scandinavia and North 
Ameriea (Andrews 1980; MØmer 1980; Bakkelid 1981). This 
thercfore gives further support to a Barents Sea ice sheet 
extending beyond Storbanken. 
As marine ice sheets are likely to disintegrate relatively 
rapidly (Thomas 1979), eustatic and isostatie adjustments were 
probably rather small in the study area during the time intelVal 
between a maximum glacial extent and that of a Storbanken 
margin. Therefore, a maximum isostatie depression of signifi-
cantly more than 130 m is unlikely for the Storbanken region. 
This is comparable with Salvigsen 's (1981) results from Kong 
Karls Land and points toward a relatively thin ice sheet fed 
from severai ice divides, of which Storbanken and Kong Karls 
Land were two. 
The depth of ice gouging is generally limited by the thick-
ness of glaciomarine sediments. The remarkably flat base of 
the ice-plough relief, especially in the eastem part of the area 
(Fig. 9), is suggested to be the top of the overcompaeted 
material that was cored at stat ion 83-23/2 (Fig. 5). The sparker 
has too poor resolution and the 3.5 kHz eeho sounder too poor 
penetration to showa distinetion between the overeompaeted 
sand y sediment and underlying bedroek. However, the dipping 
sedimentary bedrock layers are unlikely to have a eompletely 
flat erosional surface; therefore, the flat surfaee probably 
represents till infill in local troughs in the bed rock surface and 
fomls the loeal base of ieeberg ploughing in the area. 
Summary and conclusions 
(I) Locally thieker (30 - 38 m), unlithified sediment aceu-
mulations on Storbanken eonsist of sandy glaeiomarine 
material, deposited relatively rapidJy, proximaJ to a reces-
sional glacier margin. 
(2) Other than the se loeal aeeumulations, Storbanken has a 
generally thin ( "" 1.5 m) layer of sand y glaciomarine sediment 
overlying an overeonsolidated lill. The latter fills troughs in 
the erosional sedimentary bedroek surface and forms a flat 
base for iceberg plough marks. Deeper waters of northem 
BjØmØyrenna have a thieker ("" 5 m) layer of finer grained 
mud. 
(3) The sea floor is intensively p10ughed by ieebergs above 
2 JO m water depth. P10ugh-mark size varies eonsiderably, but 
relief is largely dependent on the thiekness of glaeiomarine 
sediments as weU as on ieeberg size. The ploughing, most of 
whieh probab1y took plaee shortly after deglaeiation of the 
region, resuspended tines and further enhaneed the sandy char-
aeter of the glaeiomarine sediments. 
The sediment distribution and plough-mark eharacteristies 
have the following implieations for the glaeial history of the 
Barents Sea: (i) During the late Weiehselian maximum, the 
Barents Sea iee sheet had an extension beyond Storbanken. 
The iee sheet was presumably relatively thin and fed from 
severaI iee divides. However, the present data give no infor-
mation in terms of a possible eonneetion with the Fennoscan-
dian iee sheet. (ii) A major halt in iee retreat oeeurred when the 
margin was situated at Storbanken, during whieh the locally 
thicker aeeumulations were deposited from meltwater. The 
halt most likely did not inelude any readvanees, either as 
surges or as elimatieally eontrolled oseillations. (iii) Further 
retreat took plaee relatively rapidJy, leaving only the thin cover 
of glaeiomarine sediments. 
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ABSTRACT 
Sediments on high Arctic shelves result from modern proces-
ses and the effect of former glaciations. Based on data from the 
northern Barents Sea, an area with input from numerous and large 
surging glaciers, we define two principal zones with different 
environmental regimes and corresponding sedimentary facies: i) a 
glacier proximal zone influenced by grounding line processes and 
the immediately adjacent areas affected by glacial sediment 
input, and ii) a glacier distal, sea ice and current-controlled 
zone, which also include a wide sediment-starved region dominated 
by biogenic carbonate accumulation. 
Characteristic for the glacier proximal zone is glacial 
surges, which effects sedimentation rates and leave a diagnostic 
pattern of sea floor morphologies. Extensive ice gouging callse a 
homogeneous sediment texture. 
In the glacier distal zone fine grained mud is supplied from 
sea ice and infrequent coarser material deposited from icebergs 
is reworked by modern oceanographic proeesses. On shallow banks, 
30-50 m water depth, carbonates accumulate from a prolific bottom 
fauna formed in response to extensive reworking and nutrient 
supply. 
INTRODUCTION 
Glaciation of continental shelves and epicontinental seas 
are well documented in the geological record Boulton and 
Deynoux, 1981; Eyles et al.,1985 ) . During periods of maximum 
glaciation, grounded iee and/or iee shelf regimes prevailed 
e.g. Denton and Hughes, 1981 ), while sea ice and iceberg 
dominated regimes characterize the ice recessional stage ( Vorren 
et al., 1983 ). Until now, studies of modern environments have 
focused on ice shelf and glaciomarine fjord sedimentation 
(Drewry and Cooper, 1981; Powell, 1983; ElverhØi et al., 1983; 
Mackiewicz et al., 1984; Anderson et al., 1984 ), while studies 
of ancient sequences are the main base for models of glaciomarine 
sedimentation of epicontinental seas ( Gravenor et al., 1984; 
Eyles et al 1985 ). 
The Barents Sea, covering an area of 1.2 mill km2 , is the 
largest present day epicontinental sea Fig.1 ). The shelf 15 
relatively deep ( average water depth ~ 230 m ) and approximately 
2/3 of the area is influenced by sea ice and icebergs. The 
southern ice limit essentially follows the oceanic Polar Front, 
i.e. the boundary between the Arctic Water mas ses and the 
Atlantic Water masses at approximately 74-75°N. lee influence 
increases to the north, where sea ice is present 10 months of the 
year and ieebergs are delivered from the heavily glaciated 
hinterlands of Svalbard and Franz Josef Land. 
The study area eovers the northwestern Barents Sea, bounded 
by approximately 74° N to the south and 35° E to the east. A 
range of glaciomarine environments are present: glaeier proximal 
conditions prevail along the tidewater glaeier peripheries, e.g. 
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the Austfonna ice cap on Nordaustlandet. ( The term glaeier 
proximal here refers to areas affected by grounding line proees-
ses ). The distal glaciomarine environment comprising the rest of 
the study area, varies between erosion/nondeposition/redistri-
bution and sea ice-and iceberg-dominated deposition. Biogeneous 
carbonates accumulate locally on shallow banks in close as-
sociation with the glacigenic sediments. 
The main objective of this paper is to analyze the present 
glaciomarine sedimentary environment and the resulting facies in 
a modern high Arctic epicontinental sea. As accumulation rates in 
general are low, 2-5 cm/ka, interpretations of surface sediment 
samples ( approximately the upper 5 cm ) may inelude the latest 
Holocene. According to previous investigations in the western 
part of the study area, sedimentation is characterized by intra-
basinal reworking BjØrlykke et al., 1978 ). However, ice 
rafting beeomes inereasingly important in the northern regions of 
the Barents Sea. In this paper, emphasis will be plaeed on 
identifieation on the various sediment sourees and analysis of 
their relative eontribution to total flux. 
GEOLOGICAL AND GEOPHYSICAL DATA BASE 
The study area has been eovered by approximately 30,000 km 
shallow seismie records in a regional grid of ca 20 km line 
spaeing Elverhøi and Solheim, 1987 a). The principal sound 
source has been 1 kJ sparker with analog recording via single 
channel reeeiver. Higher resolution data have were obtained by 
3.5 kHz echosoundings, and in some loeal areas south of 
Nordaustlandet, Storbanken, south of Hopen and in a small area of 
Bjørnøyrenna ) side-sean sonar profil ing has been condueted 
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(ElverhØi and Solheim, 1983a; Solheim and Kristoffersen, 1984; 
Solheim et al., in press ). 
Sediment samples ( from 400 locations ) mainly were obtained 
by dredges and grabs in shallow, hard bottom areas, while 3 m 
gravity cores were recovered n deeper areas with soft sediments. 
Vibrocores and shallow rock cores were used at a few stations 
( Elverhøi and Solheim, 1983a ). Bottom photographs are available 
from about 100 stations ( Elverhøi and Solheim, 1983a; Elverhøi 
and Solheim, 1983b; Elverhøi and Solheim 1987a ). 
Water samples were obtained using 5 l Niskin botties and 
filtered on board ( Forsberg, 1983; Pfirman, 1985 ) and suspended 
sediment distribution was mapped in combination with 160 trans-
missometer ( l m path length ) and nephelometer ( 90° scattering) 
profiles using a Montedero-Whitney sensor ( Pfirman, 1985 ). 
SEDIMENT DISTRIBUTION 
General characteristics 
In the study area, the thickness of unlithified sediments 
above the bedrock, se en as a regional unconformity ( Solheim and 
Kristoffersen, 1984 ), is in general less than 10 metres Fig. 
2). The unlithified sediments consist of till overlain by blue 
grev ice proximal glaciomarine sediments, deposited during the 
withdrawal of the Late Weichselian Ice sheet ( Elverhøi and 
Solheim, 1983c ). These sediments grade into more fine grained, 
olive grev, ice distal sediments of mainly Holocene age. The 
transition between the two latter units is tentatively dated to 
10 12 ka BP Elverhøi and Solheim, 1983c; Elverhøi and 
Solheim, 1987b ), reflecting the onset of the present day 
glaciomarine sedimentary environment. 
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Surface sediments 
Three main sediment types are found in the northern Barents 
Sea: i) mud ( Fig. 3; class ,1 & 2 ), ii) pebbly mud or diamicton 
( Fig. 3; class 3,6 & 7 and iii) sand and gravel ( Fig. 3; 
class 8,9,10 & 11 ). The 200 m contour defines an important 
environmental boundary with diamicton generally dominating above 
200 m and mud being the predominant sediment type below. 
However, diamicton and sand-and gravel-rich sediments are also 
found on the southern slope of Spitsbergenbanken down to 300 m 
water depth, while mud is present in the shallow coastal region 
outside EdgeØya/Barentsøya. 
The largest accumulation of sand and gravel are lag de-
posits, which occur on Spitsbergenbanken, and on the shallower 
part ( 30 - 60 m water depth ), carbonates are the main cons-
tituents ( up to 90 X CaC03 ). Present day hard bottom conditions 
are evidenced by the high barnaeie content. 14C-dating of the Mya 
truneata, which is characteristic of a soft substratum but was 
obtained from the bank, show that hard bottom conditions have 
prevailed since early/mid Holocene (Bjørlykke et al., 1978 ). 
The ehange of substratum is probably a response to ehange in the 
regional eurrent pattern and shallowing due to the glaeio-isosta-
tie rebound 
water 60 
Bjør1ykke et al., 1978; Forsberg, 1983 ). In deeper 
200 m ) along the bank margins, coarse grained 
elasties prevail. CIastie lag deposits are a1so found on the 
shallow platforms surrounding KvitØya and Kong Karls Land. 
In the southern part of the Barents Sea, fine grained 
elastie sediments generally have an olive greV (SY 3/2 
Munsell Soil Colour Charts ) due to organic debris. To the 
north, the colour becomes more greV and blue greV. The fIne 
grained sediments are generally homogeneous, and of ten inten-
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sively bioturbated by polyehaetes ( ElverhØi and Bomstad, 1980 ). 
Monosulphides are observed at 15 -20 em sediment depth, eausing a 
mottled appearanee. 
Current-related sediment struetures have only been observed 
in bottom photographs or side-sean sonar profiles in three 
regions in the Barents Sea: on Spitsbergenbanken where ripple 
marks are observed in carbonate sand; on the southern flank of 
the KvitØya platform where sediment waves ( 5 m seale are seen 
on a side-sean profile at 280 m water depth; and in Erik Eriksen-
stretet where patehes of sediment waves oeeur. In addition, 
plough marks along the southeastern flank of Spitsbergenbanken 
appear to be winnowed. Features related to mass wasting are 
generally not observed exeept for limited oeeurrenee in glaeier 
proximal environment. 
Surfaee sediment texture 
The diamictons have a median diameter in the medium/coarse 
silt fraetion Figs.4 a,b,c & d ), while the mud deposits have a 
median diameter in the elay fraetion. Clay eontent of the 
diamictons seems to be depth independent, while it inereases with 
depth in the mud deposits ( Wensaas, 1986 ). 
In the glaeier proximal regions diamicton is the dominant 
sediment type. The eontent of eoarser fractions is generally 
higher than in the diamieton sampled from the distal areas. 
Coarse grained diamicton of possibly Late Weichselian age is also 
found on the southern slope of Spitsbergenbanken down to 300 m 
water depth. These sediments are probably exposed due to erosion 
and non-deposition during the Holoeene ( BjØrlykke et al., 1978; 
Forsberg, 1983 ). 
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Mineralogy 
The mineral assemblage in the surface sediments is iden-
tified from X-rav diffractograms of both the clay fraction ( clay 
minerals only ) and the bulk < 63 um fraction (non-clay 
minerals>. Typical clay minerals are: illite, chlorite, kaoli-
nite, smectite and random mixed-Iayer smectite illite ( the 
latter is not included in the semi-quantitative calculations in 
Fig. 4 ). A similar assemblage is characteristic for most of the 
Mesozoic and Tertiary rocks on Svalbard and also for clasts in 
the Quaternary sediments in the Barents Sea ( Bjærke and Dypvik, 
1977; Elverhøi and Grønlie, 1981; Elverhøi et al., 1988 ). 
However, smectite on Svalbard is restricted to the eastern part 
of the archipelago and stratigraphically bounded within the 
Helvetiafjellet Formation ( thickness 60 - 70 m, Early Cret-
aceous) ( Edwards, 1980; ElverhØi et al., in 1988 >. 
The mineralogy of the bulk < 63 um ) fraction shows 
regional changes, with strong variations in calcite and dolomite 
( Fig. 4 ) . Carbonate-rich sediments occur mainly in the 
northernmost regions where calcareous rocks of Carboniferous-
Permian age are exposed onshore and are thought to subcrop 
extensively offshore ( Lauritzen and Otha, 1985; Elverhøi et al., 
1988 ). Relatively high dolomite content is also found east of 
Edgeøya Fig. 4 ). However, in this area calcareous rocks are 
not present below or in adjacent areas ( Winsnes and Worsley, 
1981; Elverhøi et al., 1988 ). These carbonate-rich sediments may 
have been transported to this region from a northern source. In 
the rest of the northern part of the study area, carbonates occur 
in trace amounts in the clastic sediments. As the content of 
foraminifera and other calcareous fossils is Iow and essentially 
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confined to the sand fraetion, carbonates in the mud fraction 
most likely have a non-biogenic origin ( Wensaas, 1986 ). An 
exception is in the region adjacent to Spitsbergenbanken, where 
fine grained calcite of biogenic origin is deposited from win--
nowing of the carbonate lag deposit ( BjØrlykke et al., 1978 ). 
Sedimentation rate and sediment thickness 
From 14C dates ( Elverhøi and Solheim, 1987b and use of 
the lithological change at 10 - 12 ka BP ( extrapolated age, Fig. 
2 ), the average Holocene sedimentation rate in glacier distal 
areas may be estimated at 3 5 cm/ka ( Fig. 4 ). The ac-
cumulation rate of carbonates on Spitsbergenbanken is also within 
the same range 
Solheim 1987a ). 
Elverhøi and Solheim ,1983 a/c; Elverhøi and 
Higher values, 10 - 20 cm/ka, are found outside 
Nordaustlandet, BarentsØya/Edgeøya and also in deeper regions 
south of Kong Karls Land. 
In the glacier proximal environment of Austfonna on Nord--
austlandet, sedimentation rate is highly variable, O - 10 cm/year 
( Solheim, in prep ). Locally within this environment, sediment 
ridges thought to have formed during surge, constitute important 
sediment accumulations. Outside Austfonna a ridge of 10 - 20 m 
height and 500 to 1700 m width, - 0.35 km3 ) was most likely 
deposited during one surge, 
Pfirman, 1985 ). 
lasting 1 2 years ( Solheim and 
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BATHYMETRY AND MORPHOLOGY 
Due to the thin unlithified sediment cover, the sea floor 
topography generally follows the underlying bedrock surface, 
which reflects the main tectonic lineaments and bedrock boun-
daries ( Rønnevik et al., 1982; Solheim and Kristoffersen, 1984; 
Faleide et al., 1984, ElverhØi et al. 1988 ). Tertiary uplift 
and subaerial erosion, followed by Pliocene/Pleistocene glacia-
tions further modified the bedrock surface 
Elverhøi and Solheim, 1983c ). 
( Nansen, 1904; 
Large scale topography of the Barents Sea Shelf is charact-
erized by broad, gentle depressions extending from the interior 
to the western and northern continental margins ( Fi g. 1 ). 
Bjørnøyrenna, between Spitsbergenbanken and northern Norway is 
the major deep water connection between the Barents Sea and the 
Norwegian-Greenland Sea to the west. This trough shoals to the 
north and east. The major deep water connections to the Arctic 
Ocean are the strait between Franz Josef Land and Victoria Island 
where the depth exceeds 300 m and between Franz Josef Land and 
Novaja Zemlja through the Kara Sea. In addition to the shallow 
regions around the islands of Kong Karls Land and Kvitøya, the 
main bank areas are, Spitsbergenbanken ( 30-100 m ), Storbanken 
100-150 m ) and Sentralbanken ( 150-200 m ). 
Accumulations of Late Pleistocene till and glacier proximal 
glaciomarine sediments may locally form positive bathymetric 
features ( 25 - 75 m high and 2 20 km lang ), as observed 
around Spitsbergenbanken and on Storbanken Elverhøi and 
Solheim, 1983c; Solheim and Kristoffersen, 1984; Solheim et al., 
i n press ) . Late Weichselian glaciomarine sediment accumulated 
in troughs levels out bedrock topography forming smooth basin 
floors ( Kristoffersen et al., 1984 ). 
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Small scale topography of the sediment surface in shallow 
water depths is dominated by iceberg plough marks although 
pockmarks may also be abundant observed ( Solheim and Elverhøi, 
1985 ). Recent ploughing occurs down to water depths of 120 -130 
m south of Nordaustlandet ( Solheim, in prep ), while ancient 
gouges have been recorded down to more than 400 m water depth in 
BjØrnØyrenna (Elverhøi and Solheim, 1987 ). In some areas, 100 % 
of the sea floor is affected by iceberg ploughing. Typical relief 
is 2-5 m, but may reach 
general 30 - 80 m ( Solheim 
12 m, and plough mark widths are in 
et al., in press ). The ancient 
plough marks are usually wider, 30 100 m, and have a more 
degraded appearance. The Barents Sea pockmarks are smaller than 
similar features recorded along the Norwegian shelf ( Hovland, 
1983 ), only 10 - 20 m in diameter and < 1 m deep, but may be 
locally abundant (Solheim and Elverhøi, 1985 ). They are most 
likely formed by gas ascending from a deep petrogenic source. The 
comparatively small size may be a function of the thin cover of 
soft sediments, which is needed as a reeording medium. 
GLACIER REGIME AND PROXIMAL PROCESSES 
Glaeier eoverage of the Svalbard Archipelago is approxi-
mately 60 X, composed of mountain/valley glaciers on the main 
island of West Spitsbergen and iee caps on the islands of 
Nordaustlandet and Kvitøya. The ice cover inereases with 
descending equilibrium line to the north and the east; 75 X of 
Nordaustlandet and 99 X of Kvitøya are iee eovered ( Dowdeswell, 
1984 ). Small ( < 100 km2 , glaciers are below pressure mel ting 
point at their sole, while larger Svalbard glaeiers are of ten at 
the pressure mel ting point at the base in their interior regions. 
Extensive meltwater aetivity typieally occurs in the summer 
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(July - August ). Surge is a common mode of glaeier advance on 
Svalbard ( Liestøi, 1969 ): mor@ than 80 glaeier surges have been 
documented to date ( Li@stØl, 1985 ). 
Of particular importanc@ for this study is the Austfonna ice 
cap 8000 km 2 > which eovers most of the island of Nordaustlan-
det Fig. 1 >, although similar conditions are likely to be 
found for other glaeiers along the eastern coast of Svalbard. 
Austfonna has a marine grounded terminus extending for approxi-
mately 200 km Solh@im, in prep. ). Severai separate drainage 
basins of Austfonna iee cap have surged, and the 1936-38 surge of 
Bråsvellbreen ( 1100 km2 ) is the largest surge doeumented on the 
northern hemisphere. Simple ealeulations indieate that almost 80 
km3 of iee were transported into the new part of the glaeier in 
1 - 2 years. 
The Bråsvellbreen surge, and a former surge of an adjaeent 
drainage basin, have had a large influenee on sea floor topo-
graphy and sediment distribution in this region. In addition to 
the terminal surge moraine ( Fig. 5 >, soft subglacial material 
was mobilized and squeezed up into subglaeial features when the 
surge stagnated and the glaeier settled into its bed. The surge 
moraine is suggested to have been formed by a combination of 
inereased meltwater discharge during the surge and direct push by 
the rapidly advancing iee front ( Solheim and Pfirman, 1985; 
Solheim, in prep). After withdrawal, a rhombohedral pattern of 
di seontinuous , linear ridges were exposed on the sea floor 
( Fig. 5 ), most likely deposited within subglacial fraetures. 
During the last 20 - 30 years, the glaeier has retained normal 
activity and is presently forming annua l push ridges which are 
exposed during yearly retreat. 
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Another important effect of glaeier surge in the marine 
environment is increased production of icebergs, e.g. during the 
Bråsvellbreen surge the numbers of icebergs were increased by an 
order of magnitude ( Vinje, 1985 ). The increase in iceberg 
activity is well documented in the occurrence of many relatively 
small, fresh looking iceberg plough marks on the sea floor in the 
front of the surge moraine. Hence, surges may also indirectly be 
important for reworking sediment into an iceberg turbate charac-
ter ( Vorren et al., 1983 ). 
At present, two large and numerous small turbid, sediment 
laden meltwater outflows are observed along the Austfonna marine 
ice front Fig. 6 ). Evidence of rapid accumulation at or in the 
vicinity of the meltwater sea water interface is se en from 
severai large sediment mounds and an acoustically transparent 
drape in front of the western meltwater outflow observed on 
side-sean sonar and kHz profiles ). 
Limited observations of suspended particulate material in 
this region show that concentrations decrease rapidly from up to 
28 mg/l to less than 5 mg/l within about 5 km from the meltwater 
discharge points ( Fig. 7 ). In satellite images, turbid meltwa-
ter plumes emanating from the glaeier front aften appear to be 
entrained in a westerly coastal current, transporting the 
sediment-laden meltwater along the glaeier front, and sometimes 
continuing westward into the southern reaches of Hinlopenstretet 
( Fig. 6 ). High concentrations of suspended particulate material 
are observed both in satellite images and in water samples to 
extend within a glaeier proximal zone approximately 15 km from 
the glaeier front ( Fig. 7 ). 
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OCEANOGRAPHIC PROCESSES 
On high latitude shelves, sea ice and associated dense brine 
formation, in addition to normal marine processes such as tides, 
waves and currents, may be important factors for controlling 
sediment redistribution. Evidence that sediment redistribution by 
oceanic proeesses occurs on the northern Barents Shelf includes: 
l) the existence of lag deposits; 2) the textural discontinuity 
in surface sediments at approximately 200 m; and 3) side sean 
sonar profiles and bottom photographs showing sea floor sediments 
reworked into sediment waves or ripple marks, and winnowing of 
iceberg plough marks. Near bottom and detached nepheloid layers, 
indicating sediments in suspension, occur mostly where the bottom 
sediments are fine-grained and have the highest rates of deposit-
ion: within or along the margins of deep basins, and east of 
Edgeøya ( Fig. 4 ). Due to limited oceanographic measurements in 
the Barents Sea, mainly obtained in summer, only general state-
ments can be made about on the direction and rate of sediments 
transport. 
Although many factors need to be taken into account when 
considering how near bot tom currents will affect the sea bed, a 
critical velocity of 30 cm/sec 1 m above the bed may be used as 
an average for initiation of transport of very fine sand and silt 
( Butman, 1987 ). Clays may be resuspended at velocities of 10 to 
20 cm/sec ( 15 cm above the bed) if they are unconsolidated 
( Postma, 1967 ). The strongest mean currents in the Barents Sea 
are expected to be eoneentrated along slopes of the banks 
( Nansen, 1906 ). Based on limited eurrent meter measurements, 
mean flow of nearbottom currents appears to be generally less 
than 10 cm/sec in the study region ( Loeng, 1983 ), exeept in the 
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vicinity of the high - velocity Hopen - BjØrnØya Current 
Fig.8 ) . Superimposed on the mean circulation is a tidal 
component which has equal or greater velocities ( Loeng, 1983 ). 
The combined effects of mean and tidal currents may result in 
high near - bottom velocity, especially along the basin margins. 
For example, southwest of Sentralbanken, maximum velocities of 
25-30 cm/sec were recorded at 270 m water depth ( Loeng, 1983 ). 
Sea ice shields much of the northern Barents Sea from the effects 
of surface waves. However, in shallow regions ( generally less 
not covered by sea ice, lang period than 100 m, Butman 1987 
surface waves may also be important in causing oscillatory near-
bottom flows and sediment resuspension. Sediments resuspended by 
these processes will be transported with the mean circulation 
( Fig. 9 ) mostlyas contour currents guided by bank slopes, 
resulting in complicated transport paths. Deposition will occur 
where velocities are low enough to allow settling of the fine-
grained sediment to the sea floor. 
The northern Barents Sea is characterized by a relatively 
stable overall cyclonic circulation pattern ( Fig.8 ) with 
seasonal variations ( Novitskiy, 1961; Tantsiura, 1973; Midttun 
and Loeng, 1987 ). The main hydrographic feature of the Barents 
Sea is the east - west trending oceanic Polar Front at approx 
imately 74-75 N ( Fig.8 ), following bathymetric zonations 
( Johannesen and Foster, 1978 ). Arctic water, occurring north of 
the Front at 20 to 150 m water depth ( Midttun and Loeng 1987 ), 
originates from a deep convection layer developed during sea ice 
formation in the Barents Sea, with input from the Arctic Ocean 
and the Kara Sea. The cold Arctic and surface waters are tran-
sported southwestward trough the Barents Sea with the east 
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Spitsbergen and Persey Currents ( Fig. 8, Novitskiy, 1961 ). To 
the southwest, these currents contribute to the well - defined, 
southerly flowing Hopen - Bjørnøya Current, localized along the 
eastern flank of Spitsbergenbanken and may contribute to winnow-
ing of the bank flanke The general southwestward flow of Arctic 
and surface water, is important in the transport of sea ice 
( discussed below 
muddy, carbonate 
and may also explain the accumulation of 
rich sediments east of Edgeøya. sediments may 
be carried in suspension from northern carbonate - rich sources 
by a southerly current of cold Arctic water along the eastern 
Svalbard margin ( Fig. 8 ). Generally high sedimentation rate in 
this region may also reflect sediment input from the adjacent 
tidewater glaciers on the eastern coasts of 
Edgeøya. 
Barentsøya and 
South of the oceanic Polar Front, the Barents Sea is 
dominated by warm saline water from the North Atlantic which 
generally flows northeastward. Part of the Atlantic water which 
has been cooled, flows under both the sea ice and cold, rela-
tively fresh Arctic water, and occurs as numerous eastward and 
northward flowing near-bottom branches north of the Front 
( Fig. 9 ). Additionally, Atlantic water enters the Barents Sea 
from the Arctic basin to the north as a subsurface water mass 
Mosby, 1938 Fig. 9 ). This near - bottom flow may be 
important either in redistributing sediments, or in preventing 
deposition. Near-bottom nepheloid layers are particularly 
pronounced in two areas in Erik Eriksenstretet which are 
influenced by Atlantic water ( Fig. 10 ): i) east and south of 
Nordaustlandet and ii) in the strait and basin south and east of 
Kvitøya. Sea - floor reworking in these areas is also evident 
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from observed sediment waves ( Fig 11 ). On the southern flank of 
the bank south of KvitØya these features are oriented transverse 
to the bathymetric contours possibly indicating a westerly 
contour current. 
An additional agent for sediment resuspension and transport 
on high Arctic epicontinental seas may be the formation of dense 
brines during sea ice formation. This process of vertical 
eonvection occurs over the entire water eolumn over shallow banks 
( Tantsiura, 1959; Midttun, 1985 ), and down to at least 150-200 
m water depth over deeper regions ( Nansen, 1906; Novitskiy, 
1961; Tantsiura, 1973 ), forming the densest water mass in the 
Barents Sea ( Nansen, 1906; Midttun, 1985 ). The dense water mass 
has a limited distribution, is observed only in deep basins in 
the summer, and has large seasonal and annual variations 
( Nansen, 1906; Midttun pers. comm., 1987 ). Because dense brines 
will flow off the banks transverse to bathymetrie eontours, they 
may be important agents in transporting resuspended sediment from 
the banks into deeper basins. 
SEA ICE AND ICEBERGS, THEIR EFFECTS ON SEDIMENT FLUX 
lee rafting has commonly been related to ieebergs and 
generally only debris larger than 500 um has been ineluded. Sea 
iee is now recognized as an important carrier of mainly fine 
grained materials Barnes and Reimnitz, 1982; Barnes et al., 
1982 ), and in the Arctic Basin muddy units are related to sea 
ice dominated events ( Clark et al., 1980; Clark and Hanson, 
1983). 
In the Barents Sea most of the ice cover is formed locally 
Zacharov 1976 ). Due to the dominance of southwesterly winds, 
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ice is exported to the Arctic Ocean during the winter ( - 100 
km 3 ) , while in the summer melt season, flow direction is changed 
into the Barents Sea, mainly through the strait between Franz 
Josef Land and Novaja Zemlja ( Zacharov, 1976; Vinje, 1985, Vinje 
pers.comm, 1987 l. Revised calculation of sea ice transport into 
the Barents Sea ( e.g. Vinje 1985 >, indicates a volume of 550 
km 3 of sea iee per year ( Vinje, pers.comm. 1987 ). The maximum 
southward extension of sea ice is close to the Oceanic Polar 
Front. The ice edge may retreat rapidly during the melt season of 
June to August, from approximately 76° N to 82° N ( Vinje, 1985, 
Rey et al., 1987 ). 
Only a few samples of turbid sea ice from the Barents Sea 
have been ~btained. However, information on sediment in sea ice 
samples obtained from Framstretet ( summer only ),( Larssen 1987) 
may also apply to the Barents Sea, as in summer sea ice in both 
regions may be deri ved from the Eurasian Shelf / Eastern Arctic 
Basin Colony and Thorndike, 1985 }. Both concentrations 
(0-3000 mg/l and distribution of debris in sea ice samples 
from Framstretet ( Figs. 12 & 13 are highly variable. On 
average, the sampled debris represent a concentration of 55 g/m 3 
sea ice, but because turbid ice was sampled preferentially, this 
figure is most likely overestimated. Tentatively, the concentrat-
ion is reduced by a factor of to 27 ice ( Larssen, 
1987 ). 
The material in turbid sea iee from Framstretet was fine 
grained, generally less than 63 um, and mainly inorganie, domi-
nated by clay minerals; smectites, chlorites, kaolinites and 
illites, in addition to quartz and feldspars. This assemblage 
elosely resembles that found for sea floor surface sediment 
samples in the Barents Sea ( Fig 14 ). 
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The annual input of elasite debris by sea iee can be 
tentatively ealeulated by using 1) the summer flux of sea iee 
into the Barents Sea ( 550 km3 ) and 2) the debris eoneentration 
in sea iee from the Framstretet 27 g/m 3 ). Henee, the annual 
input by sea iee is 15xl0· tons, a volume whieh is suggested to 
essentially melt out north of 74° N. As the study area eovers 1/3 
of this region, 5xl0· tons of mainly fine grained sediments are 
transported into the study area annually by sea iee. The impor-
tanee of sea iee as a sediment transport agent has also been 
doeumented from the Alaskan shelf, where 3xl0· tons are supplied 
from the Prudhoe Bay area ( Barnes et al., 1982 ). 
Only oeeasional ieebergs are observed in distal parts of the 
Barents Sea, with highest eoneentrations observed over bank areas 
during the spring ( 40 - 50 bergs at Hopen in April ). The bergs 
are delivered mainly during late summer, primarily from glaeiers 
on Franz Josef Land and Svalbard ( Zubov, 1943 ). The predominant 
trajeetory is southwesterly, following the main surface water 
flowat this time of year ( Vinje, 1985 ). lee bergs ealved from 
Nordaustlandet are found to stav within the eoastal eurrent and 
to grolmd on shoals in glaeier proximal and near eoastal areas. 
lee bergs are also seen to ground and melt on the shallow parts 
of Olgastretet and are of ten effieiently trapped on the shallow 
Spistbergenbanken ( Vinje, 1985 ). 
Due to the fine grained nature of debris generally observed 
in sea iee, gravel found oecasionally over most of the study area 
is suggested to represent iee berg rafting. Quantitatively, the 
iee berg rafted material is of minor importanee. 
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CARBON CONTENT AND PRIMARY PRODUCTION 
The total organie carbon TOC content of the bottom 
sediments is generally in the range of 1-2 % and eoncentrated in 
the mud fraction Fig.4 ). The highest values, ca 5 %, are 
recorded in the southern regions elose to the oceanic Polar 
Front. Total carbon ( TC values are only slightly higher, 
showing that the carbon is organie in origin. Palynologic 
investigations demonstrate that to a large degree the organie 
matter has been reworked from Mesozoie rocks Throndsen and 
Bjærke, 1983 ). This is also eonfirmed by a high content of dark 
shale and eoal fragments of Mesozoie age within the Holoeene 
sediments. 
Part of the organie carbon may, however, be deposited from 
the spring phytoplankton mostly diatoms ) blooms, whieh oeeur 
along the sea iee edge as the iee melts and retreats northward 
( Rey and Loeng, 1985 ). The annual produetion in the Barents 
Sea, estimated to average approximately 50 g C/m2 ( Rey et 
al. ,1987), is only slightly lower than values found for lower 
latitude shelves. Annual elimatie variations influenee primary 
produetion, and eold-years-eonditions have been found favorable 
for organie carbon sedimentation ( Rey et al., 1987 ). Sueh year-s 
are eharacterized by iee extension south of the oceanie Polar 
Front, causing an early iee-edge bloom. However, due to the lower 
water temperatures, zooplankton development is delayed, and a 
great portion of the phytoplankton bloom will be left ungrazed 
and sink to deeper layers or to the bottom ( Reyet al., 1987; 
Sk jol dal et al . 1987 ) . This proeess is expeeted to be of 
importance only in the area immediately south of the oceanie 
Pnlrir Fr-nn+-_ 
,.,.,t~ni- ( Fi,.)_ li 
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Primary production is reduced to the north, and at 80~ N, 
the production is lowered by an order of magnitude compared to 
further south ( Rey et al., 1987 ). The TC values~ however, 
remain almost constant or increases in some areas, while there is 
a reduction in TOC values. In these northern regions the high Te 
values are related to the input of carbonate minerals and the 
observed TOC values is suggested to mainly reflect reworked 
organic matter. Insignificant supply of primary organic debris is 
also indicated from blue grey sediment colour. The typical olive 
grey colour, 
north. 
indicative of organic debris, is missing in the 
To more closely analyze the ratio of recent/reworked carbon, 
rock eval analyses were conducted on samples from the southern 
parts of the study area ( central Barents Sea, between 74 and 76~ 
N Forsberg, 1983 ». The results show that, while the Late 
Weichselian sediments almost exclusively contain reworked matter, 
the Holocene deposits also contain recent carbon. There is also a 
difference in grain size of the carbon. In the Holocene sediments 
the highest concentration is in the clay fraction, whereas in the 
Late Weichselian sediments the fine silt fraction has the highest 
concentration of carbon. 
SEDIMENT INPUT AND MAIN SOURCES 
In the northern and southeastern regions, except for the 
areas around Kong Karls Land and Kvitøya, Holocene sediments cap 
the underlying Late Weichselian deposits, ruling out this 
sediments as a main source for the overlying surface sediments. A 
main difference between the Holocene and the Late Weichselian 
"l~dimp.f1ts, lS the presenee of smpctite in the 
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The lack of smectite in the underlying Late Weichselian sediments 
and the restricted exposure of smectite-bearing rocks in eastern 
Svalbard, suggests a significant contribution from an extrabasi-
nal source. The main smectite source is, however, not identified. 
Common occurrence of smectite in sea ice samples in Framstretet, 
and the fact that Arctic sea ice is brought into the Barents Sea 
during the melt season, point towards an eastern Arctic source 
for the smectite both in the sea ice Larssen, 1987 ). An 
important source area for sea ice in the Eurasian basin of the 
Arctic region is the Siberian shelf region, which may ultimately 
provide the smectite-rich sediments incorporated in the sea ice. 
Sediments may also be entrained in sea ice 10cally in the Barents 
Sea, but generally the water depth appears too deep for resus-
pension and entrainment. 
The total annual ( tentative) clastic sediment accumulation 
in the study area is estimated at 20. 106 t ( Fig. 15, Table I ), 
with an average yield of 80 t/km2 /year or bern/ka . The depositio-
nal rates show however considerable variations. The high values 
in region 11 and 12 and partlyaiso in area 
input from the heavily glaciated hinterlands 
lb are related to 
( Fi g. 15 ). The 
input from land can tentatively be estimated as follows: The 
typical sedimentation rate in shallow distal areas is 3 cm/ka, 
and applying this number to region 11 and 12, the annual 
"e}:cess", or land-derived sediments in these regions is 6>:106 t. 
Previously, the sea-ice transported contribution has been 
calculated to represent 5 
result from other agents. 
106 t. The remaining 9.106 t must 
Former investigations have documented 
it:=. .c:>ur-rounding areas as all jm~'Clr-tc<nt 
sediment SClUr(~e through winnovnng and redepositlon 
al., 1978; Forsberg, 1983 ). This area may have contributed to 
the sediments in region 1 and 13. Similarly, erosion around Kong 
Karls Land and KvitØya have influenced the high rates in region 5 
and 16. However, the present data is insufficient to estimate 
this component as part of the total sediment budget, and a total 
calculation can not be presented. One may, however, also consider 
larger influence from sea ice and from other land areas. 
SEDIMENTARY ENVIRONMENTS/CONCLUSIONS 
The sedimentary environment and main lithofacies in the 
northern Barents Sea can be summarized as follows: 
Glaeier proximal areas: ( Fig. 16 ) 
The heavily glaciated regions of northeastern Svalbard, in 
particular Nordaustlandet, appears to strongly influence the 
sedimentary environment of the nearshore areas in the northern 
Barents Sea. The facies of the glaeier proximal r-egion is baSE?d 
on a combination of sedimentary and morphologic characteristics 
and includes the following elements: 
A surge moraine. Most conspicuous are its asymmetric cross 
sectional shape and fr~quent small scale slumps on the 
distal side. The slumps are evidence of rapid emplacement of 
soft and unstable sediments. 
A surge zone dominated by discontinuous ridges, forrned as 
syn-surge squeeze-up ridges and annual push-moraines. The 
relative distribution of the two is dependant on post-surge 
glaeier retreat and present glaeier activity. Also typical 
the surge--distal zone. 
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The lithology is dominated by unsorted diamietons with a 
high eontent of eoarser eomponents. Consolidation var-ies 
from normal to overeonsolidated. Loeally, patehes of 
relatively undisturbed pre-surge sediments may be found 
embedded in the surge diamietons, and elean well sorted sand 
patches are formed by loeal meltwater aetivity. 
Present day sedimentation is dominated by mud deposition in 
the vieinity of large meltwater outlets, forming acous--
tically transparent deposits within 1 km off the outflow. 
While the above points are based on data in the vicinity of the 
tidewater glacial front along Nordaust l andet margin, similar 
faeies distributions may be expeeted off Barentsøya and Edgeøya, 
inÆlueneing region 12 ( Fig. 15 J. 
Distal areas ( Fig. 17 ) 
Four main lithofaeies are identified in the distal zone: 1) 
diamieton, 3) elastie lag and 4) earbonate lag. Dist-
ribution of these lithofacies is a result of water depth, tida] 
and mean currents, probably also sea iee and brine formatian, and 
rafting by sea iee and to a lesser extent icebergs. The main 
sedimentary regimes and the resulting faeies are: 
On the shallow Spitsbergenbanken Fig. 17 a ) and its 
adjaeent areas, 
eold currents, 
winnowing is most likely eaused by strong 
dense brine eonveetion during sea ice 
formation and erosion by high veloeity eurrents along the 
oceanic Polar Front. The earbonates aecumulate down to a 
water depth of 60-100m, while diamicton and elastie l ag are 
found down to 350 m water depth. In the earbonate deposits, 
rafting of eoarser material from ieebergs is volumetric 
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insignificant, but diagnostic for the environment. 
In deeper bank areas, 100 - 200 m, resuspension and trans--
port by mean currents with the superimposed effect of tides 
and dense brine convection, may deplete the sediments of 
finer components forming a relatively coarse diamicton. The 
finer grades are redeposited in deeper basins, forming the 
mud facies. Evidence for bottom current activity is seen in 
local reworking of sediment surface into sediment waves and 
winnowing of plough marks ( Figs 17 b and c ). 
- A mud facies is also found at shallower depth, 100 200 mi 
along the eastern coastline of Svalbard, apparently formed 
by formed by accumulation of redistributed sediments from 
the north. of sediments from cold, long shore currents 
transporting glacially derived material. 
In conclusion, the sedimentation on the northern Barents Sea, a 
high arctic epicontinental sea may be characterized as follows. 
The main influence of the terrestrial regime is limited to the 
glaeier proximal zone and its immediately adjacent areas. 
Winnowing and resuspension are the main proeesses for shallow 
banks in distal areas, while sea ice and sediments winnowed from 
bank areas contribute fine grained sediments to the intermediate 
areas. Iceberg rafted material is environmentally and deeper 
important, but is volumetrically of minor importance. In the 
distal zone sediments accumulate at a rate of 3-5 cm/ka or 40 -60 
tons per year/km2 , while in coast near areas input of land 
deri ved material increases to 15 - 20 cm/ka. 
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Schematic lithostratigraphic section of the unlithified 
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Modified from Elverhøi and Solheim ( 1983b ) 
Transects ( a and b ) showing grain size distribution, 
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sedimentation rate for selected samples from the 
northern Barents Sea. 
Side sean sonographs and 3,5 kHz souding along the 
Bråsvellbreen glacier front showing: a) the surge 
moraine ( glacier front to the right ), b) rhombohedral 
pattern and irregular mounds and c) arcuate discon-
tinuous ridges paralleling the ice front. From Solheim 
and Pfirman ( 1985 ). 
Satellite image Landsat, 23 July 1976 ) of Nordaust-
landet showing the meltwater plumes and the offshore 
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from water samples are noted and the pie diagrams show 
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nearest 25 1.. 
Surfaee currents of the Barents Sea ( after Tantsiura, 
1959 ) 
Schematic bottom water circulation pattern ( modified 
from Tantsiura (1973 » superimposed on contours of 
July -September 1981 bottom temperature. Hydrographie 
data courtesy of Institute of Marine Research, Bergen, 
Norway and Geophysical Institute, Univ. of Bergen, 
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Side sean sonograph showing deep bedforms south of 
KvitØya platform near a region with large near-bottom 
exeess turbidity. Wavelength of the sediment waves is 
approximately 5 m. ( From Pfirman, 1985 ) 
Vertieal seetion of sea iee from Framstretet showing 
eoneentration and grain size of elastie material. 
( From Larssen, 1987 ) 
Sehematie cross seetion of sea iee 
tribution of the elastie material. 
1987 ) 
Clay mineralogy in sea iee from 
sediments from the Barents Sea. ( For 
transeet 1 and ..., see Fig • 4, and for .L. , 
sediments, see Fig. ..., ) . L 
showing the dis-
From Larssen, 
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Late Weiehselian 
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rates in the study area. Glaeier cover age is shown on 
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Cartoon showing the main iee proximal 
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sedimentary 
The prineipal lithofaeies and sedimentary proeesses in 
the iee distal zone. A) Sediment starved earbonate 
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Sedimentation rate and tentative annua l aceumulation of 
elastie sediments in the northern Barents Sea. The 
aeeumulation of earbonates on Spitsbergenbanen, zone 14 
is also listed, and 17,18 and 19 show non-depositional 
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AREA SED. RATE AREA SEDIM~ ACCUMUjATION 
NO. (cm/ka) (105km2 ) (t/km lyr) (10 t/yr) 
1 5 .794 65 51.6 
2 3 .109 39 4.2 
3 3 .444 39 17.3 
4 5 .191 65 12.4 
5 15 .056 195 10.9 
6 3 .067 39 2.6 
7 4 .060 52 3.1 
8 3 .029 39 1.1 
9 3 .021 39 0.8 
10 3 .016 39 0.6 
11 30 .037 390 14.4 
12 20 .179 260 46.5 
13 5 .278 65 18.1 
15 5 .025 65 1.6 
16 15 
--
.047 195 ~ 
TOTAL 2.353 194.4 
...... ............. ..•.••.... .•...•...... .•......... 
14 Spitsbergen- .178 Carbonate 
17 banken .373 Erosion 
18 Kong Karla .036 Eroaion 
Land 
19 Kvitøya __ .025 Eroaion 
Total .612 
Table 1 

